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Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, die Prozesse bei der künstlichen Lawinenauslösung über und in der Schneedecke besser zu verstehen. Grossmassstäbliche Versuche wurden mit normalen Sprengladungen (spherical/solid explosives) und einem mobilen Gaszündrohr (directed gas explosion) durchgeführt und die Luftdrücke über der Schneedecke und die Beschleunigungen in der Schneedecke auf einem flachen Versuchsgelände gemessen. Zusätzlich haben wir Versuche an operationellen Lawinenauslösseystemen durchgeführt und auch die Bodenerschütterung gemessen. Um die Prozesse in der Schneedecke besser zu verstehen, haben wir in kleinmassstäbliche Versuchen sowohl die Beschleunigungen als auch die Ankunftszeit der Wellen gemessen. Wir haben daraus die elastischen Eigenschaften und Bruchaustauschgeschwindigkeiten bestimmt, welche für die
Zusammenfassung


Die Daten der Feldexperimente wurden zudem für ein Modell verwendet, welches Schnee als poröses Material darstellt. Erste Resultate lassen darauf schliessen, dass die Modellierung der Wellenausbreitung in einem porösen Medium die vielversprechendste Methode ist. Das Modell überschätzte allerdings die Beschleunigungen in der Schneedecke, wahrscheinlich als Folge von Vereinfachungen in der Geometrie, welche zu einer zu geringen Dämpfung im Modell führte.

Summary

Snow avalanches are a major hazard in mountainous regions with seasonal or perennial snowpacks. Large spontaneous avalanches during or after storms may reach and destroy vital infrastructures such as railway lines, roads or settlements. Ski areas are threatened by spontaneous or skier-triggered avalanches. Artificial triggering of avalanches by explosions has decreased these risks significantly. Avalanches can preventively be triggered during times of minor economic loss. The explosions create a surcharge on the snowpack that may lead to failure and consequently to an avalanche. During the past decades, charges have mainly been delivered by hand or helicopter. Past catastrophic avalanche winters as e.g. the year 1999 in Switzerland showed the high potential of the method and led to new developments: remotely controlled fixed installations. These systems allow triggering an avalanche at times when the triggering possibility is highest: during or directly after a storm – when usually conventional delivery methods cannot be employed. They are installed at fixed positions in avalanche starting zones. An explosion is created by remotely igniting solid explosives or a gas mixture. However, as the systems are limited to a single or a few detonation points per system, the location and effect of these systems need to be carefully chosen. Yet, the effect of different types of explosions on snowpacks is not sufficiently known.

This thesis aims at improving our understanding of the processes above and in the snowpack involved in artificial triggering of avalanches using explosions. We performed large scale field experiments using solid spherical explosives and a mobile gas exploder (directed gas explosion) as sources and measured air pressures and snowpack accelerations on flat terrain. We performed experiments near operational avalanche control systems to validate the importance of the flat field experiments and also measured ground accelerations. To better understand the processes within the snowpack, we conducted small scale experiments and measured accelerations and wave arrival times to assess snowpack attenuation and wave speeds. On small snow blocks (< 1 m³), we performed in situ measurements to derive elastic properties and crack propagation speeds relevant for slab avalanche release.

The results of the large scale field experiments showed that the air pressure and derived parameters were decreasing strongly with distance from the point of explosion. Snowpack accelerations and derived parameters strongly decreased with distance from the explosion and depth within the snowpack. Accelerations at a certain depth within the snowpack decreased similarly
with distance as the air pressure. The explosions produced by solid explosives showed similar results as those performed with a gas mixture. The directed gas explosion caused similar loading for angles within a forward cone of about 70°. At 90° from the exploder axis, the air pressure was lower close to the point of explosion but decreased less strongly with distance from the point of explosion. This resulted in elliptically-shaped isolines of air pressure close to the explosion and circle-shaped isolines at far distances as expected with unconfined solid explosives.

Far from the point of explosion, we observed different weak layer failure within the snowpack caused by different processes. They were either caused by crack propagation or the direct impact of the explosion above the snowpack. The experiments at the operational gas exploder showed that our flat field experiments were in good agreement with these systems and hence the flat field experiments were the correct choice to compare different types of explosions. Ground accelerations were small compared to the accelerations within the snowpack. The wave propagation speeds and the low amplitudes suggest that the waves were mainly transmitted from the air to the snowpack and hence the ground rather than over the foundation of the exploder or over areas with a lacking snowpack.

The small scale experiments resulted in similar attenuation values as observed in lab experiments. The attenuation was not depending on snowpack density in the observed density range. However, we observed large scatter in the results due to snowpack layering including changes in snow properties between adjacent layers. As the source using a hammer did not cause perfectly plane waves, vertical and horizontal components were measured. The effect caused by the strong layering may be an additional cause for the strong wave attenuation within snowpacks. Three different types of waves occur in snow: compressional waves in the ice skeleton and the pore space and shear waves in the ice skeleton. The measured attenuation was mainly attributed to the second compressional wave that is strongly attenuated. Wave speeds, however, were related to the fast wave within the ice skeleton. However, due to the short distances between the measuring locations required due to the strong attenuation, the different wave types could not be distinguished. First measurements at small snow blocks as used for crack propagation experiments showed that our method of acoustic wave measurement using accelerometers was suited to derive crack propagation speeds. Signal analysis suggests that there might be different types of waves in crack propagation experiments that could not be observed so far: One wave corresponding to the actual crack propagation and a second wave resulting from settling of the slab that follows weak layer failure – also called collapse wave.

A modeling approach that was based on our experimental data and considered snow as porous material was developed by other researchers. Preliminary results suggest that modeling wave propagation in a porous medium may be the most promising approach to assess the effect of
explosions for complex geometries. However, the model overestimated the observed accelerations due to the simplifications of the snowpack leading to too low attenuation.

With this thesis, we gained an increased understanding of the different waves propagating through the snowpack, and their behavior. We learnt about the effects of a directed gas exploder compared to spherical explosives. Further, we produced a comprehensive dataset on the effect of explosions on the snowpack. In a further step it will be required to use this data to improve modeling of explosions and snow.
1 Introduction
1.1 Snow and avalanches

Snow avalanches are gravitational mass movements such as landslides, debris flows and rock avalanches. However, their existence is limited to mountainous regions with either perennial or seasonal snowpacks. Many of these regions are either populated, of industrial importance, e.g. for mining, or vital transport corridors in particular for people, goods and energy. The exposure of humans to avalanche terrain leads to at least about 200 fatalities annually worldwide (Meister, 2002). The long-term annual mean of fatalities due to snow avalanches in Switzerland is 25 (Tschirky et al., 2000). Only considering the last two decades, this number has decreased to 23 fatalities annually. Whereas until the middle of the 20th century people in the European Alps mainly died in settlements or on transport corridors as roads or railways, these days most of the fatalities are recreationists performing winter backcountry activities.

This shift over the past decades in the Alps is the result of extensive avalanche mitigation measures that were put in place following major avalanche catastrophes striking settlements and infrastructure. In less developed mountain areas such as the Himalayas, however, snow avalanches hitting unprotected settlements is still the main reason for fatalities.

Avalanche mitigation can be divided into active and passive, permanent and temporary methods (Wilhelm et al., 2001). Temporary passive measures include avalanche warning and seasonal road closures. Hazard mapping, e.g. to limit construction and presence in endangered areas, is the main permanent passive measure. Active permanent measures consist of engineering works as e.g. defense structures in avalanche release areas, catching and deflecting dams in the avalanche path or runout zone or snow sheds to protect roads and railways (McClung and Schaerer, 2006). Temporary active measures consist of evacuations, road closures and artificial avalanche release. Engineering works are expensive and sometimes not desired for aesthetic reasons. Long road closures and evacuation are disliked and can lead to high economic loss. To protect settlements and avoid evacuations, defense structures in combination with hazard mapping remain the prime mitigation measures. However, for protecting transportation corridors artificial avalanche release has become increasingly important due to its low cost and flexible use. It is nowadays not only the standard measure to protect ski runs, but also widely employed to preventively release avalanches threatening roads and railway lines, and occasionally even parts of settlements (Fig. 1-1).
1.1 Snow and avalanches

1.1.1 Snow

Snow is a unique material. It consists of air, ice and sometimes water. It is the only material in nature found at very high homologous temperatures, i.e. close to the melting point and is extremely porous (Schneebeli, 2002). The ice content of seasonal snow ranges from as low as 5% up to around 50%. The high homologous temperature and the porosity define its unique mechanical and thermal behavior. The material is highly strain-rate dependent and is characterized by very low strength (Shapiro et al., 1997).

A snowpack consists of many different layers, a result of a steadily changing environment defined by the actions of wind, temperature, precipitation, short- and long wave radiation and the perpetual change of layers due to metamorphism of snow crystals (McClung and Schauer, 2006) (Fig. 1-2). This combination of mechanisms is essential to form a snowpack that is prone to avalanche formation including weak layers and slabs. Weak layers are formed under high temperature gradients within the snowpack or at the snow surface including high vapor fluxes. Typical weak layers include faceted crystals, surface or depth hoar (Schweizer et al., 2016a). Slabs are formed by the compaction and sintering of snow layers.
1.1 Snow and avalanches

There are two main types of avalanches: loose-snow and slab avalanches (Fig. 1-3). Loose-snow avalanches release from a point in relatively non-cohesive snow surface layers and are usually harmless. Slab avalanches, on the other hand, include the release of a cohesive slab above a weak layer (Fig. 1-4). Damage accumulation by an additional load on the snowpack caused e.g. by a skier or new snow, and subsequent failure localization in the weak layer below the slab leads to an initial crack (Schweizer et al., 2016a). The onset of crack propagation within the weak layer follows this initial failure, provided the initial failure is sufficiently large and the weak layer-slub combination is prone to crack propagation. This process is followed by dynamic crack propagation on the slope scale. At some point, the slab will fail in tension. If the terrain is sufficiently steep, i.e. above 30°, friction may be overcome and the whole slab detaches. Slab avalanche release therefore comprises four steps: (i) failure initiation in a weak layer underlying a cohesive snow slab, (ii) the onset of crack propagation, (iii) dynamic crack propagation through the weak layer across the slope, and (iv) tensile failure – equivalent to crack arrest, followed by sliding of the slab (Schweizer et al., 2016a) (Fig. 1-5).

Dry-snow slab avalanches are causing the majority of fatal accidents. Slab avalanches can develop into disastrous powder avalanches which are the main danger for settlements and infrastructure, given the terrain is sufficiently steep and the snowpack conditions are suitable. Slab and loose-snow avalanches can develop in dry and wet snowpack conditions. For wet-snow avalanches, the failure is
induced in a 0° isothermal snowpack by the reduction of strength by water penetrating the snowpack either due to rain or snowpack melting. Whereas dry-snow slab avalanches are well studied, wet snow avalanche release mechanisms are poorly understood. The release of a slab avalanche requires an additional load or a reduction in the weak layer strength at a given load. The additional load may be new snow resulting in natural avalanches or an artificial load as a skier or an explosion. Explosions are used to trigger avalanches deliberately (Fig. 1-6).

Fig. 1-3: The two main avalanche types: (a) slab avalanche and (b) loose snow avalanche (Photos: J. Schweizer).

Fig. 1-4: Schematic of snow slab avalanche release (Schmid, 2015).
1.1 Snow and avalanches

Fig. 1-5: Conceptual model of dry-snow slab avalanche release including the four stages of (i) failure initiation in a weak layer underlying a cohesive snow slab, (ii) the onset of crack propagation, (iii) dynamic crack propagation through the weak layer across the slope, and (iv) tensile slab failure arrests the propagating crack in the weak layer, followed by sliding of the slab; red arrows indicate mixed-mode loading (Schweizer et al., 2016a).

Fig. 1-6: Craters formed by the detonation of solid explosives and subsequent avalanche release with crown (Photo: J. Schweizer).

1.1.3 Artificial avalanche release

The aim of artificial avalanche release is to reduce the risk to people and infrastructure and indirect costs of closures of certain areas by the controlled release of smaller, less destructive avalanches at times of minor economic loss, e.g. at night. Artificial release has been applied for decades in ski resorts to protect ski runs and lifts from avalanches. The catastrophic avalanche winter of 1999 in Switzerland and other parts of the Alps showed that large catastrophic avalanches can be prevented provided frequent triggering resulted in small to medium-sized avalanches. However, large avalanches causing destruction to infrastructure and settlements were in some cases artificially
released (SLF, 2000) (Fig. 1-7). This was mainly due to the fact that triggering was not possible due to long storm periods resulting in large new snow amounts and hence deep slabs. It is therefore crucial to be able to release avalanches during bad weather and at night-time.

![Damaged house by an artificially released avalanche during the catastrophic avalanche winter of 1999 (Photo: J. Schweizer).](image)

Many different methods exist to artificially release avalanches, all of them include explosions which result in an additional load on the snowpack required to release an avalanche as described above (McClung and Schärer, 2006). Solid explosive charges are in particular used in artificial release, deployed by hand charging e.g. by ski patrol, helicopter charging or other means. Military mortars, howitzers or bazookas are used around the world to trigger avalanches. Bomb trams allow deploying solid explosives at different locations. Fixed avalanche control installations have become increasingly used during the last years (Fig. 1-8). They allow avalanches to be released under any given conditions from the valley-bottom. They either drop a solid explosive charge (SE) that is triggered above the snowpack or ignite a gas mixture within a pipe that causes an explosion (directed gas explosion – DGE) loading the snowpack. Some are able to throw a charge over some tens of meters. Other shooting/throwing devices with larger ranges are the avalancheur that shoots an arrow loaded with solid explosives or the avalanche pipe that throw solid explosive charges. In order to understand the effect of these systems on snowpack stability, understanding the processes that lead from an explosion to the release of an avalanche is crucial.
1.2 Objectives and outline

Due to the relevance of avalanches as a natural hazard and the increasing popularity of preventive triggering of avalanches by explosions, in particular by remotely controlled fixed installations, it is important to improve our understanding of the effect of artificial triggering methods. This includes the processes in the air above a snowpack and within a snowpack following an explosion – so far the only effective method to trigger avalanches artificially.

Hitherto, few studies have investigated wave propagation in snowpacks at large scale and at distances outside the shock region. None of the research has investigated wave propagation basics such as wave speeds and attenuation in field experiments. No attention has been paid to recording actual failure initiation due to explosions as this has not been feasible so far. A detailed comparison of different types of explosions as caused by solid explosives or gas mixtures has not been performed, in particular because of the large and diverse study site and extensive equipment required. A comparison between flat field experiments and experiments on slopes has not been performed yet.
The aim of this study was therefore to assess the effect of various artificial avalanche triggering methods by developing a measuring system, measuring wave propagation in snowpacks caused by explosions, and recording and evaluating failure due to explosions.

To reach this overall aim the following objectives were defined:

(a) Develop measuring equipment and layout to assess the effect of explosions
   Develop a measuring setup that can be used to measure the effect of explosion at different distances and depths from the point of explosion.

(b) Quantify wave propagation above and in a snowpack caused by explosions
   Perform small and large scale experiments on different geometries using explosions and other sources to measure the response of the snowpack to the dynamic loading, i.e. to characterize wave propagation processes in snow. Measure the attenuation and wave propagation speeds for different snowpack properties. Use compact cameras to record weak layer failure in snow. Explain different types of weak layer failure and their cause.
   The results are required to better understand wave propagation caused by explosions.

(c) Measure the effect of an explosion used by operational avalanche control systems (spherical explosive and directed gas explosion) on snowpacks and ground
   Perform measurements near operational gas exploders to assess whether flat field experiments are suitable to evaluate the effect of operational control systems.
   Perform measurements near operational gas exploders to assess the effect of ground accelerations caused by an explosion. Investigate the cause of the ground vibration and the probability of triggering avalanches by ground vibration.

These three main objectives are fundamental to better understand artificial triggering and to assist in better planning of remote avalanche control systems.

The outline of the thesis follows from the above-mentioned objectives.

In Chapter 2 the state of the art is summarized.

Chapter 3 includes the description of the field sites used in the various studies. Furthermore, an outline of the methods is given.

Chapter 4 describes the measuring setup and results of large flat field experiments using spherical explosives and gives potential wave propagation characteristics, the loading of the snowpack and different types of weak layer failures.
Chapter 5 introduces a prototype exploder (directed source DGE) to investigate the effect of gas explosions. In this chapter, the results using this gas exploder affecting the snowpack on flat study sites is investigated.

In chapter 6, we describe the experiments performed on slopes using operational gas exploders and we compare the results with the experiments on a flat study site. We further discuss the use of in-slope experiments.

Chapter 7 gives insight into ground accelerations caused by explosions. We discuss the results comparing the findings to the effect of explosions on snowpacks and to past results on ground accelerations. We assess the probability whether ground accelerations are suitable to trigger avalanches.

In chapter 8 we describe small scale experiments used to derive mechanical properties as wave speeds and snow attenuation and perform measurements of crack propagation speeds.

In the appendices, we include publications that are not a primary part of this thesis or which were addressed to a different, mainly non-scientific audience.

Appendix A treats the comparison of two different solid explosives used in artificial avalanche release.

In Appendix B, we investigate the shape of the isolines of equal pressure using a directed gas exploder and compare it to the spherical explosion of an unconfined solid explosive.

Appendix C assesses different types of weak layer failures for different snowpack conditions using a novel approach to detect weak layer failure.

In Appendix D we further give insight into stresses calculated from field experiments and discuss different weak layer failure types.

Appendix E discusses a model for wave propagation and compares the model results to experimental findings.

In Appendix F we describe the flat field gas exploder experiments and discuss whether the air pressure or derived parameters may be used as approximations for the effect within the snowpack.

Appendix G gives an overview over our research, the resulting published and planned publications and their integration into this thesis.
2 State of the art
2.1 Explosions

During the past decades, many studies were performed on explosions and snow, wave propagation in snow and mechanical properties of snow. In the following sections, we give insight into the most important research relevant for this study. However, comparisons among various sets of data are difficult due to different objectives, varying measuring techniques and snow conditions (Sommerfeld, 1982). Still, there are many important findings that allow conclusions to be drawn on the most relevant aspects. They are discussed in more details in the following sections. In general, the response of snow to explosive loading is a complex problem (Johnson et al., 1994), in particular due to the high homologous temperature, the low strength, the porous structure, the high compressibility and the characteristics of the snowpack and the explosive.

2.1 Explosions

To create the impulse used to load the snowpack in artificial avalanche release, explosions are used (Fig. 2-1). The basic concept of explosions is described below. For more details, the reader is referred to Cooper (1996).

Explosions are chemical reactions that release large amounts of energy in the form of pressure and heat within a short period. They cause waves that propagate through the surrounding medium. Close to the point of explosion, there exist shock waves. Shocks are characterized by a propagation speed higher than the sound speed of the medium and abrupt changes in pressure, particle velocity, temperature and density of the medium (Cooper, 1996). Shock waves can be described by the Rankine-Hugoniot equations. With increasing distance from the point of explosion, the shock develops into an elastic (acoustic) wave due to geometrical spreading and other effects propagating at the speed of sound of the material. When hitting a material boundary, the energy of the wave is partly transmitted to the other material and partly reflected, resulting in different wave modes.

---

Fig. 2-1: Explosion caused by solid avalanche explosives on a flat study site.
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depending on material properties, the incident wave mode and angle and impedance differences of
the materials.

The creation and cancellation of a shock can be described as follows (Cooper, 1996):
1. Shock waves occur when a material is stressed far beyond its elastic limit by a pressure
disturbance.
2. The pressure-wave speed increases with pressures above the elastic limit and hence a
pressure-disturbance “shocks-up”.
3. The underpressure wave that moves into the shock wave travels faster than the shock
front and hence the shock is attenuated from behind. This leads to an elastic wave as
described in the following section.

2.2 Wave propagation principles

The calculation of stresses and strains is not a primary aim of this study. Still, it is important to
introduce the main principles of wave propagation in order to understand the wave types that exist,
how they propagate and to understand the experimental results. An overview over wave
propagation in elastic, isotropic continua is given here. For more details, the reader is referred to e.g.
Achenbach (1973) or Vollmann and Dual (2012).

The kinematic relations connect the displacement field and the strain tensor:

$$\varepsilon_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} (u_{i,j} + u_{j,i}) \quad (2.1)$$

where $\varepsilon_{ij}$ is the strain, $u_{i,j}$ the derivative of the displacement component in direction $i$ with respect
to the direction $j$ in indicial notation.

To relate the stresses to the strains, constitutive laws are required which in our case is linear
elasticity. This results in:

$$\sigma_{ij} = \lambda \varepsilon_{kk} \delta_{ij} + 2\mu \varepsilon_{ij} \quad (2.2)$$

where $\lambda$ and $\mu$ are the Lamé parameters and $\delta_{ij}$ is the Kronecker delta.

The next step is to establish the dynamic equilibrium:

$$\sigma_{i,j} = \rho u_{i,tt} \quad (2.3)$$

where $\rho$ is the density and $t$ the time.

Combining the above equations yields the wave equations, a set of partial differential equations:

$$\sigma_{i,j} = (\lambda + \mu) u_{k,k,i} + \mu u_{i,kk} = \rho u_{i,tt} \quad (2.4)$$

The displacement fields can be expressed with potential functions:

$$\underline{u} = \nabla \varphi + \nabla \times \underline{\psi} \quad (2.5)$$

with the scalar potential $\varphi$ and the vector potential $\underline{\psi}$. The displacement field is then expressed in indicial notation in Cartesian coordinates:
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\[ u_i = \varphi_{,i} + \varepsilon_{ijk} \psi_{k,j} \]  
(2.6)

where \( \varepsilon_{ijk} \) is the permutation symbol.

The above equation is substituted into the differential wave equation and yields:

\[ \left( (\lambda + 2\mu) \varphi_{,kk} - \rho \varphi_{,tt} \right)_{,i} + \varepsilon_{ijm} (\lambda \psi_{m,kk} - \rho \psi_{m,tt})_{,i} = 0 \]  
(2.7)

It follows that the \( \psi \)-waves do not contribute to the dilatation.

The term \( \psi_{i,kk} \) represents the local rotation as defined in elasticity.

We can write the displacement fields in terms of derivatives of a local derivative of the scalar and the vector potential and we get differential equations for rotation-free and for isochore waves that propagate uncoupled in our case.

The rotation-free part gives

\[ c_1^2 \Delta \varphi = \varphi_{,tt} \]  
(2.8)

where

\[ c_1 = \sqrt{\frac{\lambda + 2\mu}{\rho}} \]  
(2.9)

is the speed of the first (primary) wave.

The isochore part leads to

\[ c_2^2 \Delta \psi = \psi_{,tt} \]  
(2.10)

where

\[ c_2 = \sqrt{\frac{\mu}{\rho}} \]  
(2.11)

is the speed of the secondary wave.

The speed of the first wave is higher than of the second wave for materials as metals or snow.

For plane waves and in structures, depending on the geometry, the primary and secondary waves have different speeds. In beams, the longitudinal wave propagates with

\[ c_0 (k) = \sqrt{\frac{E}{\rho} \frac{I_3}{A}} \]  
(2.12)

and the flexural wave propagates at a speed of

\[ c_b (k) = \sqrt{\frac{E}{\rho} \frac{I_3}{A}} \frac{1}{k} \]  
(2.13)

where \( k \) is the wave number, \( E \) the Young’s modulus, \( I_3 \) is the moment of inertia, \( A \) the surface of the cross-section and \( k \) the wavenumber.

For experiments with explosions in air above a snowpack, idealized as a semi-infinite linearly elastic solid, we have to understand the influence of the angle of the incident wave on wave transmission and reflection. In our case, the solid is the snowpack. In a typical case, an incident P-wave in the fluid above the snowpack, i.e. air, is caused by the air pressure wave of an explosion. The
incident wave causes a reflected P-wave in the air, a P-wave in the continuum and an S-wave in the continuum. All these waves propagate at different angles measured from the normal axis on the surface of the snowpack assuming plane waves. Their amplitude ratios and angle can be determined based on the incident angle and amplitude using parameterizations of the waves and boundary conditions. For a detailed derivation the reader is referred to Vollmann and Dual (2012)

The amplitude ratios are

\[ A_r = \frac{-n_1 \varepsilon + \delta}{\delta + r_1 \varepsilon} A \] (2.14)

\[ A_s = \frac{2c_2 \lambda f p_1 p_2 (r_1 - n_1)}{\delta + r_1 \varepsilon} A \] (2.15)

\[ A_t = \frac{c_1 \lambda f (n_1 - r_1) (s_1^2 - s_2^2)}{\delta + r_1 \varepsilon} A \] (2.16)

with

\[ \delta = 2c_2 \lambda f p_1 p_2 s_2 + c_1 \lambda f p_1 (s_1^2 - s_2^2) \] (2.17)

\[ \varepsilon = c_f ((\lambda + 2\mu p_1^2) (s_2^2 - s_1^2) - 4\mu p_1 p_2 s_1 s_2 \] (2.18)

\[ c_f = \frac{\lambda_f}{\sqrt{\rho_f}} \] (2.19)

\[ c_1 = \frac{\lambda + 2\mu}{\rho} \] (2.20)

\[ c_2 = \frac{\mu}{\rho} \] (2.21)

\[ n = \begin{pmatrix} \cos \Theta \\ \sin \Theta \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} \] (2.22)

\[ r = \begin{pmatrix} -\cos \Theta_r \\ \sin \Theta_r \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} \] (2.23)

\[ p = \begin{pmatrix} \cos \Theta_p \\ \sin \Theta_p \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} \] (2.24)

\[ s = \begin{pmatrix} \cos \Theta_s \\ \sin \Theta_s \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} \] (2.25)

\[ s' = \begin{pmatrix} -\sin \Theta_s \\ \cos \Theta_s \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} \] (2.26)

where \( A_r, A_s \) and \( A_t \) are the amplitudes of the reflected P-wave, the transmitted S-wave and the transmitted P-wave and \( A \) is the amplitude of the incident wave. \( \lambda \) and \( \mu \) are the Lamé parameters of the solid. \( \lambda_f \) is the Lamé parameter of the fluid. \( \rho \) and \( \rho_f \) are the densities of the solid and the fluid. \( n, r, p \) are the unit vectors of the P-waves’ propagation directions. \( s \) and \( s' \) are the unit vectors of the
S-wave propagation and S-wave displacement directions. $\theta$, $\theta_r$, $\theta_p$ and $\theta_s$ are the angles of the propagation direction of the waves with reference to the normal axis of the snow surface.

The energy reflection coefficient is equal to

$$e_r = \frac{(n_1 e + \delta)}{(\delta + r_1 e)^2}$$

(2.27)

The relation between the different angles is

$$\theta = \theta_r$$

(2.28)

$$\sin \theta_p = \frac{c_f}{c_p} \sin \theta$$

(2.29)

$$\sin \theta_s = \frac{c_p}{c_f} \sin \theta$$

(2.30)

where $c_f$ is the P-wave velocity in the fluid.

For $c_f < c_1$ there is a critical case at which no P-wave is caused in the solid. The same is observed for $c_f < c_2$. In these cases, there is only a surface wave created required to fulfill the boundary conditions.

2.3 Wave propagation in porous media and modeling

As snow is porous, the entire wave propagation process is more complex than the case for an elastic solid described above. To understand the effects of explosions and other dynamic impulses on a snowpack, it is best to use a model which gives an idea about the processes in snow.

Snow has been modeled as a continuum to model snow acoustics, which is simpler, but has the shortcoming that it is inadequate to answer the question of two different propagation media (Sommerfeld, 1982). Continuum models have been used with success to determine bulk mechanical properties (Sommerfeld, 1982). Only few of the measurements include densities of seasonal snow covers, though.

In seasonal snow covers with densities below 200 kg m$^{-3}$, pore air might be more important in sound propagation (Sommerfeld, 1982). Biot (1956a) developed a model to describe the acoustic wave propagation in porous media composed of a solid skeleton and a viscous fluid in the pore space. His model was applied to snow by Johnson (1982) using the solution by Deresiewicz and Rice (1962) for plane waves in a homogeneous isotropic linear-elastic material (s. 2.3.1). In snow, the porous character is given by the ice matrix and the air (and/or water) in the pores. The Biot model predicts the existence of three different wave types: Two uncoupled longitudinal waves and one transversal wave. The first longitudinal wave propagates in the ice skeleton and is also called the fast wave due to the high speed of sound compared to air. The transversal wave also propagates in the ice skeleton. The second longitudinal wave propagates within the pore space. The propagation speeds of the wave types are different and depend on mechanical properties of snow. Whereas the first longitudinal wave and the transversal wave are only slightly dispersive, the second longitudinal wave, also called
slow wave, is dispersive. All waves are attenuated within the snow, increasing with increasing frequency with the slow wave being much stronger attenuated than the other waves. The low attenuation within the ice skeleton reported by Johnson (1982) was in contrast to experimental data, probably due to the neglected friction loss within the ice skeleton (Sommerfeld, 1982). Johnson (1982) showed that a large portion of the acoustic energy transmitted across the air-snow interface was transmitted through the pore system as a dilatational wave of the second kind. One of the main complexities of the model is the requirement for more than 10 material parameters of snow. These were parameterized by Sidler (2015) depending on snow porosity or density. However, this is only an approximation due to the complex geometry of snow. Sidler (2015) showed speeds and attenuation that were in good agreement with earlier studies. He also reported that at very high porosities, i.e. low densities, the speed of the first longitudinal wave was becoming slower than the speed of the second longitudinal wave in the pore space. Capelli et al. (2016) used the solution of Deresiewicz and Rice (1962) for the high-frequency range of Biot’s equations with the parameters reported by Sidler (2015) and found that wave speeds were in good agreement with their experimental results and that the measured attenuation coefficients were between those modeled for the fast and the slow wave. However, they report that the applicability of Biot’s model is limited due to the large number of parameters needed that are difficult to relate to snow properties.

A stress-wave model was reported and showed that dilatational and shear waves could interact with a weak bedding layer causing dilatational and shear stresses in the layer (Johnson, 1980). He showed that impedance differences at boundaries had a great influence on the propagation of the stress waves to the bedding layer.

Johnson (1990) stated that shock wave attenuation in snow is affected by the shock amplitude, the geometry, the duration of the shock and the mechanical properties of the material. He established simple snowpack attenuation models based on the principle of momentum modeling using different impulses. These models were initially used to analyze the dynamic behavior of porous media (Herrmann, 1971) in which the material compacts to a final density at negligible stresses. After the compaction, the pressure impulse (momentum) of the shock wave uniformly spreads over the volume of material behind the advancing shock wave. The stress wave is lengthened in time and reduced in amplitude as more of the material is compacted. The attenuation is then caused by momentum spreading and losses are attributed to plastic deformation. However, fracturing and release waves were not considered. Johnson (1990) predicted the attenuation to be proportional to $x^{-2}$ for plane waves and $x^{-6}$ for spherical waves with his model, where $x$ is the distance from the center of the blast. This is in contrast to the results by Brown (1981) with attenuation proportional to $x^{-1.2}$ for plane waves and Mellor (1977) who reported attenuation proportional to $x^{-3}$ to $x^{-4}$ for spherical waves, probably due to the simple snow compaction model applied by Johnson (1990) which only
considered one step compaction. On the other hand, Mellor (1977)'s values of the exponent might result from propagation outside the range of shock where pressure decay is due to viscous dissipation and geometric spreading which produce much less attenuation than compaction predicted by Johnson (1990)'s model.

Brown (1981) used jump equations to evaluate shockwave propagation in snow and concluded that this is a viable way since one can avoid the expensive and complicated numerical solution of the wave equation. He showed that snow strongly attenuates plastic stress waves. The wave amplitude reduced to about 10% of its original amplitude within a distance of 10 cm. His results of the pressure attenuation are in good agreement with experimental results, though there was a lack of good shockwave data (Brown, 1981). For weaker shockwaves, the attenuation of the numerically solved wave equation and the jump equations were in good agreement but diverged for stronger shocks. This might be due to the simplification introduced with the jump equations or numerical instability at the solution of the wave equation (Brown, 1981). The attenuation and the change of the wave speeds showed similar trends with the two approaches. Johnson et al. (1994) used finite element modeling to compare shock wave attenuation for plane and spherical waves and concluded that their results for plane shockwaves were in agreement with the results obtained by a simple momentum model and with the measurements performed.

As computational power increased, finite element models became increasingly used in snow mechanical research (Podolskiy et al., 2013). For example, Haehnel and Shoop (2004) used a capped Drucker-Prager model with different snow parameter sets to model snow under dynamic loading. Their results gave upper and lower boundaries for the experimental data they used as a basis. Miller et al. (2011) performed finite element modeling on seasonal snow based on pressure-density data by Johnson et al. (1993). He used mechanical properties summarized in Mellor (1975). A shock equation of state was used by Miller et al. (2011) to model the volumetric constitutive behavior of snow subject to blast loading. A linear elastic-brittle failure constitutive relationship was used to model the deviatoric behavior. Their results are of great interest since they were able to show stress and strain distributions within the snowpack. They showed a shear stress concentration above a weak layer and snow densification. The results by Miller et al. (2011) on detonation height agreed with those from Gubler (1977). However, insight into why a suspended charge is better in avalanche control than a surface blast could not yet be provided. Miller et al. (2011) also showed that there was a near surface pressure intensification due to reflection enhancement as suggested by Mellor (1973), however, they modeled snow as an elastic solid and not as a porous material. They suggested that the impulse of the blast, i.e. the integrated air pressure over time, rather than peak air pressure was a contributor in increasing dynamic snowpack response at far field. Their model did not consider the porous
character of the snowpack which actually results in different wave types. They stated that further field experiments were needed to calibrate the models.

Nicolas et al. (1985) developed a simple two-parameter model to predict the propagation of acoustic waves in the air above a snowpack. He showed changes at lower frequencies with changes in the layer thickness. The model showed good agreement with field measurements for higher frequencies. For frequencies below 200 Hz, the measurements agreed better with a theory based on semi-infinite porous ground. They reported that a very thin layer decreased the sound pressure level more effectively than a thick layer with the reason being unclear.

Cardu et al. (2008) introduced a coupled stress and energy criterion for the release of artificially triggered dry snow slab avalanches. They propose to revise the TNT-equivalent approach because the equivalent does not include tensitional or energetic considerations. In addition, the duration of the induced stress and the underpressure should be considered. Cardu et al. (2008) suggest quantifying the specific fracture energy using different solid explosives.

### 2.3.1 Biot’s equations of motion and solution for plane waves

We give an overview over the Biot’s equations. For more details, the reader is referred to Biot (1956a), Biot (1956b), Johnson (1982), Sidler (2015) and Capelli et al. (2016).

The constitutive relations for linear-elastic porous media are (Biot, 1956a; Johnson, 1982):

\[
\sigma_{ij} = (Ce + Q\varepsilon)\delta_{ij} + 2Ne_{ij} \quad \text{(2.31)}
\]

\[
s = Q\varepsilon + Re \quad \text{(2.32)}
\]

where \(e\) and \(\varepsilon\) are the strain tensors of the solid and the fluid, respectively, \(C\) is an elastic constant and \(N\) is the shear modulus of the solid. \(s\) is the fluid pore pressure. \(R\) describes the pressure on the fluid required to force a certain volume of the fluid into the aggregate while the volume stays constant. \(Q\) describes the coupling of the volume change of the fluid and of the solid.

The equations of motion are

\[
N\nabla^2 u + \nabla \left( (C + N)\nabla \cdot u + Q\nabla \cdot U \right) = \frac{\delta^2}{\delta t^2} \left( \rho_{11}u + \rho_{12}U \right) + b(\eta) \frac{\delta}{\delta t} \left( u - U \right) \quad \text{(2.33)}
\]

\[
\nabla \left( Q\nabla \cdot u + R\nabla \cdot U \right) = \frac{\delta^2}{\delta t^2} \left( \rho_{12}u + \rho_{22}U \right) - b(\eta) \frac{\delta}{\delta t} \left( u - U \right) \quad \text{(2.34)}
\]

where \(u\) is the displacement vector of the solid skeleton, \(U\) the displacement vector of the fluid. \(\rho_{11}\), \(\rho_{12}\) and \(\rho_{22}\) are coefficients for the inertial effect of the moving fluid and are related to the solid and fluid mass densities. \(b(\eta)\) defines the dissipation caused by fluid friction and is related to the porosity, the permeability and the fluid viscosity. \(\Theta\) is a function of the characteristic pore size and the frequency.
The solution by Deresiewicz and Rice (1962) for plane waves is given using two scalar potentials and a vector potential. They show that longitudinal waves of the first and second kind and the transversal waves affect the displacements in the fluid and the solid which means that the motions are coupled. The parameters $C$, $N$, $R$ and $Q$ can be determined from measurable coefficients (Johnson, 1982) such as the shear modulus, the compressibility, the permeability, the tortuosity etc. Sidler (2015) suggested to express the parameters in simplified form to depend on snow porosity only.

The propagation speeds and the attenuation can be derived from the complex wave number $k$. The speeds are given by $c_i(\omega) = \omega / \text{Re}(k_i(\omega))$ and the spatial attenuation by $\alpha_i(\omega) = \text{Im}(k_i(\omega))$. $\omega$ is the angular frequency and $\text{Re}$ and $\text{Im}$ denote the real and the imaginary part, respectively.

Stoll and Kan (1981) reported that the refraction angles for waves in a semi-infinite porous saturated soil below water were always smaller than the incident angle (Fig. 2-2). This means that there was no overcritical case which would be in contrast with the solution in the continuum described above. However, it is not clear whether this concerned the angles of all three types of waves caused in the half space.

![Fig. 2-2: Typical wave reflection and transmission behavior with a liquid (or gas) above a semi-infinite porous half space (horizontal line) with incident and reflected waves and the three refracted waves in the porous medium (Stoll and Kan, 1981).](image)

2.4 Artificial avalanche release (large range effects)

Experimental research on the effect of spherical explosions affecting the snow cover with varying solid explosives, detonation heights and snowpacks was performed by Gubler (1977). His findings are still considered the cornerstone of avalanche control methods. Gubler (1977), for example, showed that in case of a dry snowpack, which is the typical situation in avalanche control, detonation points...
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one to two meters above the snowpack were most effective. One reason for this finding might be wave fusion of the shock wave at shorter distances which increases the loading of the snowpack (Mellor, 1973). Johnson et al. (1994) reported the same findings. They also stated that the increase of the elevation above 2 m kg$^{-1/3}$, where the distance is scaled by the charge mass, did not have an improved effect on maximum far field snow surface pressures which is in agreement with Gubler (1977). Buried charges have a strictly localized effect (< 10 m from point of explosion) due to the attenuation of snow as a porous material and the large fraction of energy dissipated in crater formation (Miller et al., 2011). Ueland (1993) showed that there was no measurable displacement for sensors at distances ranging from 20 to 80 m from the point of explosion. Still, Gubler (1977) suggested an effective range of 17 to 120 m with a 1 kg charge depending on snow stability. The effective range was defined by Gubler (1977) as the distance up to which it is possible to induce a failure in a given weak layer within the snowpack assuming a shear strength of the weak layer of 1-10 kPa. He concluded that the effective range was proportional to the square root of the charge size. Gubler (1993) proposed an effective radius of an avalanche control method based on the stress at the depth of the weak layer corresponding to the load by a skier. He stated that within this range the minimum additional stress at the weak layer caused by a skier was around 100 Pa, in most cases 300 Pa – which seems low. This resulted in an effective range of approx. 85 m for a charge of 1 to 1.5 kg. The effective radius is still widely used to determine the area in which the pressure is sufficient to fracture an existing weak layer. However, the load required to release an avalanche by dynamic explosive loading is not actually known, and obviously depends on the snowpack conditions under consideration. This leads to very different effective ranges depending on stability reaching from 17 to 120 m (Gubler, 1977) and 50 to 100 m (Gubler, 1983) with a 1 kg charge. Ueland (1993) concluded that larger charge sizes were required for isothermal snow conditions and that using fewer large charges was more effective than a large number of smaller charges.

Gubler (1976) also showed that one should target zones with shallow snow depths in case an explosion above the snowpack should not be possible. This is given by the fact that shallow snowpacks are usually less stable and the weak layer is located closer to the surface. Gubler (1977) concluded that the sonic boom by an aircraft with amplitudes of maximum 100 Pa would not be sufficient to release an avalanche. This is in agreement with the findings by Reuter and Schweizer (2009).

Bair (2013) analyzed datasets on the natural and artificial avalanche release. He reported an overall explosive yield of 25%. He also suggested that results of Extended Column Tests (ECT) were indicative of avalanche activity for artificially released avalanches. On days when the crack propagated across the entire column, the number of avalanches was higher and the avalanches were larger than on days when the ECT did not indicate propagation. Waiting after a storm before
releasing avalanches significantly decreased the number of avalanches and their sizes. It is therefore important to trigger avalanches during or directly after a storm or to wait until the snowpack is stable again, which is often no option.

There has been little research performed on directed gas explosions (DGE). LaChapelle (1977) showed alternate methods to artificially release avalanches like gas mixtures causing explosions, inflation of buried airbags, the application of high-energy vibrations and the modification of the snow-ground interface to increase gliding. Liebermann et al. (2002) then updated the original principles on a gas exploder. Berthet-Rambaud (2009) developed a test protocol to investigate the effect of gas exploder explosions.

2.5 Effect of explosions at short range

Johnson et al. (1994) conducted experiments with sheet explosives on the snow surface to measure shockwave attenuation with buried stress gauges and found very high attenuation proportional to \(x^{-1.6}\) in snow, where \(x\) is the distance from the detonation point. They showed that outside the region of compacted snow stresses are transmitted as acoustic waves and attenuated proportional to \(x^{-0.7}\) for plane waves in snow and \(x^{-1}\) for spherical waves in air above a seasonal snowpack. Frigo et al. (2010) performed experiments on a flat study site using solid explosives and tried to derive mechanical properties. They could show snow compaction close to the point of explosion using a georadar. Frigo et al. (2012) investigated the effect of explosions near the blast and showed that the size of the crater increased with increasing charge mass and decreasing charge elevation. Similarly, Binger et al. (2006) investigated craters formed by explosions and assessed the influence of charge and blasting cap orientation. Wooldridge et al. (2012) performed stability tests before and after explosions close to the detonation point and showed a decrease of stability using compression tests after the explosion.

The pressure from an air shock is primarily transmitted onto the snowpack through the air space, i.e. the second longitudinal wave which is coupled to the ice frame. This wave is according to Johnson et al. (1994) mainly responsible for peak stresses near the snow surface (Johnson 1992). This is also related to the fact that the uncompacted snow impedance is close to the impedance of air. Ueland (1993) conducted a series of explosions and recorded the response of the snowpack with seismographs and showed that shockwaves attenuated very rapidly and that the P-wave travelling directly through the snowpack from the point of explosion is negligible except in the immediate vicinity of the explosion. The air, however, is much more efficient in transmitting shockwaves. Ueland (1993) stated that most of the movement of the snowpack is caused by the wave travelling through the air and striking the snow surface which then causes a transversal wave. Consecutive shots at the same location did not cause significantly different amplitudes and no measurable settling was
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recorded at any of the sensor locations. Ueland (1993) showed that shockwaves attenuate faster in isothermal snow. Gubler (1977) stated that the air pressure wave penetrates the snowpack almost unchanged. A negative pressure phase is only observed at larger distances (Mellor, 1965).

Small-scale laboratory experiments with a gas gun at 2 to 40 MPa and initial snow densities ranging from 100 to 520 kg m\(^{-3}\) revealed that compaction was depending on initial snow density and that significant strain hardening occurred once a critical density was reached which was in the range of 480 to 680 kg m\(^{-3}\) (Johnson et al., 1993). Very small stresses were needed to compact snow up to this critical density. At low densities, the snow deformed along distinct paths due to the low initial particle bond strength. At the critical density, particle bonds had sufficient strength. At higher densities, the ice particles “flowed” into the remaining void space through plastic deformation processes. These different behaviors show the complexity of snow under high amplitude dynamic loading (Johnson et al., 1992).

Albert (1983) reviewed inelastic stress wave propagation in snow reporting that snow is a viscoplastic material supporting the propagation of elastic and elasto-plastic waves, but not supersonic shock waves. He suggested values for the scaled radius of plastic deformation of 1.6 m kg\(^{-1/3}\) and 1.2 m kg\(^{-1/3}\) for charges fired in and above snow, respectively.

The most recent study on the impact of explosions onto the snowpack was performed by Bones et al. (2012) and Binger and Miller (2016) based on equipment developed by Tichota et al. (2010). They performed tests on dry hard and soft snow slabs and measured accelerations and air overpressures at short distance from the detonation point ranging from 3 to 7 m. Their results revealed an increasing impact of explosions on the snowpack up to an optimum height of the charge above the snow surface at short distances and are in agreement with the findings by Gubler (1977) and Johnson et al. (1994). Bones et al. (2012) and Binger and Miller (2016) showed that the positive and negative air pressure wave impulses were similar. They stated that the air overpressure and impulse increase with increasing charge height up to 1 m with a charge size of 1 kg. With a smaller charge, overpressure and impulse increased up to an elevation of 1.5 m. They showed higher air pressures for the sensor at the snow surface than for the elevated sensor because of shock reflection. All accelerometers showed increased acceleration with increased charge height. The vertical attenuation was proportional to \(d^{-0.4}\) and \(d^{-1.3}\) for different slabs where \(d\) is the depth within the snowpack and the attenuation in the snowpack was independent of charge height. The attenuation of the acceleration was stronger in moist than in dry snow and the radial attenuation was stronger than the vertical regardless of the snow type. In addition to the attenuation with depth within the snowpack, the air pressure and accelerations also decayed strongly with distance from the point of explosion.
2.6 Ground accelerations (directed gas explosions)

The influence of ground accelerations on avalanche release has not been investigated in depth. Ground waves might become relevant at far distances due to the lower attenuation compared to snow, but amplitudes may not be sufficient at these distances to cause weak layer failure (Ueland, 1993). Based on field experiments, Suriñach et al. (2011) investigated the ability of the vibrations of a commonly used gas exploder caused by recoil or by the air pressure wave transmitted to the snowpack and hence to the ground to trigger avalanches beyond the commonly assumed effective radius of the respective system. They measured vibrations in the vicinity of an operational gas exploder. They recorded two wave groups, one longer wave travelling at 3180 m s\(^{-1}\) and the other with a distinct N-shape travelling at 331 m s\(^{-1}\). These speeds correspond to the P-waves in basement rock and sound waves in air. They interpreted that the first wave was generated beneath the Gazex and transferred through the ground. They stated that there was no wave transmitted through the snowpack over the entire distance as this wave would not be recordable after a distance of 2.6 m. The second wave presumably propagated through the air and was then recorded by the sensor within the snowpack. The main frequencies of the first wave were in the range of 10 to 20 Hz, those of the second wave in the range of 20 to 40 Hz. High frequencies attenuated with distance. Peak ground accelerations at the measuring locations (> 130 m) derived from the geophone signals were about 6 times lower than acceleration values that are according to Schweizer (1999) required for avalanche release with a critical acceleration criterion. The amplitudes of the snowpack acceleration caused by the sound waves were higher than those caused by the ground wave by up to one order of magnitude. Johnson et al. (1994) showed that snow surface and ground seismic waves are only secondary effects and do not contribute significantly to the stresses in the snow cover which is in agreement with Ueland (1993) findings who also stated that ground waves were controlling at larger distances due to the lower attenuation but were of too low amplitude to trigger avalanches. Pérez-Guillén et al. (2014) showed an example where an avalanche might have been triggered by an earthquake. However, they were not sure as peak ground accelerations were rather low. Albert and Orcutt (1990) reported sound wave amplitudes being 10 times higher than those of the ground waves. Only at very large distances, Suriñach et al. (2011) reported comparable values of sound and ground wave amplitudes, but amplitudes were low. Albert et al. (2013) showed for different grounds that the wave propagating through the air and being transferred to the ground always resulted in higher amplitudes than the wave propagating directly through the ground at higher speeds.

Chernouss et al. (2002), Chernouss et al. (2006) and Podolsky et al. (2008) reported ground accelerations caused by large explosions in an open pit mine and developed a model for the influence of ground accelerations on snowpack stability. They performed lab experiments with a shaking table showing the decrease of shear strength during shaking.
2.7 Influence of snowpacks on air pressure waves

Albert et al. (2008) determined the influence of a snow cover on blast noise propagation above it and on acoustic sensors. Snow is an extreme case in ground impedance and by far the most absorptive naturally occurring ground cover. Acoustic responses vary over short periods of time as a result of snow cover property changes (Albert and Hole, 2001). Using pistol shots, Albert et al. (2008) showed that the acoustic attenuation was greater for snow than for any other ground material. Attenuation reached around -30 dB within 100 m. Larger attenuation is expected under different snow conditions. A snowpack has a significantly different influence on waves travelling above it than has bare ground. Johnson et al. (1993) showed the influence of a snow cover on blast noise propagation using microphones at distances ranging from 100 m to 1500 m from the C4 charge. Mellor (1965) stated that the reflected air pressure from a snow surface was around 30% lower than from a rigid surface.

2.8 Wave attenuation and speeds – laboratory experiments

Different methods were used in the laboratory to determine the attenuation of waves propagating in snow: Marco et al. (1998) measured the impedance of snow which resulted in attenuation coefficients. The transmission loss of snow layers with different thicknesses was used by Reiweger et al. (2015), Ishida (1965) and others. A review on the measuring methods and results is given in Capelli et al. (2016). They also performed propagation experiments with small scale samples. Most experiments were performed with frequencies below 10 kHz whereas Capelli et al. (2016) measured at frequencies higher than 10 kHz.

Capelli et al. (2016) measured the attenuation of signals produced by pencil lead fractures and piezo elements with different snow sample lengths. Although comparison is difficult due to different measuring techniques and the consequent measurement of the attenuation of different wave types, their results were in good agreement with other studies reporting attenuation coefficients of 0.05 to 3.5 dB cm⁻¹, independent of density. Depending on the wave type, the structure and density of the snow can cause opposite effects on damping, i.e. some waves might have higher damping at lower densities and higher damping at high densities and vice versa.

Capelli et al. (2016) also reported and reviewed measurements on the wave propagation speed in snow (Fig. 2-3). Depending on the wave type, speeds can either increase or decrease with increasing density: Waves within the pore space decrease with increasing density and are between 250 and approx. 100 m s⁻¹. The longitudinal and transversal waves within the ice skeleton increase with increasing density and are in the range of 250 to 2500 m s⁻¹ with the longitudinal wave being faster (Capelli et al., 2016).
2.9 Elastic moduli

Different methods exist to determine the elastic behavior of snow. True elastic moduli may only be determined using dynamic (low-amplitude) testing as many of the other methods result in elastic moduli that include plastic deformation as it is difficult to perform quasi-static and static experiments that do not cause plastic deformation. Quasi-static experiments as uniaxial compression tests were often used to determine the elastic behavior (Mellor, 1975; Scapozza, 2004; Shapiro et al., 1997). Furthermore, dynamic methods using e.g. rheometers and pulse wave propagation were used. Scapozza and Bartelt (2003) reported that field measurements of the wave propagation velocity yielded the most consistent results for the elastic modulus (constrained or P-wave modulus). However, most of these experiments were performed on high-density snow (Gerling, 2016). Using micro computed tomography scanning, it was possible to perform finite element simulations on the actual structure of snow samples (Schneebeli, 2004). It has also been suggested that an elastic modulus – referred to as Young’s modulus – of snow can be derived from the penetration resistance signal as obtained with a snow micro-penetrometer (SMP) (Johnson and Schneebeli, 1999; Löwe and van Herwijnen, 2012). However, these SMP-derived values seem not directly related to the true elastic properties but include plastic deformation (Reuter et al., 2013). They have been related to the bulk modulus of the slab as observed with PTV (particle tracking velocimetry) in propagation saw tests (Reuter et al., 2015a; van Herwijnen et al., 2016b); the latter is known to include non-elastic
parts of deformation due to the complex deformation behavior at the tip of the SMP and plastic deformation during bending of the slab in PTV.

Fig. 2-4: Poisson's ratio and Young's modulus of snow over its density range. The different curves give values from different studies. Shapiro et al. (1997), modified from Mellor (1975).

Young’s modulus was most often described as a function of density. As the microstructure has an important influence on snow mechanics this leads to large scatter in the data. Furthermore, viscous effects and the complex and unclear snow behavior during some experiments lead to further scatter. The Young’s modulus of snow for a given density therefore scatters over three orders of magnitude and a large scatter is also observed within different fit parameters that often use exponential functions to describe the Young’s and constrained modulus depending on snow density (Gerling, 2016; Mellor, 1975) (Fig. 2-4).
2.10 Crack propagation speed

Johnson et al. (2004) reported the crack speed of a whumpf at 20 m s\(^{-1}\) using seismic instruments on the surface. Hamre et al. (2014) measured crack propagation speeds from video stills involving artificial release of avalanches by spherical explosives and reported crack propagation speeds that were above all other studies with an average speed of 97 m s\(^{-1}\). Speeds were increasing with increasing spherical explosive charge sizes. Alternatively, crack speeds were observed in propagation saw tests (van Herwijnen et al., 2016a). This resulted in crack propagation speeds between 10 and 30 m s\(^{-1}\) depending on the snowpack properties.

2.11 Summary

Wave propagation in snow is complex and depends on many different parameters. On one side, the characteristics of the source (e.g. explosion) are relevant. On the other side, snow is a very low density and compressive material with low strength. The porous character has a large influence on wave propagation and causes different wave types. The description of wave propagation in snow requires many parameters due to the complex microstructure of snow. As snow can have different mechanical properties at the same density, the parameterization of these properties is difficult. The different waves in snow are differently attenuated, have different amplitudes and different wave speeds. Because of the strong attenuation, measurements at large distances where the different waves could be distinguished due to a time lag are difficult. In addition, direct stress measurements within the snowpack are hardly feasible due to the porosity. Modeling wave propagation in snow is difficult and hence extensive studies including comparison to field results are lacking. The description of wave propagation in elastic continua is only given to understand the wave propagation principles but are not directly applied in this study that mainly focuses on the experimental approach.
3 Methods and study sites
3.1 General measurement methods

Measuring the response of a snowpack to loading by explosions can be done in different ways. The differences before and after an explosion can be recorded by conventional means as snow profiles or with a snow micro-penetrometer (SMP) to detect differences in layering, density and mechanical parameters. These methods are suitable for close ranges where plastic, large deformations can be expected. At larger distances from the point of explosion, these methods will not give significant results. Other techniques are required to get an understanding of the waves propagating above and in the snowpack and to register small deformations and possible failure. One method to track changes in the snowpack is to use cameras that record the pit wall within a snow pit. However, there are limitations for this method in snow. Small deformations are best measured with accelerometers buried/inserted in the snowpack at different distances and depths. This method can be supplemented by microphones recording the air pressure above the snowpack and pressure sensors measuring pressures within the snowpack. In addition, seismic sensors can be used to assess the effect of ground accelerations. All of the above methods were used for our experiments, with a focus on measuring with accelerometers, microphones and cameras. The measuring techniques and sensors are described in more details in the chapters where they are applied.

3.1.1 Air pressure above snow surface

For all air pressure measurements, two microphones with different peak ranges from the same manufacturer were used. These were Larcor 160 dB and 5 PSI microphones with an upper frequency limit of 10 and 1 kHz, respectively, as already used by Binger and Miller (2016). The microphones were installed directly above the snow surface, i.e. a few centimeters, with a few exceptions. The microphones were installed at the far end of the snowpit at some tens of centimeters from the pit wall in the undisturbed snowpack.

3.1.2 Accelerations within snowpack

Different ADXL accelerometers with peak ranges of 1.7 g, 5 g, 18 g and 70 g were used to measure snowpack accelerations. Low-pass filters with a limit of 2.2 kHz were installed in the data acquisition systems. The sensors measured accelerations in two directions, i.e. in a radial direction from the explosion and in the vertical direction.

3.1.2.1 Manufacturing of accelerometers

The accelerometers were fixed in a two-piece mold with the two measuring axes in the plane perpendicular to the longest extension of the sensor. The mold was filled with a two-component mixture that reacted and hardened to foam with an overall density of the sensor of approx. 200 kg m\(^{-3}\) to match an expected average density of the seasonal snow observed at our study sites.
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3.1.2.2 Placement of the accelerometers
Snow pits were dug to install the sensors. Holes were drilled with a pipe into the wall parallel to the expected wave propagation direction. The sensors were then inserted and aligned with a guiding rod. The hole had a slightly smaller diameter at the end than the sensor to achieve better coupling. The middle snow pit was usually aligned on a certain axis from the point of explosion. The first and the last pits were slightly offset in opposite directions from the axis to obtain an undisturbed snowpack between the explosion and the pit wall, such that the sensors were installed in an undisturbed part of the snowpack.

3.1.3 Weak layer failure detection
Compact cameras, mainly action cameras from GoPro®, were used to identify weak layer failures. The cameras were installed in the snow pit used for the acceleration measurements recording the pit wall. Markers were inserted into the pit wall as reference points and to obtain a contrast for the focus of the cameras (van Herwijnen and Jamieson, 2005). The frame rate was usually set to 240 frames per second. Weak layer failures were assessed by manually assessing the video stills.

3.1.4 Traditional snow characterization
Traditional snow profiles were performed during all test days with a few exceptions (Fierz et al., 2009). These profiles showed the layering of the snowpack at a single location. Per test day, one profile was performed. The profile was then qualitatively compared to the snowpack layering in the other snow pits.

3.1.5 Snow density measurement
Densities were measured with depth at every few centimeters using a Denoth probe (Denoth, 1989), if possible at more than one location to assess the uniformity of the snowpack. Where the snowpack was expected to be moist or wet, additional manual density profiles were performed using a density cutter (Proksch et al., 2016). This is required as the dielectric constant measured by the Denoth device depends on the snow density and wetness. If the snow is dry, the density can be directly determined from the signal.

3.1.6 Data acquisition
Data were acquired using National Instruments cDAQ systems in each snow pit. The systems contained several A/D modules which could accommodate 8 channels each at a sample frequency of 100 kHz per channel. The measurements could be performed simultaneously on all channels. The accelerometers and microphones were connected to these modules.
In addition, digital modules were used to trigger the measuring system. A trigger cable connected to all measuring systems was used to trigger all systems simultaneously.

Data were transferred via wireless networks or network cables to a central computer used for data acquisition.

### 3.1.7 Triggering

Different methods were used to trigger the data acquisition. Manual triggering was used where no electronics were required to produce the source or where it was not possible to modify the system to trigger the source. This was the case for all experiments using hammers, operational avalanche release systems and for propagation saw tests. For the other systems, automatic triggering was used: The activation of the explosion created an impulse triggering the data acquisition system.

### 3.1.8 Ground acceleration measurement

Ground accelerations were measured using single-axis geophones SM-6 with a resonant frequency of 8 Hz and manufactured by Input/Output Inc. The geophones were installed at different distances from the point of explosion either buried in soil or mounted on rock for better coupling at the bottom of the snowpack. The measurements were running continuously at a sampling frequency of 800 Hz. Data were transmitted directly to an on-site computer and hence to the institute via the network of the artificial snow production steering and internet. These measurements were not only used to measure ground accelerations, but in particular to detect avalanches.

### 3.2 Data evaluation

Different methods were used for the different purposes in this thesis. Below, an overview is given on the main data evaluation techniques used in almost any of the following chapters. The methods are described in more detail in the respective chapters where the methods are applied.

#### 3.2.1 Air pressure measurements

The maximum of the measured air pressures was used to determine the decay with distance from the explosion. Their frequency spectra, the maximum increase per time (derivative of the air pressure) and an equivalent of the energy of the air pressure wave were used to compare different explosions and the change of the wave forms with distance from the explosion. Fits of the different parameters were used to describe their behavior.

#### 3.2.2 Acceleration measurements

The maximum accelerations were used to determine the decay of the different components (vertical and horizontal) with depth within the snowpack and distance from the point of explosion. They were
integrated over time to receive displacement velocities and displacements. An energy equivalent of the waves propagating through the snowpack was used to describe the wave propagation behavior. Attenuation coefficients for the small scale experiments for different snowpack densities were calculated using the energy equivalent. Propagation speeds were determined using the arrival times of the wave at the accelerometers. Crack propagation speeds were determined similarly.

3.2.3 High speed imaging
The videos from the cameras used for the evaluation of weak layer failures were processed to single video stills. These were analyzed manually to determine weak layer failure within the snowpack.

3.3 Study sites
All experiments were performed outside in various study sites. The study sites can be divided into flat field and slope study sites for large scale experiments and small scale study sites for the experiments on smaller snow blocks with simpler geometries.

3.3.1 Flat field large scale study site
One flat field study sites was chosen for the different types of field experiments. The advantage of a flat field site is that consecutive experiments under uniform conditions can be performed without the risks for equipment and personnel that would exist in slopes prone to avalanches. The site had to meet several requirements. The study site had to be level and sufficiently large. A seasonal snowpack with a rather long period with dry snow conditions was crucial. The study site had to be remote and allow an unobstructed view in all directions to safely perform experiments and not endanger people. Access roads were required due to heavy equipment and explosives transport. Further, explosive storage had to be as close as possible to the sites. The seasonal snowpack, the good accessibility and the low traffic were competing goals.

3.3.1.1 Military firing range Hinterrhein
The military firing range of Hinterrhein is located at 1630 m a.s.l. directly at the north portal of the San Bernardino tunnel in the Rheinwald valley in the canton of Grisons, Switzerland (46.52° N and 9.17° E). The site lies directly north of the major alpine divide and receives major precipitation mainly from the South due to orographic lifting. The firing range has a total extent of 3 km by 0.3 km with the area used for the experiments corresponding to 50’000 m². Experiments could be performed in parallel for different types of explosions on a level site. The fact that the site is a military firing range allowed undisturbed experiments to be performed. The crane used for the mobile gas exploder could be erected directly at the study site thanks to roads at closest distance. The firing range of
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Hinterrhein was used for large-scale experiments. The low elevation resulted in short experimental periods with often warm and stable snowpacks.

![Fig. 3-1: Overview over one of several flat field study plots at the firing range of Hinterrhein. Photo by Oliver Pelzer.](image)

3.3.2 Small scale study sites

Small scale study sites were used to perform experiments on smaller snow blocks to better understand wave propagation principles which are difficult with large scale experiments due to the special propagation characteristics. The high elevation of all small scale sites yields a longer season with often more suitable snow conditions, i.e. a more unstable snowpack compared to the site at Hinterrhein.

3.3.2.1 Flüelapass

The study site on the summit of Flüelapass close to Davos in the Canton of Grisons, Switzerland, is located at an elevation of 2375 m a.s.l. The coordinates are 46.75° N and 9.94°. It is accessible during most of the season when the snow is cleared off the road. The study site is not totally level, but sufficient for small scale experiments triggering only small charge sizes up to approximately 0.5 kg (Fig. 3-2). As the mountain pass is closed for traffic during the experimental season, experiments could safely be performed.
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3.3.2.2 Weissfluhjoch study site

The study site at Weissfluhjoch is located in the Parsenn ski area in Davos in the Canton of Grisons, Switzerland (Fig. 3-3). It is a major study site of the WSL Institute of Snow and Avalanche Research SLF (Marty and Meister, 2012). It is located at an elevation of 2540 m a.s.l., is flat and is easily accessible on skis. Its coordinates are 46.83° N and 9.81° E. Bi-weekly snow profiles are performed at the study site to monitor the development of the snowpack. The site was mainly used for small scale experiments to investigate the wave propagation principles on simple geometries.

3.3.2.3 Steintälli study site

The Steintälli study site is located at 2442 m a.s.l. at a weather station in a larger terrain bowl (Fig. 3-4). The coordinates are 46.81° N and 9.79° E. The study site is mainly flat directly around the
weather station. It is accessible on skis only and the small basin is used for research on snowpack stability and its variability (Reuter et al., 2015b). The site was used for small scale experiments during experiments to track the evolution of snowpack stability.

Fig. 3-4: Overview over the basin, where the Steintälli flat field study is located. The red star indicates the location of the study plot. Photo by W. Steinkogler.

3.3.3 Slope study sites

A slope study site was chosen to assess operational avalanche control systems. This was mainly required to compare the prototype used at the study site of Hinterrhein to operational gas exploders but also to test the effect of ground accelerations induced by the gas exploders on avalanche release.

3.3.3.1 Jakobshorn

The Jakobshorn study site is located in a ski resort close to Davos in the Canton of Grisons, Switzerland, and lies at an elevation of approximately 2500 m a.s.l (Fig. 3-5). The coordinates are 46.78° N and 9.85° E. Four operational gas exploders are installed at this study site between the Jakobshorn and Brämabüel in a WSW-facing slope to protect a ski traverse starting at the Brämabüel upper terminus. Experiments to compare our flat field experiments to operational gas exploders were performed at the first (northernmost) gas exploder with the most level slope. Gas exploder 2 was used to assess the effect of ground accelerations induced by the gas exploder on avalanche release. This slope is rather gully-shaped and uneven with the gas exploder standing on a rock outcrop. The terrain hindered the use of this study site for comparison experiments.
Fig. 3-5: Slope study site Jakobshorn.
4 Field measurements of snowpack response to spherical explosive loading
4.1 Introduction

Avalanche control by explosives has become a key temporary preventive measure in avalanche mitigation. To protect ski runs, power lines and occasionally exposed parts of settlements, avalanches are triggered artificially – often using explosives – during or shortly after storms (McClung and Schaerer, 2006).

The explosion causes a shock wave that propagates radially outward from the point of the explosion in the air as well as in the snow. With increasing distance from the point of explosion, it eventually behaves like an elastic wave for which the propagation speed is independent of the pressure amplitude (Mellor, 1973). The actual process leading from an explosion to an avalanche is not well understood (Frigo et al., 2012). The induced waves propagating in the snowpack lead to a temporary increase of strain. If the strength of a weak layer within the snowpack is locally exceeded, failure can occur and subsequent crack propagation may lead to the release of a slab avalanche.

Whereas avalanche control is successfully applied in practice – mainly based on extensive experience, few studies, experimental or theoretical, exist that investigated the effect of avalanche control by explosions on a snowpack, and in particular the complex behavior of snow under high dynamic loading. Comparison among the various sets of data is difficult due to different objectives, varying measurement techniques and snow conditions (Sommerfeld, 1982).

The most extensive study on the effect of explosions affecting the snow cover was performed by Gubler (1977). His experiments included varying solid explosives, detonation heights and snowpack conditions and the resulting findings are still considered state of the art in avalanche control. One of the most relevant results of Gubler (1977), also stated by Mellor (1973), was the observation that charges triggered above the snowpack are most effective in triggering avalanches.

Johnson et al. (1994) conducted experiments with sheet explosives on the snow surface to mimic plane-wave propagation and measure shock wave attenuation with buried stress gauges and found very high attenuation with distance from the explosion. Ueland (1993) showed that shock waves attenuate faster in isothermal snow whereas there is less attenuation in dry snow (Gubler, 1977).

Experiments with a gas gun revealed that snow compaction due to the explosion depends on initial snow density and that significant strain hardening occurs once a critical density is reached (Johnson et al., 1993). Johnson et al. (1993) and Johnson et al. (1994) focused on the effects at short distances from the blast. Frigo et al. (2012) also focused on short distances and in particular investigated the influence of different solid explosives and their placement on crater formation. They derived empirical laws for crater depth and diameter. Binger et al. (2006) assessed snowpack
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compression dependency on detonator orientation. They reported increased layer compression with the blasting cap oriented down.

More recently, Bones et al. (2012) performed tests on dry hard and soft snow slab layers applying the measurement techniques introduced by Tichota et al. (2010) and measured air pressure above the snow surface and accelerations within the snowpack at distances ranging from 3 to 7 m from the point of explosion. They found increasing accelerations in the snowpack with increasing elevation of the spherical explosive charge above the snow surface confirming the findings by Gubler (1977) and Johnson et al. (1994). Bones et al. (2012) showed that attenuation rates of the peak accelerations in the snowpack were largely independent of the distance from the charge. Tichota et al. (2010) concluded that a buried charge does not have a widespread effect beyond the crater in moist snow conditions and mentioned the complex non-linear snow response. Wooldridge et al. (2012) conducted compression tests before and after explosions close to the point of explosion and found that compression test scores decreased. Frigo et al. (2010) performed experiments on a flat field including georadar, seismic and vibration measurements to derive snowpack characteristics, mechanical properties of the snowpack and record wave propagation.

In practice, the key question is to know how far from the point of explosion the snowpack has been sufficiently loaded so that the slope can be considered safe. Gubler (1993) proposed to define the effective range of an avalanche control method to be the radial distance from the point of detonation where the additional stress at the depth of the weak layer is larger or equal to the load of a skier. Mellor (1973) suggested the stress to be larger than 3.5 kPa, whereas Gubler (1976) considered a value larger than 1 kPa as sufficient to initiate weak layer failure, and eventually release an avalanche. Obviously, the minimal load required to release an avalanche by dynamic explosive loading will depend on the properties of the slab and the weak layer, and a fixed stress value might not fully reproduce the complexity of the problem.

The effect of ground accelerations induced by an explosion on or above the snowpack on avalanche release has not been investigated in depth. Ground accelerations might become relevant for avalanche triggering at large distances from an explosion due to the lower attenuation in soil compared to snow. However, amplitudes may not be sufficient at large distances to cause weak layer failure (Ueland, 1993). Based on field experiments, Suriñach et al. (2011) concluded that the vibrations of a commonly used gas exploder through the foundation are not sufficient to trigger avalanches beyond the effective range of the system. Chernouss et al. (2006) also investigated the effect of ground accelerations on avalanche release but due to explosions in an open-pit mine.

Several studies investigated the attenuation of blast noise propagation over snow and bare soil (Albert et al., 2008; Albert and Hole, 2001; Albert et al., 2013). They found that a snowpack significantly increases attenuation of acoustic waves above ground. Johnson et al. (1993) showed the
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Few studies have tried to model the effect of an explosion on the snowpack. Johnson (1982) used a porous model for wave propagation in snow solving Biot’s equations considering the two dilatational waves and the shear wave in snow which are propagating through the ice skeleton and the pore space and which are attenuated differently. Johnson (1990) estimated shock wave attenuation in snow with a momentum model used for porous media. Miller et al. (2011) recently proposed a model for shock wave propagation in and above a snowpack caused by explosions. They showed how stress concentrations around a weak layer develop and compared model results of air pressure to data from an open air blast. Cardu et al. (2008) developed a coupled stress and energy criterion for the artificial release of slab avalanches.

Comprehensive field measurements covering a large range of distances from the point of explosion and measuring the snowpack’s response at different distances simultaneously with modern measuring techniques have not been performed so far. Weak layer failure detection in avalanche control experiments was not feasible so far and hence measurements of how weak layers fail caused by an explosion are lacking.

We developed the experimental setup based on the findings by Bones et al. (2012) and Tichota et al. (2010) to measure the influence of an explosion on a seasonal snowpack. During the winter 2013-2014 we performed a series of detailed measurements with commonly employed solid avalanche control explosives used in Switzerland. Our goal was to measure acoustic wave propagation in the snowpack and to record air pressure and acceleration as a function of charge elevation, charge size, receiver location and snowpack conditions while measuring simultaneously at different distances from the point of explosion. Our results should contribute to an improved understanding of the complex wave propagation principles in a snowpack and serve as a base for modelling. Furthermore, we aimed at introducing a method to detect weak layer failure during avalanche control experiments using explosives.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Study site

A military firing range in the Swiss Alps directly north of the alpine divide was chosen as study site. The site is characterized by a plane level field with a total area of about 55,000 m² at an elevation of 1680 m a.s.l. Roads directly besides the site allow for good accessibility. A flat level study site was chosen to ensure good reproducibility of the experiments; it allows to compare different methods under comparable conditions and to perform safe and precise measurements at the intended
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location. Flat study sites have already been previously used (e.g. Binger et al., 2006; Bones et al., 2012; Frigo et al., 2010).

4.2.2 Meteorological conditions during winter 2013-2014

During the winter 2013-2014, snow depth was well above average as recorded at 10 km distance from the study site at the observer station of Splügen (1457 m a.s.l.). The maximum snow depth at Splügen was 144 cm, whereas we recorded a snow depth of up to 187 cm at the study site during the test days directly at the location of the experiments. The relatively thick snowpack did not include any persistent weak layers during the entire winter and can be classified as generally stable (Schweizer and Wiesinger, 2001). The relatively smooth topography was leveled out by snowfall and snow drift. Snow depth varied slightly, but the snowpack layering was spatially rather uniform.

4.2.3 Experimental data winter 2013-2014

We performed 37 experiments on eight test days with dry (6 days) and wet (2 days) snowpack conditions. For each experiment, we measured air pressure near the snow surface at three different horizontal distances from the point of explosion and snowpack acceleration at approximately the same horizontal distances and three depths within the snowpack (Fig. 4-1). We recorded high speed videos in each snow pit to perform particle tracking (see below) in order to assess weak layer failure. Coordinates of pit locations were measured by differential GPS at the position of the microphone. Positions of the acceleration sensors were measured relative to the position of the microphone.

![Fig. 4-1: Longitudinal section of an exemplary measuring layout indicating snow pits X1 to X3 with increasing distance from the point of explosion, charge location, microphones and accelerometers at different distances from the point of explosion and depths within the snowpack. As an example, the charge was elevated at 2 m, the horizontal location of the charge is 0 m, the snow pits X1 to X3 were located at 12, 17 and 22 m horizontal distance from the point of explosion, respectively. Snow pit depth was usually about 1 m.](image-url)
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4.2.4 Air pressure measurement

Microphones, as employed by Tichota et al. (2010) and Bones et al. (2012), with an upper pressure limit of 34.5 kPa and manufactured by Larcor were used to measure near-surface air pressure resulting from the explosion at different distances from the point of explosion above the snow surface. For all tests and all pits, air pressure was measured 5 to 10 cm above the snow surface. On one test day, two measurement setups were used in one pit to measure air pressure in addition at 0.96 m above the snow surface.

Propagation speeds of the air pressure wave were calculated from the air pressure arrival times at the different microphones.

4.2.5 Acceleration measurement

Two-directional accelerometers (Analog Devices ADXL203, AD22293, AD22037, and ADXL001) were used to measure accelerations within the snowpack (Table 4-1). All sensors except the ADXL001 are dual-axis sensors. Two ADXL001 single axis sensors were mounted perpendicularly on a board to be able to measure strong accelerations in two directions. The accelerometers were sealed in foam cylinders in a similar way as described in Gubler (1976); the foam consisted of a two-component mixture with a density corresponding to an average snow density of 200 kg m\(^{-3}\) (Fig. 4-2). We installed the accelerometers within cut-out cavities in the snowpack (Fig. 4-3) that were slightly smaller in radius at the tip than the sensor to ensure good coupling to the snowpack. A guiding rod was used to place and align the sensor within the cavity. After the measurement the sensors were recovered with a cord fixed to the sensor (Gubler, 1976). Three accelerometers were installed in each snow pit at depths ranging from 0.13 to 0.22 m for the uppermost sensor, 0.43 to 0.53 m for the middle sensor and 0.78 to 0.93 m for the lowest sensor with the exception of one test day when all sensors were buried about 0.35 m deeper than the values given above. Accelerations were measured in radial (horizontal) and vertical directions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4-1: Accelerometer specifications (<a href="http://www.analog.com">www.analog.com</a>).</th>
<th>ADXL203</th>
<th>AD22293</th>
<th>AD22037</th>
<th>ADXL001-70</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Range (g)</td>
<td>+/- 1.7</td>
<td>+/- 6</td>
<td>+/- 18</td>
<td>+/- 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (mV/g)</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resonant frequency (Hz)</td>
<td>5500</td>
<td>5500</td>
<td>5500</td>
<td>&gt;20000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Methods

Fig. 4-2: Acceleration sensor sealed in foam cylinder (length: 20 cm, diameter: 6 cm).

Fig. 4-3: Measuring equipment in a snow pit. Markers and camera are used for particle tracking velocimetry and failure identification. The three (in this example six) accelerometers are installed within the snowpack in the cavities of the pit wall. The charge is triggered left of the picture and air pressure waves hence propagated through the air from left to right.

4.2.6 Recording weak layer failure

Particle tracking has previously been used to record snowpack deformation during snow instability tests (e.g. van Herwijnen et al., 2010). Commodity compact cameras manufactured by GoPro were installed in each snow pit on tripods and recorded the pit wall at 240 frames per second with a
resolution of 848x480 pixels during the explosion. The specific camera model was chosen due to its low cost, acceptable frame rate and resolution. Markers were installed at the pit walls for particle tracking. The single video stills allowed weak layer failure due to movement of the snowpack to be identified visually. Failure depth within the snowpack can be determined when distances between markers measured at the pit wall change. The time of the explosion was recorded by LED lights flashing at the time of triggering the data acquisition and the explosion.

4.2.7 Data acquisition

In each snow pit a box containing the data acquisition device and wireless transmission equipment was installed. Data were acquired with several National Instruments cDAQ-9184 (AD converter) recording devices as previously used by Bones et al. (2012) installed in each snow pit. NI 9215 modules were employed to record the signals simultaneously, whereas NI 9402 modules were used for triggering the data acquisition.

Data were recorded at a sampling frequency of 20 kHz and were wirelessly transmitted to a central field computer for data storage. The wireless equipment allowed for efficient installation of the instrumentation and reduced the wired connections to a single data acquisition trigger cable between the snow pits.

4.2.8 Snowpack characterization

A complete snow profile (Fierz et al., 2009) including layer characteristics and density was recorded on each of the test days in one of the measurement pits. In addition, snow density was measured in each of the three snow pits using a capacity probe (Denoth, 1994). Manual density was also recorded layer by layer if possible. Measurements were taken at intervals of 5 cm or 10 cm starting from close to the snow surface down to the bottom of the pit (approximately 1 m for all experiments) or the bottom of the snowpack. The depth of the pit was chosen with respect to the fact that repeated artificial triggering rarely leads to large slab thickness and that slab thicknesses involved in skier-triggered avalanches hardly exceed 1 m (van Herwijnen and Jamieson, 2007).

4.2.9 Spherical explosives and triggering

Spherical slurry explosive charges were used for this study (Table 4-2). Charge sizes employed in manual avalanche control in Switzerland are in the range of 1.5 to 3.5 kg. Charge sizes installed in fixed avalanche control installations in Europe mainly range between 4.25 and 5 kg.

For the experiments, the solid explosives were triggered electrically using a blasting machine. The electrical current to ignite the charge was also used to trigger the data acquisition system and to define the time of the detonation.
Table 4-2: Solid explosive characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explosive name</th>
<th>Alpinit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explosive type</td>
<td>Slurry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explosive density (kg m^{-3})</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explosive energy (kJ kg^{-1})</td>
<td>5610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detonation speed (m s^{-1})</td>
<td>4900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.10 Wave arrival time

The arrival time of the wave with the strongest amplitude recorded with the accelerometers and the microphones was determined using an STA/LTA (short time average/long time average) algorithm, where short and long time averages of the signals are compared and a certain threshold is implemented which defines the start (Withers et al., 1998); in addition, the arrival time was checked visually and corrected if required.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Snowpack

The thick snowpack during winter 2013-2014 was relatively warm with snow temperatures in the range of -2 to -1°C on the days with a dry snowpack. The snowpack was isothermal during the last two test days. Stability tests on the flat study site (Schweizer and Jamieson, 2010) indicated good snowpack stability. A summary of snowpack characteristics is shown in Table 4-3. Little variation in density was observed between the three density profiles on each test day. Hence the snowpack was considered spatially uniform. Snowpack densities were in the range of 75 to 495 kg m^{-3}, usually increasing with depth with some less dense, weaker layers and some ice crusts with ice density.
Table 4-3: Snowpack characteristics of all tests during winter 2013-2014 including snow depth, wetness and stability class (according to Schweizer and Wiesinger (2001)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Field site</th>
<th>Snow depth (cm)</th>
<th>Snowpack wetness</th>
<th>Stability class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 Feb 2014</td>
<td>HINT</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>dry</td>
<td>good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Feb 2014</td>
<td>HINT</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>dry</td>
<td>good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Feb 2014</td>
<td>HINT</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>dry</td>
<td>good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Feb 2014</td>
<td>HINT</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>dry</td>
<td>good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Mar 2014</td>
<td>HINT</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>wet</td>
<td>good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Mar 2014</td>
<td>HINT</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>wet</td>
<td>good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.2 Air pressure

A typical measurement of near-surface air pressure for three different distances from the point of explosion is shown in Fig. 4-4. A sharp increase in pressure is followed by a strong decrease and a negative pressure pulse. Finally, a strongly damped oscillation can be observed. Distortion can be seen in the shape of the air pressure wave. Higher frequencies are attenuated more strongly with increasing distance from the point of explosion (Fig. 4-4). The maximum air pressures of all experiments from winter 2013-2014 are shown in Fig. 4-5. To compare experiments with different charge sizes, distances were scaled. As we always used the same type of spherical explosives, this was done by scaling the distance \( x \) by the cube root of the charge mass \( m \) (kg) (Bones et al., 2012; Cooper, 1996):

\[
x' = x m^{-1/3} \quad (m \text{ kg}^{-1/3})
\]

(4.1)

When the air pressure is plotted in a double-logarithmic plot against the scaled distances from the point of explosion, the measurements gather along a straight line suggesting a power law relation (Bones et al., 2012). We therefore fitted a power law to each experiment for the maximum positive \( p_{\text{max}} \) and negative air pressure \( p_{\text{min}} \)

\[
p = a x'^{-b}
\]

(4.2)

where \( x' \) is the distance from the point of explosion, scaled by the solid explosive mass (m kg\(^{-1/3}\)), \( a \) and \( b \) are parameters. The maximum air pressure decayed with \( x'^{-1.1} \) to \( x'^{-2.1} \) with a mean exponent \( b \) of 1.66 (Fig. 4-5).

For the first pit, charge elevation was considered in the calculation of the air pressure propagation speed. Propagation speeds reached 547 m s\(^{-1}\) for the microphone locations closest to the point of explosion down to 332 m s\(^{-1}\) for the largest distances (Table 4-4 and Fig. 4-6).
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Fig. 4-4: (a) Typical air pressure waves and (b) their frequency content (right, Fast Fourier Transform: FFT) measured at three different distances from the blast (X1: 12.3 m, X2: 17.3 m, X3: 22.5 m). Data from 27 February 2014, test 1.

Fig. 4-5: Maximum air pressure of all experiments vs. scaled horizontal distance from the point of explosion. Marker fill color shows the elevation of the microphone above the surface (N = 25). The line indicates a power law fit according to equation (2) with exponent b = -1.66.
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Table 4-4: Summary of all experiments indicating charge elevation, charge mass, air pressure wave propagation speed ($c_{air}$) between the point of explosion $X_0$ and pit $X_1$, pit $X_1$ and pit $X_2$, and pit $X_2$ and pit $X_3$. The distances were horizontally measured between the point of explosion and the respective pit. Systems with same distances during a test indicate two microphones at the same distance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Test no.</th>
<th>Charge elevation (m)</th>
<th>Charge mass (kg)</th>
<th>Distance (m)</th>
<th>$c_{air}$ (m s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X1</td>
<td>X2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Feb 2014</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Feb 2014</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Feb 2014</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Feb 2014</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Feb 2014</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Feb 2014</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Feb 2014</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Feb 2014</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Feb 2014</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Feb 2014</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Feb 2014</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Feb 2014</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Feb 2014</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Feb 2014</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Feb 2014</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Feb 2014</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Feb 2014</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Feb 2014</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Feb 2014</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Feb 2014</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Feb 2014</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Feb 2014</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Feb 2014</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Feb 2014</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Feb 2014</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Feb 2014</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Feb 2014</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Mar 2014</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Mar 2014</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Mar 2014</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Mar 2014</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Charge (kg)</th>
<th>Distance (m)</th>
<th>Pressure Speed (m/s)</th>
<th>Acceleration (m/s²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26 Mar 2014</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Mar 2014</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Mar 2014</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Mar 2014</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Mar 2014</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4-6: Decrease of the air pressure speeds to sound speed with unscaled distance from the point of explosion.

4.3.3 Acceleration, displacement velocity and displacement

Vertical accelerations decreased strongly with depth in the snowpack and horizontal distance from the point of explosion (Fig. 4-7). The depths of the sensors were scaled due to the different charge masses used for the experiments. At the top sensors, vertical maximum accelerations ranged from more than 500 m s⁻² for short distances of 7 m or large charge sizes of 8.5 kg to 10 m s⁻² for large distances up to 41.8 m and small charge sizes of 2.5 kg. Maximum accelerations at the deepest sensors correspondingly ranged from 50 m s⁻² to 2 m s⁻² with increasing distance from the first to the last pit. The uppermost accelerometer in each pit and in each experiment showed a high frequency first peak which was distorted and attenuated at the locations of the lower accelerometers (Fig. 4-8). During some of the experiments, before the arrival of the distinct high amplitude wave, a first low amplitude high frequency wavelet was observed (Fig. 4-9). This first wave was not visible at deeper sensor locations (Fig. 4-8). The first prominent wave was usually superimposed by waves with smaller amplitudes and during some experiments followed by waves with small amplitudes that arrived later at the sensor (Fig. 4-9). During some experiments, a second major wave reached or even exceeded the amplitude of the first wave (Fig. 4-10). The horizontal signals show the same features as the vertical accelerations but with smaller amplitudes (Fig. 4-8). The frequency content illustrates the decay in the higher frequency range with increasing depth within the snowpack (Fig. 4-11).
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Fig. 4-7: (a) maximum vertical and (b) horizontal accelerations of all experiments with increasing scaled horizontal distance from the point of explosion. Marker fill color shows the scaled accelerometer depth below snow surface.

Fig. 4-8: Vertical (a, b, c) and horizontal (d, e, f) accelerations with increasing depth at a horizontal distance of 17.3 m from the point of explosion. Data from 27 February 2014, test 1.

Fig. 4-9: (a) Example of vertical acceleration at 0.13 m below the snow surface and 17.15 m horizontal distance from the point of explosion. In panel 1 a wave arrives preceding the main, high amplitude wave. In panel 2 the arrival of a later wave propagating through the snowpack is highlighted. (b) Excerpt showing the wave preceding the main, high amplitude wave (in panel 1 of Fig. 4-9a). Data from 27 February 2014, test 1.
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Fig. 4-10: Vertical acceleration at 0.13 m below the snow surface at the first snow pit with a distinct second wave with similar positive amplitude as the first wave. Data from 27 February 2014, test 4.

Fig. 4-11: Frequency content of the vertical (a, b, c) and horizontal (d, e, f) accelerations with increasing depth from top to bottom, at a horizontal distance of 20.0 m from the point of explosion. Data from 18 February 2014, test 1.

For each pit, vertical and horizontal components of the acceleration were plotted against the depth of the respective sensor and fitted to a power law (Fig. 4-12). As the depth of the sensors slightly varied from pit to pit, the acceleration was then calculated for a given depth for each pit of a single experiment using these power law functions. This procedure allowed the decrease of the acceleration in a given depth with distance from the point of explosion to be determined – by again fitting a power law relation. At a depth of 0.3 m kg$^{-1/3}$ below the snow surface, for which the fits were calculated, vertical minimum and maximum accelerations on average decreased proportional to $x'^{-1.3}$ and $x'^{-1.0}$, respectively, but scatter was large. Horizontal minimum and maximum accelerations
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decreased more strongly proportional to $x'^{-2.1}$ and $x'^{-1.9}$, respectively. Considering minimum, maximum, horizontal and vertical accelerations, the decay of accelerations between consecutive tests with equal charge mass and charge elevation above the snow surface was for most tests approximately the same considering slight variations in charge elevation, charge masses and horizontal position of the point of explosion.

![Graph of measured and fitted (power law) maximum vertical acceleration with scaled sensor depth within the snowpack at three different scaled horizontal distances from the point of explosion (X1: 8.2 m, X2: 14.4 m, X3: 20.3 m) on 18 February 2014, test 3.](image)

Displacement velocity is the speed, with which a particle in the snowpack moves due to loading by a wave as e.g. caused by an explosion. Displacement velocity is derived by integrating the snowpack acceleration with respect to time. Velocity was calculated for all experiments. Fig. 4-13 shows typical velocities for a certain distance from the point of explosion. Velocities were usually largest close to the surface and in vertical direction and decayed with depth within the snowpack with a few exceptions. As for the accelerations and the air pressures, a power law was fitted to describe the relation between displacement velocity and depth of the sensor within the snowpack. Then, these functions were again fitted with a power law using the scaled horizontal distance from the point of explosion and a certain depth within the snowpack. Vertical minimum and maximum displacement velocities decayed proportional to $x'^{-1.2}$ and $x'^{-0.8}$, respectively. The respective horizontal displacement velocities decreased proportional to $x'^{-1.8}$ and $x'^{-1.9}$, respectively. The accelerations and displacement velocities were well reproducible for consecutive tests with the same measuring setup and charge masses.
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Displacements in vertical and horizontal directions of the different sensors were calculated by integrating displacement velocity with respect to time. Because sensor noise caused increasing displacement even after the wave had passed, the signal was cut manually before and after the main contributions of the displacement velocity to displacement.

Maximum displacement reached a maximum of a few millimeters but decreased strongly with depth within the snowpack (Fig. 4-14). Final, remaining displacement was in the range of a few millimeters for the uppermost sensors but usually small for all other sensors. As for acceleration, displacement velocity and air pressure, a power law was used to fit the maximum and minimum displacement amplitude with increasing depth. Then, a power law was used to determine maximum displacement depending on the horizontal distance from the point of explosion.

Fig. 4-13: Example of vertical (a, b, c) and horizontal (d, e, f) displacement velocity with increasing depth (top to bottom) at a horizontal distance of 12.3 m from the point of explosion. Data from 27 February 2014, test 4.
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Fig. 4-14: Example of vertical (a, b, c) and horizontal (d, e, f) displacement with increasing depth (top to bottom) at a horizontal distance of 12.3 m from the point of explosion. Data from 27 February 2014, test 4.

Final vertical and horizontal displacements were in the range of $10^{-4}$ to $10^{-5}$ m, with some measurements up to a maximum of 1 cm.

Microphones were installed slightly displaced horizontally from the accelerometers by a distance of 0.35 m up to 1.35 m in order to not disturb the snowpack above the sensors. With a few exceptions, the high amplitude wave within the snowpack arrived 5 to 16 ms earlier at the accelerometers than the air pressure wave at the microphone. Often, a second major wave (Fig. 4-8 a to c and Fig. 4-10) was visible in the signal. This wave decayed in amplitude with distance and depth within the snowpack. The time delay of this wave compared to the first high amplitude wave was between 0.05 and 0.09 s.

4.3.4 Weak layer failure

We made 106 observations of pit walls with cameras during the winter season 2013-2014. We observed 20 failures, some of them including multiple failures at different depths (Fig. 4-15). Most failures were observed in non-persistent weak layers since no prominent weak layers existed in the generally stable snowpack. Failures occurred immediately after arrival of the air pressure wave which could be identified by a snow spray. In most cases, failure layers were close to the snow surface but occasionally failures deep in the snowpack (up to 1 m below the snow surface) were recorded in tests with either large charge sizes or pits close to the point of explosion. Only 6 failures were observed with depths larger than 0.5 m below the snow surface.
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4.4.1 Air pressure

Air pressure showed a typical decay while travelling above the snow surface. The decay is due to a combination of shock wave transition, spherical spreading as well as a change in reflection of wave energy off the porous snow surface. The amplitude of a spherical wave decays proportional to \( r^{-1} \), where \( r \) is the radius from the source. We observed a decay proportional to \( x'^{-1.1} \) to \( x'^{-2.1} \). The stronger decay than in the case of a spherical spreading is caused by charge elevation which causes a different incident angle on the snowpack and hence a different reflection and a different effect on the air pressure measured; in addition, snow surface properties contribute to the variation.

The wave velocities above the speed of sound, increasing with decreasing distance from the point of explosion indicate that we measured to some extent in the range of shock propagation, which is a non-adiabatic process and causes a stronger decay. Miller et al. (2011) numerically modeled the effect of explosions on a snowpack. Their modeled air pressure was higher than the predicted open air pressure. Our values of air pressure were in the range of an open air blast as shown in Miller et al. (2011). Low density snow at the top of the snowpack and hence the porous interface has a similar impedance as air and does not reflect the incoming wave strongly which is why the expansion is more similar to an open air blast.

We measured lower air pressure values than Mellor (1965) reported, probably due to less effective spherical explosives used in our experiments which is indicated by the very high detonation speeds he mentioned. The air pressures reported in Mellor (1973) but originally measured by Ingram (1962) were also higher than our data possibly as well due to the different type of spherical explosive used. Ingram (1962) showed a decay of air pressure which corresponds reasonably well with our results (Table 4-5). We measured a stronger decay than Gubler (1976) who used a charge of 1 kg of
Plastex detonated 1 m above the snow surface. Albert and Hole (2001) investigated blast noise propagation above a snowpack which is in very good agreement with our data. They suggested that rather the influence of the snowpack is relevant for the magnitude of the decay than shock effects close to the point of explosion.

Air temperatures measured during the experiments were ranging from -4 to 0°C so that the sound speed in air is expected to range from 329 to 331 m s\(^{-1}\). In the vicinity of the point of explosion, air pressure wave speeds were (markedly) higher than the sound speed (Table 4-4). Further from the point of explosion, wave speeds decreased and were in the range of the expected sound speed. Speeds peaked at 547 m s\(^{-1}\) for distances measured between the point of explosion and the closest pits (5.5 to 19.2 m) decreasing to 332 m s\(^{-1}\) between pits furthest from the point of explosion (17.6 to 41.8 m). Speeds at closer range indicate that we measure to some extent within the range of inelastic shock expansion as shock propagation speeds are higher than the speed of sound.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exponent $b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ingram (1962), Mellor (1973)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gubler (1976)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert and Hole (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.4.2 Acceleration, displacement velocity and displacement

For explosions above the surface, Gubler (1976) reported ice lattice accelerations for a snowpack deeper than 1.2 m and the sensor at depths smaller or equal to half the snow depth. Our results show comparable values for the middle accelerometer in Fig. 4-8 considering the larger charges employed in our experiments. Maximum vertical accelerations with scaled distance from the point of explosion decayed proportional to $x^{-1}$ on average at 0.3 m kg\(^{1/3}\) depth within the snowpack for the experiments performed under dry snowpack conditions – but scatter was large. Maximum horizontal accelerations decreased even more rapidly with distance proportional to $x^{-2.1}$ on average. A strong decay in amplitude of radial accelerations was also observed for close ranges from the point of explosion by Bones et al. (2012) ranging from $x^{-1.25}$ to $x^{-3}$ depending on the scaled charge height. Consecutive testing with same charge sizes and charge elevations above the snowpack had neither a significant influence on maximum acceleration nor maximum air pressure. The snowpack was probably not affected sufficiently to cause any difference in the wave propagation characteristics.
4.4 Discussion

directly above or within the snowpack. Only at short ranges settlement of the snow surface due to compaction could be observed after subsequent experiments. Actual crater formation was only observed for zero or small charge elevation above the snow surface which is in agreement with the results of Strange et al. (1961) and Frigo et al. (2012) who show decreasing crater size with increasing charge elevation.

The complex wave propagation characteristics in snow caused by a point source explosion above the snowpack hamper the interpretation of the recorded signals from only few selected locations. In a snowpack, three different wave modes occur as described by Johnson (1982). In addition, surface waves exist caused by the shallow incident angle of the air pressure wave at the investigated distances from the point of explosion. Furthermore, these three different wave types travelling within the snowpack and the surface waves are generated by the air pressure hitting the surface at each point between the point of explosion and the measurement location – so that the recorded signal is a superposition of many different waves and wave types. It is therefore not possible to determine with certainty which of the many waves observed in the accelerometer signal corresponds to which kind of wave mode and where it originated from. With the size of the acceleration sensor, we presumably measured a combined acceleration of the ice lattice and the air wave within the pores. The contribution of these to the overall acceleration is not known. The wave which was arriving before the high amplitude wave in some experiments could not be seen in all of the experiments due to the probably very low amplitude in the range of signal noise. The early arrival time might correspond to the high velocity of the first dilatational wave through the ice skeleton; however, one would not expect such low amplitudes for this type of wave. The waves that arrived later at the sensor might originate from the air pressure wave hitting the snow surface at different locations and being partly transmitted into the snowpack.

Maximum and final displacements recorded at the top sensors within the snowpack were higher than those buried deeper. Horizontal final displacement was probably due to low density snow close to the surface that was deformed, whereas vertical final displacement was mainly due to compaction of the snowpack. As no persistent weak layers existed that could have failed and collapsed, large vertical displacements were not observed; instead we only recorded small values of vertical displacement in the range of \(10^{-4}\) to \(10^{-5}\) m. Due to higher densities in greater depths within the snowpack and consequently higher elastic moduli, displacements were negligible in these regions. Very high displacements, in one case we measured almost 1 cm, were probably caused by snow densification in the low density snow at the top of the snowpack or by collapse of a layer. As there were hardly any persistent weak layers present that would allow for the latter, the first reason is more likely.
Gubler (1976) calculated displacement velocities and displacement from acceleration data. His vertical displacement velocities decayed much stronger \((x'_{-1.39})\) with horizontal distance from the point of explosion than our data suggest \((x'_{-0.51})\) on average. However, the data presented by Gubler (1976) resulted from measurements at a depth of half or smaller than half the snow depth from the surface. The strong decay with depth within the snowpack might influence the spreading at a certain depth with horizontal distance from the point of explosion. The decay of the horizontal displacement velocity presented by Gubler (1976) is in good agreement with our findings \((x'_{-1.8})\) and \((x'_{-1.9})\) on average, respectively.

Vertical displacements measured by Gubler (1976) for a sensor ‘at half or less than half the depth’ of the snowpack from the surface was ranging from \(4 \times 10^{-4}\) to \(4 \times 10^{-5}\) m. This is in good agreement with what we measured except for the top sensors if close to the point of explosion.

4.4.3 Acceleration – air pressure relation

In the vast majority (21) of the 25 experiments with pressure and acceleration measurements, the exponent of the fitted power law was smaller for the maximum vertical acceleration at 0.3 m scaled depth \((x'_{-1.0})\) compared to the air pressure \((x'_{-1.6})\), the difference being 0.71 on average (Fig. 4-16). We believe that this is due to waves along the surface that expand cylindrically within the snowpack. The amplitude of a cylindrical wave should decay with \(x^{0.5}\). Higher decay rates are presumably due to a mixed spherical-cylindrical expansion and due to attenuation of the wave within the snowpack.

![Graph showing parameters of power law fits](image)

Fig. 4-16: Parameters of power law fits: (a) coefficients \(b\) and (b) \(\log(a)\) for air pressure and acceleration with scaled horizontal distance from the point of explosion. Boxes span the interquartile range from 1st to 3rd quartile with a horizontal line showing the median. Whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered outliers (red dots) within 1.5 times the interquartile range above the 3rd and below the 1st quartile. Number of cases varies between 25 and 29.

4.4.4 Wave arrival time

The minimum time an air pressure wave needs to cover the horizontal distance between a point on the snow surface directly above the accelerometer and the microphone is the ratio of the maximum microphone offset divided by the highest air pressure speed measured (547 m s\(^{-1}\)). This yields a time
delay of 2 × 10³ s which is shorter than the arrival time delay of the wave at the microphone compared to the accelerometer. Arrival of the first high amplitude wave was expected to be before the air pressure wave for the top sensors because the wave arriving at the sensor was resulting from the air pressure waves hitting the snow surface at a shallow angle of incidence closer to the point of explosion. Due to the higher density of the snow compared to air, the wave travelled faster within the snowpack. Lower sensors showed the same arrival time differences. This was probably due to the increasing density and hence velocity with depth within the snowpack which compensated for the longer distances the wave travelled. During some experiments there were waves before the major wave with very weak amplitude compared to the main wave (Fig. 4-9). These waves may be explained either by the fast dilatational wave travelling through the ice skeleton (Johnson, 1982) or a wave along the surface that propagates as a cylindrical wave at higher velocity than the air pressure wave but is attenuated strongly with depth within the snowpack.

The second high amplitude wave (Fig. 4-10) is not believed to be the result of a reflection at the snow-soil interface, where a large impedance mismatch is expected, as the amplitudes of the waves decay strongly with depth within the snowpack. We believe that these waves were slow waves (Johnson, 1982) travelling through the pore space of the snowpack or shear waves.

Ground accelerations did not seem to have had an influence on the snowpack as accelerations and derived parameters strongly decayed with depth and no waves with decreasing amplitude from bottom to top were recorded that exceeded the waves caused by the air blast transferred to the snowpack.

4.4.5 Weak layer failure
Very close to the point of explosion, the shock caused by a standard charge (e.g. a few kilograms TNT equivalent) will be sufficiently strong to fail almost any given weak layer down to the relevant depth for avalanche release. However, a weak layer may not exist or the slab-weak layer combination may not be prone to crack propagation at a close distance. Hence it is important whether a given explosion is strong enough to cause a weak layer to fail further away from the point of explosion, i.e. rather in the range of elastic wave propagation.

During the experiments in winter 2013-2014 we observed that weak layer failure was always immediate after the air pressure wave had passed the point of observation. With increasing distance from the point of explosion, failure became less frequent.

In the single experiment described by Simioni and Schweizer (2013; cf. Appendix C), even at 25 m from the point of explosion, the observed weak layer failure occurred 0.4 s after the arrival of the air pressure wave at the point of observation (pit). We suppose that the failure in this single experiment from the season 2012-2013 was not caused by the incident air pressure wave impacting
on the snow surface close to the pit. The short distance and the high wave velocities in snow would not account for the time delay between the snow spray caused by the passing air pressure wave and the observed failure at the weak layer. Failure was rather caused by the air pressure wave impinging on the snow surface closer to the point of explosion and being partly transferred to the snowpack. One of the excited wave modes (dilatational or shear) then locally failed the weak layer and crack propagation started. The low velocity of crack propagation, previously reported values were in the range of 8 to 42 m s\(^{-1}\) (van Herwijnen and Birkeland, 2014; van Herwijnen and Schweizer, 2011), was then responsible for the time delay.

Hence, there seem to be two distinctly different types of mechanisms causing weak layer failure at distances of several tens of meters from the point of detonation. The relatively poor snowpack stability during winter 2012-2013 compared to the winter 2013-2014 supports this finding. During winter 2013-2014 no crack propagation occurred, but failure was caused directly by the air pressure wave at the distance where the failure observation was made. The good snowpack stability conditions did not favor crack propagation.

Weak layer failure was not detected above 14 m kg\(^{-1/3}\) scaled horizontal distance from the point of explosion. During some experiments, no failure was observed close to the point of explosion even if failure was detected further from the point of explosion. Either, a suitable weak layer was not present closer to the point of explosion, or, more likely, failure could not be detected by visual inspection. Failure close to the snow surface was detectable because the slab was slightly lifted by the negative pressure impulse. Deeper in the snowpack failure was usually only visible with major vertical displacement (collapse). When failure only occurred at the farer pit locations, we assumed that the same layer was failing at closer pit locations because of the spatially uniform snowpack though it could not be observed.

The observed rare occurrence of failures deeper in the snowpack – six out of 20 – and further from the point of explosion corresponded well with the low accelerations, displacement velocities and displacements measured at these locations.

### 4.5 Conclusions

We performed field experiments using spherical avalanche control explosives on a flat, snow-covered study site. We measured near-surface air pressure at different distances from the explosion using three locations on each test ranging from 7 m to 43 m horizontal distance. Within the snowpack, we recorded snowpack accelerations at these distances and at different depths within the snowpack ranging from 0.1 m to 1.3 m below the snow surface. We monitored pit walls at these locations with high speed cameras to visually identify weak layer failure. Due to the generally good stability of the snowpack, only few failures were observed, mainly at closer range from the point of explosion.
Air pressure decreased rapidly with scaled distance from the point of explosion proportional to $x'^{-1.66}$, indicating the influence of the snowpack on the decay of the amplitude. Air pressure wave propagation speeds were well above sound speed for short distances from the point of explosion due to non-linear effects in shock wave propagation (up to 547 m s$^{-1}$). Wave propagation speeds decreased with distance to sonic level. Accelerations decreased rapidly with depth within the snowpack and, for a given depth, with distance from the point of explosion (on average proportional to $x'^{-1}$ at 0.3 m scaled depth for vertical maximum accelerations) due to geometrical spreading and attenuation due to the poro-elastic character of snow. Air pressure usually decayed stronger than maximum vertical acceleration. This finding indicates that some wave modes within the snowpack propagate as waves along the surface and expand cylindrically. Vertical accelerations were usually stronger in amplitude than horizontal ones.

The air pressure waves arrived at the microphones with a time delay compared to the arrival time of the waves within the snowpack at the top accelerometers, taking into account the horizontal offset of the microphone. This delay was expected due to higher wave velocities within the snowpack. However, waves at lower sensors did not arrive significantly later than at the top sensor. This, together with the strong decay within the snowpack, probably indicates a wave along the surface in the uppermost snow layers or surface wave propagating along the snowpack. However, the typical exponential decay with depth of a surface wave was not observed. Early low amplitude waves observed might be due to the fast wave mode propagating through the ice lattice. Later waves, as often observed, might be due to a slow wave, probably travelling through the air pores, rather than due to reflections lower in the snowpack as their amplitude decreased strongly with depth and time delays were large. Consecutive testing with equal charge sizes and charge elevations did not result in different air pressure or acceleration response.

Displacement speeds were usually less than 1 m s$^{-1}$ for the top sensor and decayed strongly with depth within the snowpack and distance from the point of explosion. Compared to the top sensor, the middle and bottom sensors showed negligible displacement speeds.

Maximum displacements reached 1 cm for the top sensors during some experiments but were usually smaller ($10^{-4}$ to $10^{-5}$ m). Displacements were negligible deeper in the snowpack. Final displacements were in the same range as the maximum displacements. The resulting small displacements were due to the absence of persistent weak layers with notable collapse heights.

Whereas our setup and instrumentation allows recording the response of the snowpack to spherical explosive loading with good accuracy and high temporal resolution and hence provides insight into the complex wave propagation behavior in and above a snowpack, detailed propagation patterns cannot be observed with a few measuring locations only.
4.5 Conclusions

Failure evaluation using high speed cameras has to our knowledge not been used in avalanche control experiments using explosives and seems to be a method with relevant informative content. Even under conditions with no persistent weak layer but mainly failures at layer interfaces with hardly any collapse height, the method allowed to determine weak layer failure by visually inspecting the single video stills individually. The method allowed distinguishing between two types of weak layer failure: (1) failure caused by the direct impact of the air pressure wave above the point of observation, and (2) failure caused by crack propagation initiated at a distance closer to the point of explosion than the point of observation as manifested by an arrival time delay.

Though the markers inserted into the pit wall would allow for particle tracking, the snow spray caused by the air pressure wave and single markers moving relative to the pit wall did not allow the pit wall displacements to be evaluated quantitatively. Furthermore, in order to use the recordings for particle tracking, the frame rate of our cameras was too low compared to the propagation speed of dilatational and shear waves in a snowpack and the snow spray inhibited real time tracking. However, particle tracking may still be useful for determining the total displacements.

We will continue performing field experiments on avalanche control to cover different snowpack conditions, new types of spherical explosives and different control techniques including gas exploders. In addition, we will use our data to model wave propagation caused by explosions and deflagrations employing different modeling techniques (e.g., Miller et al., 2011; Sidler et al., 2010). Small scale experiments are planned to gain a better understanding of wave propagation principles in a snowpack.
5 Snowpack response to directed gas explosions on level ground
5.1 Introduction

The artificial release of avalanches is a key active control measure in avalanche mitigation. Compared to engineering works such as e.g. snow sheds avalanche control by artificial release of avalanches is less costly and compared to snow supporting structures in starting zones the visual impact is minor. Hundreds of fixed avalanche control installations have been installed during the last decade. In principle, they allow avalanche control services to trigger avalanches under any given meteorological conditions and at any time of day. The weather independence is highly relevant as the yield of artificial avalanche release is highest during or directly after a storm (McClung and Schaerer, 2006) and operational constraints often inhibit artificial release during periods of good weather or daylight. However, the point of explosion cannot be adjusted easily for most systems, as the installations are fixed to the ground.

To trigger an avalanche artificially, an explosion is caused by igniting either solid explosives or a gas mixture, either propane-oxygen or hydrogen-oxygen (Berthet-Rambaud, 2009). For fixed avalanche control systems working with gas, the two gases are mixed within a steel pipe that is open on one side and directed with the opening inclined towards the snowpack (Liebermann et al., 2002). The explosion causes a shock and/or subsequently an elastic wave that is propagating outwards from the point of explosion. The air pressure wave is partly transferred to the snowpack depending on snowpack conditions: The mechanical properties of the snow (e.g. porosity), the snow-air-interface and the incident angle of the wave influence the part of the wave energy that is transferred to the snowpack (Bouzidi and Schmitt, 2012). The waves generated within the snowpack may then lead to failure and an avalanche might be released.

Since the pioneering works of Mellor (1973) and Gubler (1977), most studies performed on the effects of an explosion on a snowpack in relation to artificial avalanche release focused on near field effects where shock waves are dominant (e.g., Binger et al., 2006; Frigo et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 1994; Johnson et al., 1993). These authors all used solid explosives, investigated shock waves propagating through a snowpack and showed the strong damping effect of snow.

Recently, Binger and Miller (2016) measured air overpressure above a snowpack and snowpack accelerations within a distance of 7 m from the point of explosion, i.e. in the near field. Their study is based on the experiments of Tichota et al. (2010) and Bones et al. (2012). Reported attenuation coefficients of shock and acoustic wave propagation in snow ranged from $x^{-1}$ to $x^{19}$, where $x$ is the distance from the point of explosion. Moreover, Wooldridge et al. (2012) performed stability tests before and after explosions to assess their influence on snowpack stability.

At larger distances from the point of explosion than in the shock range, i.e. larger than about 20 to 30 m according to Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4), Frigo et al. (2010) performed experiments on a flat study site to assess the effect of an explosion on a snowpack. The most extensive studies in
this range were performed by Gubler (1977) and Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4). The main differences between these studies were that Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) measured at different distances simultaneously and performed acceleration measurements at different depths within the snowpack. Hence they could not only describe the decay of the air pressure and snowpack accelerations with distance from the point of explosion, but also the decay with depth within the snowpack. On the other hand, Gubler (1976) provided estimates on the stresses and stability within the snowpack and showed the increased effect by elevating the charge from the snow surface. Cardu et al. (2008) developed a stability criterion for the artificial release of avalanches comprising stress and energy criteria. Simioni et al. (2014b; cf. Appendix E) observed weak layer failure during their explosion experiments and reported two different types of failure: one caused by the direct impact of the air pressure wave above the snowpack and one caused by crack propagation initiated closer to the point of explosion.

With regard to ground waves caused by explosions, Ueland (1993) stated that the amplitude of ground vibrations was too low to trigger avalanches at larger distances. Albert and Orcutt (1990) showed that the amplitudes of the acoustic wave transferred to the snowpack were 10 times higher than those of the ground waves transmitted to the snowpack. Suriñach et al. (2011) showed that vibrations caused by the explosion of a gas exploder propagating through the ground may not be sufficient to trigger avalanches at large distances (>100 m) and that vibrations caused by sound waves propagating through the air and through the snowpack are usually larger than those propagating directly through the ground.

To model the wave propagation in snow Johnson (1982) adapted the model by Biot (1956a) to snow and stated the existence of three different wave types. Miller et al. (2011) showed the effect of charge elevation and stress concentrations around a weak layer using a finite element code developed for explosions. Simioni et al. (2014b; cf. Appendix E) applied a two-dimensional pseudo-spectral method solving Biot’s equations to field experiments using spherical explosives (Sidler, 2015) and showed the propagating wave within the snowpack and failure locations.

In a different context, not related to artificial release, the influence of a snowpack on acoustic wave propagation was investigated. For example, Albert (2001) showed that the acoustic response above a snowpack may vary within a short period of time (hours to days) as snow surface properties change. Albert et al. (2008) reported that acoustic waves above a snowpack were attenuated by as much as -30 dB within a distance of 100 m.

Whereas many studies on the effect of an explosion on the snowpack were performed using solid explosives as source, no studies exist that systematically investigated the effect of a directed gas explosion on a snowpack. The only studies involving gas exploders were performed by Suriñach et al. (2011) who focused on ground accelerations and Berthet-Rambaud (2009) who developed a
test protocol to investigate the effect of gas exploders. Hence, the detailed effect of such an explosion on a snowpack is essentially unknown, despite years of successful operational use of gas exploder systems.

Our goal was to investigate the effect of a directed gas explosion triggered above snow. We used a mobile gas exploder, a simple steel pipe suspended from a crane. To assess the propagation characteristics of the air pressure wave and its effect within the snowpack we measured air pressure and snowpack accelerations. Measurements were performed along two axes to assess the shape of the impact of a directed gas explosion which is not radially symmetric.

5.2 Data and methods

5.2.1 Study site
Experiments were performed at the same military firing range as described in Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4); it is located at an elevation of 1680 m a.s.l. just north of the Alpine divide in the Eastern Swiss Alps. The study site is flat and level to guarantee reproducible conditions. Furthermore, the deployment of the measuring equipment was safe and relatively fast due to the level ground.

5.2.2 Experiments
During the winter 2014-2015 we performed 13 gas exploder experiments on the test site in Hinterrhein (Table 5-1). As these were the first experiments with a mobile gas exploder, the experimental setup had not yet been fully developed. Due to the lack of accurate manometers, precise gas volume measurements were not available for these experiments. During the following winter 2015-2016 we performed another 22 gas exploder experiments on three test days at Hinterrhein. In addition, 14 experiments were performed on 15 June 2016 above bare ground. Table 5-1 compiles the key experimental data, namely date, test number, mass of the gas mixture, incline of the exploder, angle between the first (gas exploder) and second measurement axis and horizontal distances of the measuring locations from the point of explosion.
**5.2 Data and methods**

Table 5.1: Summary of all experiments indicating date, test number, mass of the gas mixture, incline of the exploder, angle between the first (gas exploder) and second measurement axis and horizontal distances of the measuring locations from the point of explosion. Test numbers marked with an asterisk (*) are experiments for which no exact mass measurement is available. These masses were interpolated from the air pressure measurements based on the results of the other experiments. Experiments on 15 June 2016 were performed above bare ground.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Test no.</th>
<th>Test elevation (°)</th>
<th>Gas mass (kg)</th>
<th>Exploder incline (°)</th>
<th>Angle 2nd axis (°)</th>
<th>Distance (m) X1</th>
<th>Distance (m) X2</th>
<th>Distance (m) X3</th>
<th>Distance (m) Y1</th>
<th>Distance (m) Y2</th>
<th>Distance (m) Y3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 Mar 2015</td>
<td>1*</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>36.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Mar 2015</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>36.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Mar 2015</td>
<td>3*</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>36.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Mar 2015</td>
<td>4*</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>36.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Mar 2015</td>
<td>10*</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>36.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Mar 2015</td>
<td>11*</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>36.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Mar 2015</td>
<td>12*</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>36.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Mar 2015</td>
<td>1*</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Mar 2015</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Mar 2015</td>
<td>3*</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Mar 2015</td>
<td>4*</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Mar 2015</td>
<td>13*</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Feb 2016</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>47.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Feb 2016</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>47.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Feb 2016</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>47.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Feb 2016</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>47.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Feb 2016</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>47.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Feb 2016</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>47.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Feb 2016</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>47.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Feb 2016</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>47.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Feb 2016</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>47.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Feb 2016</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>36.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Feb 2016</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>36.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Feb 2016</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>36.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2 Data and methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Gas exploder 5.2.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17 Feb 2016</td>
<td>A prototype gas exploder, manufactured by TAS that produces the Gazex® gas exploder (Liebermann et al., 2002; Stoffel et al., 2015), was used for the experiments. It was suspended from a crane. The gas exploder consisted of a steel pipe that was open at one side (Fig. 5-1). Its overall length was 2.5 m and its inner diameter 0.8 m. The total volume of the pipe was approx. 1.25 m³. The opening could be closed with a soft plastic lid using a steel ring and screws to prevent gas heavier than air from flowing out of the tube. The exploder weighed approx. 800 kg. Three suspension points on the exploder were used to hang it up at a certain elevation and incline. The incline was set by adjusting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the length of the suspension chains. Two fastening points were installed to guy the exploder to the counter weights which prevented the tube from moving heavily due to the recoil. One or two counter weights, ranging from 1.9 to 2.3 t, were placed laterally (5 to 7 m) and axially (1 to 1.5 m) offset on either side of the exploder. The incline of the pipe was slightly influenced by pulling the gas exploder backwards to reach a certain pretension of the guy wires.

Fig. 5-1: View of the gas exploder, suspended from a crane. The pre-tensioned guy wires are connecting the gas exploder to the counterweights. The lower end of the tube is closed by a plastic cover.

The front bottom of the pipe was elevated between 1.4 and 1.8 m from the snow surface or the bare ground (Table 5-1). The angle between the inclined exploder and the level snow surface or the ground ranged from 30 to 36° (Table 5-1). Operational gas exploders are installed with angles of 28 to 48° between the inclined pipe and the snow surface.

5.2.4 Gas

The entire gas installations were provided by the manufacturer of the mobile gas exploder. As the propane-oxygen gas mixture is heavier than air, the opening of the pipe had to be closed as described above. The tube opening was not tightly closed so that the air could flow out while the pipe was filled with gases (Fig. 5-1). A tight closure would lead to an overpressure in the gas exploder and rupture of the plastic lid and hence total outflow of the mixture before the explosion.

The two different gases were supplied through independent, almost identical setups: The gas flowed from the gas bottle to a larger tank and was set to the required pressure using manual valves and pressure gauges (Fig. 5-2). After reaching the required tank pressure, the bottle valves were closed to prevent additional gas from flowing into the tank during outflow to be able to measure the gas quantity consumed during one experiment. The gas tanks valves were opened and gas flowed out for a set period using an electronic trigger. The gas flowed through long pipes to the gas exploder.
where the two gases were mixed. This procedure guaranteed in combination with check valves at the
gas exploder that there was no ignitable mixture in any part of the system except the gas exploder.

![Image](image.png)

*Fig. 5-2: Pressure reduction tanks for oxygen (blue) and propane (metallic). The gas bottles can be seen in the background.*

### 5.2.5 Gas quantity

A handheld trigger, provided by the manufacturer of the mobile gas exploder, was used to fill the
mobile gas exploder and to ignite the mixture with spark plugs that were installed within the pipe.
The gas quantity was determined with a time relay to set the opening time of the outflow valves at
the gas tanks. With the ignition of the gas mixture, data acquisition was started.

The released gas quantity of either gas was calculated according to the ideal gas law:

$$m_{\text{GAS}} = \frac{\Delta p_{\text{GAS}} V_{\text{tank}}}{R_s T} \quad (\text{kg})$$

(5.1)

where $\Delta p_{\text{GAS}}$ is the pressure difference (Pa) in the tank before and after releasing the gas, $V_{\text{tank}}$ is
the volume of the pressure reduction tank ($m^3$), $R_s$ is the specific gas constant of the respective gas
(J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$) and $T$ is the gas temperature (K).

The gas volume at ambient pressure and temperature at the test site was calculated as:

$$V_{\text{GAS}} = \frac{m_{\text{GAS}} R_s T_{\text{atm}}}{p_{\text{atm}}} \quad (m^3)$$

(5.2)

where $p_{\text{atm}}$ and $T_{\text{atm}}$ are the atmospheric air pressure (Pa) and the ambient temperature (K) at the
test site.

The total gas amount equals the sum of the gas masses or volumes of the two gases oxygen
and propane.

On all test days with snow, experiments with different gas volumes were performed. The initial
pressure in the tanks was set according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. The relative
pressure in the oxygen tank was 6.5 bar and 1.4 bar in the propane tank. The time period ($t_0$) the gas
valves were opened was selected between 0.5 and 3.5 s. Normally, two consecutive tests were
performed with the same opening time, i.e. gas volume. Within the opening time of the valves the gas pressure in the oxygen tank dropped by 72 to 256 kPa and by 18 to 60 kPa in the propane tank. Outside air temperatures ranged from -3 to -2 °C. The gas temperature in the tanks was assumed to be equal to the outside air temperature. The oxygen and propane gas masses were determined using the above measurements and the respective gas constants which are $R_{\text{oxygen}} = 259.8 \text{ J kg}^{-1} \text{K}^{-1}$ and $R_{\text{propane}} = 188.5 \text{ J kg}^{-1} \text{K}^{-1}$ according to equation (1). The gas quantities ranged from 0.40 to 1.45 kg oxygen and 0.14 to 0.47 kg propane with the ratio of propane to oxygen of approx. 1/3 (Table 5-1). The ambient air pressure $p_{\text{atm}}$ measured several times per day, varied between 829 and 837 hPa. The gas volumes of the two gases in ambient air were calculated using the exact gas measurements and were between 0.43 and 1.51 m$^3$; the maximum gas volumes were hence larger than the exploder volume. Oxygen from the ambient air is needed for the explosion as the ratio of the propane to oxygen mass taken from the gas tanks is larger than an explosive mixture. For comparison, we only gave the propane and oxygen masses taken from the gas tanks and did not consider the oxygen mass used from the ambient air. The heat of combustion of propane is 50.33 MJ kg$^{-1}$. Hence the maximum heat of combustion during the experiments was 23.7 MJ.

For the tests during the winter 2015-2016, exact pressure measurements were available. For the experiments during the winter 2014-2015, no exact gas measurements were available. The gas quantities of these experiments were derived from the air pressures caused by the explosion measured at various distances above the snowpack and hence back-calculated using the results from the experiments with gas measurements.

During the test day above bare ground without a snowpack, the relative pressure was set as in the tests with snow. The time period the valves were opened were 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 s. These values corresponded to pressure drops in the oxygen tank between 150 and 210 kPa and 37 and 57 kPa in the propane tank. Using the ideal gas law and ambient pressure and air temperatures, the resulting gas masses ranged from 0.84 to 1.13 kg oxygen and 0.28 to 0.43 kg propane. These gas masses correspond to volumes between 0.67 and 1.26 m$^3$ in total.

### 5.2.6 Experimental setup

The gas exploder causes a directed explosion (Fig. 5-3), i.e. it is to be expected that the loading of the snowpack in the axis and in front of the exploder is different than at other angles from this axis. It is therefore not sufficient to perform measurements along the exploder axis only as is usually done when solid explosives with a spherical propagation behavior are tested (e.g. Binger and Miller, 2016). As a consequence, measurements were performed along two axes in a horizontal plane seen from above (Fig. 5-4). The first axis (X-axis) was in the direction of the pipe; the second axis (Y-axis) was selected such that the snowpack between the two axis was undisturbed and the field of view
from the exploder was not obstructed by the counterweights (Fig. 5-4). For the experiments above snow, the angle between the X-axis (exploder axis) and the Y-axis ranged from 23 to 37° (Table 5-1) and was limited by the positions of the counterweights. Larger angles would have led to a bias in the measured effect as the counterweights would have reflected the propagating wave partially. For the tests above bare ground, the angle between the two axes was 89° such that the pressure wave from the gas explosion could propagate unobstructed behind the counterweights. This was not feasibly above snow.

Fig. 5-3: View of the gas exploder during an experiment. Photo by M. Hiller.

Fig. 5-4: Aerial view of the gas exploder and the crane. The 6 measuring pits are indicated with X1 to Y3.

Three measuring locations were used on each axis at different distances from the point of explosion which was determined as the open tip of the gas exploder (Fig. 5-5). Differential GPS was used to determine the positions of the gas exploder and the snow pits where the microphones for the air pressure measurement and the accelerometers for snowpack acceleration measurements were installed. The distance of the accelerometers from the microphone and the depth of the sensors within the snowpack were measured manually. The second microphone on the X-axis was
installed directly in the axis of the gas exploder. The first and the third microphones were installed slightly offset to obtain an undisturbed snowpack between the gas exploder and the sensors. This offset also resulted in a slight offset of the accelerometers such that there was no disturbed snowpack between the gas exploder and the accelerometers. The accelerometers were installed slightly closer to the point of explosion than the microphones with a few exceptions to prevent any interference of the accelerometer with the post of the microphone. The offset ranged from 5 cm further away from the microphone to 90 cm closer to the point of explosion.

The distances of the microphones from the point of explosion ranged between 11.6 and 49.2 m (Table 5-1); scaled with the total gas mass the corresponding distances ranged from 9.0 to 89.6 m kg$^{-0.65}$ (s. 5.2.10. for the calculation of the scaling factor).

Fig. 5-5: Longitudinal section of an exemplary measuring layout indicating snow pits X1 to X3 on the X-axis with increasing distance from the point of explosion, gas exploder location, microphones and accelerometers at different distances from the point of explosion and depths within the snowpack. As an example, the gas exploder was elevated at 1.4 m with an incline of 35°, the horizontal location of the charge is at 0 m, the snow pits X1 to X3 were located at 12, 17 and 22 m horizontal distance from the point of explosion, respectively. The measuring layout is equal on the second axis; figure after Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4).

5.2.7 Air pressure measurement

Microphones with an upper pressure limit of 34.5 kPa and a frequency limit of 1,000 Hz (Binger and Miller, 2016; Simioni et al., 2015; cf. Chap. 4) were used to measure near-surface air pressure resulting from the gas explosion at different distances from the point of explosion above the snow surface. Surface air pressure was measured at a maximum of 5 cm above the snow surface. Air pressure wave speeds were determined using the arrival times of the air pressure signal at the different microphones. For the experiments above bare ground, the microphones were installed at an elevation of 30 cm to 1 m above the ground.

5.2.8 Acceleration measurement

Snowpack accelerations were measured with two-directional accelerometers sealed into foam cylinders to closely match snow density (Table 5-2) (Simioni et al., 2015; cf. Chap. 4). Accelerometers were installed at different depths within the snowpack and at approximately the same distances
from the point of explosion as the air pressure measurements were performed (Fig. 5-4). Sensors were inserted into the undisturbed snowpack by first cutting out a hole up to one meter back from the snow pit wall.

No acceleration measurements were performed for the experiments above bare ground, as the accelerometers were not suitable for ground acceleration measurement.

**Table 5-2: Accelerometer specifications** (www.analog.com) (Simioni et al., 2015; cf. Chap. 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ADXL203</th>
<th>AD22293</th>
<th>AD22037</th>
<th>ADXL001-70</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Range (g)</td>
<td>+/- 1.7</td>
<td>+/- 6</td>
<td>+/- 18</td>
<td>+/- 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (mV/g)</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resonant frequency (Hz)</td>
<td>5500</td>
<td>5500</td>
<td>5500</td>
<td>&gt;20000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**5.2.9 Data acquisition**

Data were acquired using the same setup as described in Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) with National Instruments cDAQ systems in each snow pit. Data acquisition modules allowed sampling up to 100 kHz per channel simultaneously. Other modules were used to trigger the data acquisition. However, due to the additional axis, six instead of three data acquisition systems were used. Data were transmitted via network cables.

**5.2.10 Data evaluation**

With solid explosives, a scaling factor is commonly used to consider different charge masses and their effect on surface air pressure at a certain distance (Simioni et al., 2015; cf. Chap. 4). For a confined gas explosion in a mobile gas exploder, no scaling factor exists. Therefore, a scaling factor was calculated for explosions with different gas volumes with the reference gas mass of 1 kg:

\[ x' = x m_G^{-\alpha_G} \text{ (m kg}^{-\alpha_G} \text{)} \] (5.3)

The following procedure was used to obtain the best scaling factor: The scaling factor \( \alpha_G \) was varied within a certain range. Then, \( x' \) was calculated for each \( \alpha_G \). Maximum air pressure values of all experiments were then fitted against this scaled distance. The fit with the highest coefficient of determination \( R^2 \) determined the best value of \( \alpha \), which was subsequently used for gas mass scaling.

The scaling factor was determined using the experiments with precise gas measurements. The factor was then used to estimate the gas masses for the experiments without precise gas measurements based on the maximum air pressure measured at a given distance.

In addition to the maximum air pressure, the maximum air pressure derivative \( p_{t_{\text{max}}} \) was calculated, i.e. the strongest increase of the air pressure per time that occurs on the first flank:
\[ p_{t \text{max}} = \left( \frac{dp}{dt} \right)_{\text{max}} \text{ (Pa s}^{-1} \text{)} \] (5.4)

where \( p \) is the measured air pressure and \( t \) is time.

The decay of the air pressure with increasing distance was calculated using the measured distances (\( x \)) and the maximum air pressure at each location. For all experiments and all axes, a power law as in Bones et al. (2012) and Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) was fitted to the maximum air pressure with distance from the point of explosion:

\[ p_{\text{max}}^{XY} = 10^a x^{r-b} \text{ (Pa)} \] (5.5)

where superscripts \( X \) or \( Y \) stand for the measuring axis and \( \text{max} \) for the maximum value of the air pressure.

Power laws were also fitted for the maximum air pressure increase per time \( p_{t \text{max}} \).

A simple energy equivalent of the air pressure was used to show the decay of the energy with distance from the point of explosion. This energy equivalent was derived by integrating the squared air pressure:

\[ p_{\text{energy}} = \int p^2 \, dt \text{ (Pa}^2 \text{s)} \] (5.6)

Maximum vertical and horizontal accelerations within the snowpack were fitted against the scaled depth \( z' \) of the sensors in the snowpack measured from the snow surface in the same way as done with the horizontal distance from the point of explosion (Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4). For each distance where accelerations were measured a power law fit for the maximum vertical and horizontal accelerations was obtained. These power laws were then used to fit a power law of the accelerations with distance from the point of explosion at a certain depth within the snowpack:

\[ a_{\text{max}}^{XY, \text{pit}} = 10^a z'^{r-b} \text{ (m s}^{-2} \text{)} \] (5.7)
\[ a_{\text{max}}^{XY} = 10^a x^{r-b} \text{ (m s}^{-2} \text{)} \] (5.8)

Snowpack displacement velocities \( v \) and displacements \( d \) were determined by integrating the acceleration data once or twice over time, respectively. The maximum values of these quantities were fitted against depth within the snowpack and then against the distance from the point of explosion as done with the accelerations (Simioni et al., 2015; cf. Chap. 4). The decay exponents of the different quantities were then compared.

The equivalent of the wave energy within the snowpack was calculated by integrating the squared displacement velocity with time:

\[ v_{\text{energy}} = \int v^2 \, dt \text{ (m}^2 \text{s}^{-1} \text{)} \] (5.9)

To compare the decay of the energy with depth within the snowpack to literature values (Capelli et al., 2016), the logarithm of the energy was linearly fitted against the depth. This yielded the following relation between depth and energy:

\[ v_{\text{energy}} \sim e^{-b_{\text{energy}} z} \] (5.10)
where $b_{en}$ is the coefficient for the attenuation with depth.

The arrival time of the main impact was determined with two algorithms: The STA/LTA method was used, where short and long time averages of the signals are compared and the start is determined as the point where the difference of these averages exceeds a threshold (Withers et al., 1998). In addition, the arrival time of the main impact was determined by AIC picking (Kurz et al., 2005). With the latter method, the arrival time is determined as the minimum of the AIC function which comprises the logarithm of the variance of the signal starting from the beginning and the end of the signal.

The arrival times at the three measurement locations were used to determine the air pressure wave speeds in the respective distance range. The air pressure wave speed between the gas exploder and the first measurement location was determined using the time when the data acquisition started, which was given by the triggering pulse as zero time.

### 5.2.11 Snowpack characteristics

Snow stratigraphy and layer properties were recorded by observing a full snow profile (Fierz et al., 2009). In addition, density was determined with either a dielectric probe (Denoth, 1994) or a 100 cm$^3$ density cutter (Proksch et al., 2016).

During the first winter all experiments were performed on 10 and 11 March 2015. Snow depth was approx. 80 cm. The top two centimeters of the snowpack had previously been moist and hence there was a melt-freeze crust at the surface in the morning on both test days. The snowpack was dry during the first half of the day, but relatively warm with average snow temperatures of approx. -2 °C on 10 March and -1 °C on 11 March 2015. During the day the snow temperatures increased and the top few centimeters of the snowpack became moist. This was in particular the case in the afternoon when the experiments were performed. Average snow density was approx. 335 kg m$^{-3}$. The snowpack did not include any prominent weak layer and stability was classified as ‘good’ according to Schweizer and Wiesinger (2001).

During winter 2015-2016, we performed all experiments between 16 and 18 February 2016. One manual profile was performed on 16 February 2016; on the two consecutive test days conditions were similar apart from a few centimeters of new snow accumulated on 17 February 2016. Snow depth was about 60 to 70 cm. Average snow density was approx. 285 kg m$^{-3}$. The snowpack was dry, but warm with an average snow temperature of about -1 °C. As in the previous winter snow stability was rated as ‘good’.

In summary, snowpack characteristics were fairly similar between our experiments: a rather shallow and warm snowpack with occasionally slightly moist near-surface layers. Densities were
between 200 and 450 kg m\(^{-3}\), slightly increasing or constant over depth with some lower density layers in ice lenses with high density. In the following, we therefore analyze all measurements jointly.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Gas mass scaling
A single scaling factor was determined for all gas exploder experiments above snow. The best overall scaling factor was \(a_G = 0.65\) with \(R^2 = 0.997\). This indicates that doubling the gas quantity leads to the same pressure at about 1.5 times the unscaled distance for the gas quantities employed in our experiments.

The overall scaling factor for the experiments above bare ground was lower \(a_{G\text{ground}} = 0.4\) with \(R^2 = 0.997\). This indicates that a double gas quantity leads to the same pressure at 1.3 times the original distance above bare ground.

5.3.2 Air pressure above snowpack
A few air pressure measurements were not usable because of microphone malfunction, probably due to loose snow or humidity penetrating the sensor. The air pressure showed a typical sharp increase followed by a steep decrease with a period of negative pressure (or underpressure) (Fig. 5-6).

![Air pressure signal](image)

*Fig. 5-6: Example of the air pressure signal at the three measuring locations on the X-axis (X1: 16.0 m, X2: 25.6 m, X3: 34.9 m); data from 18 Feb 2016, experiment #5.*

The main frequencies of the air pressure signal were in the range of 30 to 40 Hz (Fig. 5-7a and Fig. 5-7b). A clear decay of the energy with distance was observed. However, the main frequencies did not change. The signals were hardly composed of frequencies above 500 Hz.
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Fig. 5-7: Example of the air pressure frequency content for the three measuring locations on (a) the X-axis and (b) the Y-axis; data from 18 Feb 2016, experiment #5.

Maximum air pressures ranged from 17.5 kPa at a scaled distance of approximately 8 m kg\(^{-0.65}\) to 0.3 kPa at a scaled distance of approximately 88 m kg\(^{-0.65}\). The average maximum air pressure for all experiments on all test days with snow decayed strongly along the X-axis following a power law with an exponent of about 1.7 (Fig. 5-8a and Table 5-3). Along the Y-axis the maximum air pressure was very similar and also similarly decayed with distance (Fig. 5-8b and Table 5-3). As an example, with the largest gas volume used, i.e. 1.8 kg, the maximum air pressure was 6.1 kPa at 20 m and 0.6 kPa at 80 m along the X-axis. On the Y-axis, the maximum pressures at the same distances were 5.8 and 0.6 kPa.

Table 5-3: Power law coefficients for the decay of the maximum air pressures with distance for all experiments above snow and bare ground along the X- and the Y-axis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>b</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>snow</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bare ground</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>4.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5-8: Maximum air pressure for all test days with scaled distance from the point of explosion on (a) the X-axis and (b) the Y-axis.
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The maximum derivative of the air pressure $p_{t,\text{max}}$ that is reached at the first steep increase of the air pressure ranged from $7.0 \times 10^7 \text{ Pa s}^{-1}$ at a scaled distance of $9 \text{ m kg}^{-0.65}$ to $5.5 \times 10^5 \text{ Pa s}^{-1}$ at a scaled distance of $88 \text{ m kg}^{-0.65}$. As the maximum air pressure, the derivative for all test days above snow decayed strongly with distance from the point of explosion following a power law (Fig. 5-9a and Table 5-4).

The equivalent of the air pressure wave energy $p_{\text{ener}}$ ranged from $8.45 \times 10^3 \text{ Pa}^2 \text{ s}$ at a scaled distance of $8 \text{ m kg}^{-0.65}$ to $0.59 \times 10^3 \text{ Pa}^2 \text{ s}$ at a distance of $90 \text{ m kg}^{-0.65}$ on the X-axis. The absolute values on the Y-axis were similar. The energy decayed strongly with distance from the point of explosion, stronger than the other air pressure measures, but also following a power law (Fig. 5-9b and Table 5-5).

![Fig. 5-9: (a) Maximum air pressure derivatives for all test days with scaled distance from the point of explosion on the X-axis, and (b) energy equivalent of the air pressure for all test days with scaled distance from the point of explosion on the X-axis.](image)

**Table 5-4: Power law coefficients for the decay of the maximum air pressure derivatives with distance for all experiments above snow and bare ground along the X- and the Y-axis.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$a$</th>
<th>$X$</th>
<th>$Y$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>snow</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>9.27</td>
<td>8.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bare ground</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5-5: Power law coefficients for the decay of the equivalent of the air pressure wave energy with distance for all experiments above snow and bare ground along the X- and the Y-axis.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$a$</th>
<th>$X$</th>
<th>$Y$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>snow</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>8.02</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bare ground</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>7.49</td>
<td>5.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3.3 Accelerations in snowpack

On all test days with snow, snow accelerations were measured at all snow pit locations where also air pressures were measured. In each pit, accelerometers were installed at two different depths below the snow surface. Sensors were buried between 6 and 54 cm below the snow surface. On a given test day, we installed the sensors at approximately the same depths in all snow pits. The sensors were positioned 0.36 to 1.02 m from the snow pit wall into the undisturbed snowpack.

The typical acceleration signals showed a sharp increase at the beginning followed by a sharp decrease and damped oscillation (Fig. 5-10). At the sensors deeper in snowpack the accelerations were smaller; the horizontal components were in general smaller than the vertical accelerations. Maximum vertical accelerations within the snowpack on the X-axis ranged from 132 m s\(^{-2}\) at 11.9 m kg\(^{-0.65}\) from the point of explosion and approx. 20 cm below the snow surface to 0.8 m s\(^{-2}\) at 88 m kg\(^{-0.65}\) and approx. 50 cm depth (Fig. 5-11a). On the Y-axis vertical accelerations reached a maximum of 126 m s\(^{-2}\) at 10.7 m kg\(^{-0.65}\) at approx. 20 cm depth and 0.33 m s\(^{-2}\) at a distance of 84 m and approx. 50 cm depth (Fig. 5-12b). Maximum horizontal accelerations ranged from 175 m s\(^{-2}\) at a distance of 9.1 m kg\(^{-0.65}\) and a depth of approx. 15 cm to 0.2 m s\(^{-2}\) at 88 m kg\(^{0.65}\) and a depth of approx. 0.5 m (Fig. 5-13). On the Y-axis, the maximum accelerations ranged from 95 m s\(^{-2}\) at a distance of 10.7 m kg\(^{-0.65}\) and a depth of approx. 15 cm to 0.2 m s\(^{-2}\) at a distance of 84 m kg\(^{-0.65}\) and a depth of approx. 50 cm. The maximum accelerations decreased strongly with distance from the point of explosion and depth within the snowpack (Table 5-6 and Table 5-7).

Fig. 5-10: Accelerations at the system X2 (25.6 m from the point of explosion). The top plots show the top sensors (14 cm below snow surface), the bottom plots the bottom sensor (38 cm below snow surface). Left and right plots show the vertical and the horizontal component, respectively; data from 18 Feb 2016, experiment #5.
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Fig. 5-11: Maximum vertical accelerations of the snowpack with distance from the point of explosion and depth within the snowpack (color scale) along the X-axis (a) and the Y-axis (b).

Fig. 5-12: Frequency content of the accelerations at the system X2 (25.6 m from the point of explosion). The top plots show the top sensors (14 cm below snow surface), the bottom plots the bottom sensor (38 cm below snow surface). Left and right plots show the vertical and the horizontal component, respectively; data from 18 Feb 2016, experiment #5.

Fig. 5-13: Maximum horizontal accelerations of the snowpack with distance from the point of explosion and depth within the snowpack (color scale) along the X-axis.
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Table 5-6: Power law coefficients for the accelerations (acc), displacement velocities (vel) and equivalent of the wave energy (energy) with depth within the snowpack for all experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(X)</th>
<th>(Y)</th>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(X)</th>
<th>(Y)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>acc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vert</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vel</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>-2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>energy</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The accelerations measured at different depths in each pit decreased rapidly with depth and followed a power law for the vertical and the horizontal component Table 5-6. For each axis, the decay with distance from the point of explosion was determined at 0.3 m kg\(^{-0.65}\) depth using the power law decay with depth. This depth was chosen as it is a typical fracture depth for artificially triggered avalanches. The accelerations showed a strong decay following a power law with distance from the point of explosion at a certain depth within the snowpack for both components and both axes (Table 5-7).

Table 5-7: Power law coefficients for the accelerations with distance from the point of explosion for all experiments (mean), the experiments under dry and moist conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(X)</th>
<th>(Y)</th>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(X)</th>
<th>(Y)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>acc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vert</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vel</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>energy</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>-0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main frequencies of the acceleration signal were between 150 and 200 Hz for all depths (Fig. 5-12). Frequencies above 700 Hz were hardly found in the signal. A clear decay of the energy was observed with depth within the snowpack and distance from the point of explosion. The absolute values of the frequency content were lower for the horizontal than for the vertical component.

### 5.3.4 Displacement velocities in snowpack

Displacement velocities in the snowpack at the positions of the accelerometers were calculated by integrating the acceleration signal over time. As the integrated noise of the acceleration signal would lead to a non-zero velocity, the start and the end of the signals were manually picked to minimize this effect.
The displacement velocities also showed lower values at larger depths and lower values for the horizontal component (Fig. 5-14) Maximum vertical displacement velocities ranged from 0.60 m s\(^{-1}\) at 9.1 m kg\(^{-0.65}\) distance from the point of explosion and approx. 20 cm depth and 6.5 x 10\(^{-4}\) m s\(^{-1}\) at 88 m kg\(^{-0.65}\) and a depth of approx. 25 cm on the X-axis (Fig. 5-15). On the Y-axis, the respective values ranged from 0.17 m s\(^{-1}\) at 8.3 m kg\(^{-0.65}\) and a depth of approx. 20 cm to 5.7 x 10\(^{-4}\) m s\(^{-1}\) at 84 m kg\(^{-0.65}\) and a depth of approx. 50 cm.

Fig. 5-14: Velocities at the system X2 (25.6 m). The top plots show the top sensors (14 cm below snow surface), the bottom plots the bottom sensor (38 cm below snow surface). Left and right plots show the vertical and the horizontal component, respectively; data from 18 Feb 2016, experiment #5.

Fig. 5-15: Maximum vertical velocities of the snowpack with distance from the point of explosion and depth within the snowpack (color scale) along the X-axis.

Maximum horizontal velocities ranged from 0.12 m s\(^{-1}\) at a distance of 9.1 m kg\(^{-0.65}\) and a depth of approx. 15 cm to 2.4 x 10\(^{-4}\) m s\(^{-1}\) at a distance of 88 m kg\(^{-0.65}\) and a depth of approx. 50 cm below the snow surface on the X-axis. On the Y-axis, the respective values ranged from 0.07 m s\(^{-1}\) at 11.8 m kg\(^{-0.65}\) and a depth of approx. 10 cm to 1.5 x 10\(^{-4}\) m s\(^{-1}\) at 78 m kg\(^{-0.65}\) and a depth of approx. 35 cm.
As for the accelerations, the decay was determined using a power law for each snow pit. The displacement velocities decayed strongly with depth within the snowpack for all pits for both components and all axes (Table 5-6). There was a strong power law decay of the displacement velocities with distance from the point of explosion at the investigated depth of 0.3 m kg\(^{-0.65}\) for both vertical and horizontal components and both axes (Table 5-7).

### 5.3.5 Equivalent of the wave energy in the snowpack

The equivalent of the wave energy in the snowpack, which was calculated from the displacement velocities, yielded curves that increased during passage of the wave and reached at a final value (Fig. 5-16). The values at larger depths and for the horizontal component were lower. Fitting the parameter against the depth using power laws showed a strong decrease with depth within the snow pits for both components and all axes (Table 5-6).

![Graphs of energy equivalent derived from the velocities at the system X2 (25.6 m).](image)

**Fig. 5-16: Energy equivalent derived from the velocities at the system X2 (25.6 m).** The top plots show the top sensors (14 cm below snow surface), the bottom plots the bottom sensor (38 cm below snow surface). Left and right plots show the vertical and the horizontal component respectively. Note the different scales on the y-axis; data from 18 Feb 2016, experiment #5.

Using these power laws to determine the decay with distance from the point of explosion at a certain depth within the snowpack yielded power laws with a strong decrease from the point of explosion (Table 5-7).

Using the fitting method by Capelli et al. (2016), the coefficient of the energy decay \(b_{en}\) was in the range of 2 to 3.

### 5.3.6 Snowpack displacements

Snowpack displacements were calculated by integrating the picked velocity signal over time. Maximum vertical displacements ranged from \(3.7 \times 10^{-3}\) m at \(9.1\) m kg\(^{-0.65}\) and at approx. 15 cm below the snow surface to \(2.1 \times 10^{-6}\) m at a horizontal distance of \(87.8\) m kg\(^{-0.65}\) and a depth of approx.
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50 cm on the X-axis. On the Y-axis, values ranged from $1.0 \times 10^{-3}$ m at 8.3 m kg$^{-0.65}$ and a depth of approx. 20 cm to $3.6 \times 10^{-6}$ m at a distance of 69 m kg$^{-0.65}$ and a depth of approx. 0.4 m.

The maximum horizontal displacements ranged from $6.4 \times 10^{-4}$ m at 9.1 m kg$^{-0.65}$ and a depth of approx. 15 cm below the snow surface to $4.4 \times 10^{-9}$ m at a distance of 87.8 m and a depth of approx. 50 cm on the X-axis. The range on the Y-axis was from $7.9 \times 10^{-4}$ m at a distance of 12.6 m kg$^{-0.65}$ and a depth of approx. 25 cm to $4.3 \times 10^{-9}$ m at a distance of 88.2 m kg$^{-0.65}$ and a depth of approx. 0.4 m.

5.3.7 Air pressure above bare ground

Air pressure was measured at three different distances ranging from 15 to 31 m from the point of explosion and along two axes including an angle of 89° (Table 5-1). The measurements were not performed at shorter distances because it was expected that the air pressure wave might interrupt data acquisition as the measuring systems could not be protected in a snow pit.

The maximum air pressure ranged from 13.1 kPa at a distance of 12.7 m kg$^{-0.4}$ to 4.5 kPa at 26.8 m kg$^{-0.4}$ from the point of explosion on the X-axis (Fig. 5-17a). On the Y-axis, however, the maximum pressure ranged from 6.8 kPa at a distance of 13.0 m kg$^{-0.4}$ to 2.6 kPa at 28.4 m kg$^{-0.4}$ from the point of explosion (Fig. 21b). The maximum air pressures above bare ground decreased following a power law on both axes (Table 5-3). As an example, the maximum air pressure using 1.8 kg gas reached 8.4 kPa at 20 m and 2.1 kPa at 80 m from the exploder on the X-axis; on the Y-axis, pressures reached 4.8 kPa and 2.0 kPa at the respective distances.

![Fig. 5-17: Maximum air pressures above bare ground with distance from the point of explosion (a) along the X-axis, and (b) along the Y-axis (at 89° from X-axis).](image)

The maximum of the air pressure derivative was in the range of $2 \times 10^7$ Pa s$^{-1}$ on the X-axis. On the Y-axis, the maximum derivative was $1.9 \times 10^7$ Pa s$^{-1}$ at 20.1 m kg$^{-0.4}$ and $8.9 \times 10^6$ Pa s$^{-1}$ at a distance of 28.4 m kg$^{-0.4}$. The decay of the air pressure derivative followed a power law on the Y-axis and was similar to the decay of the maximum air pressure (Table 5-4). On the X-axis, the derivative
was only measured correctly at one distance from the explosion and hence no decay could be determined.

The equivalent of the air pressure wave energy $P_{\text{ener}}$ ranged from $3.9 \times 10^5 \text{ Pa}^2 \text{ s}$ at a scaled distance of 12.7 m kg$^{-0.4}$ to $6.4 \times 10^4 \text{ Pa}^2 \text{ s}$ at a distance of 27.1 m kg$^{-0.4}$ on the X-axis. The absolute values on the Y-axis were $9.1 \times 10^4 \text{ Pa}^2 \text{ s}$ at a scaled distance of 13.0 m kg$^{-0.4}$ to $2.4 \times 10^4 \text{ Pa}^2 \text{ s}$ at a distance of 28.7 m kg$^{-0.4}$. The energy equivalent decayed following a power law for both axes showing a strong decay (Table 5-5).

5.3.8 Influence of exploder incline and elevation

So far we have analyzed all measurement jointly not considering incline and elevation of the exploder with regard to the snow surface. Comparing all test days with different gas exploder inclines (Table 5-1), the strongest decrease exponents of the air pressure were observed for the lowest and the largest angle and similar exponents for angles between 32 and 37°. However, there were only five angles investigated. When plotting the fitted power law of the air pressure against the distance considering the incline, the air pressures were very similar.

The maximum vertical acceleration decrease with distance at a certain depth within the snowpack for all different exploder inclines showed a decrease of the decay exponent from the lowest to the largest angle on the X-axis. On the Y-axis, the lowest decrease was observed for the lowest incline angle and higher values resulted for the larger angles. The maximum value was reached for an incline of 32°.

The maximum horizontal acceleration decrease at a certain depth with distance on the X-axis showed for all angles a decay exponent of around 2 to 2.4 with an outlier at 30°. On the Y-axis, the lowest decay exponent was observed for the lowest angle (28°); the exponent increased to a maximum at 32° with lower exponents for the largest angles.

With regard to exploder elevation above the snow surface, the comparison of the maximum air pressure decay exponents for different elevations (Table 5-1) did not reveal any tendency. Overall, the maximum air pressures for all experiments above snow were similar without apparent trend. Moreover, there was no tendency observable in the maximum vertical and horizontal accelerations for both axes with different gas exploder elevations.

5.3.9 Effect of snowpack conditions

Snowpack conditions were similar on all test days. The snowpack was well settled and dry, but warm, except in March 2015 when the top centimeters become moist during the experiments. Minor differences between the air pressure and snowpack responses were hence observed between the
days with a moist surface layer and the days with a fully dry snowpack. However, these small differences showed no tendency and were within the measuring uncertainty.

5.3.10 Air pressure wave speeds
Air pressure wave speeds were calculated from the arrival times and the distances between the microphones. The mean air wave speeds measured for each test day was between 322 m and 333 m s\(^{-1}\). Air pressures between the spark plugs in the gas exploder and the first sensor location on each axis were lower. There were no speeds above the speed of sound observed within the measuring range.

5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 Gas quantities and gas scaling
Gas quantities ranged from 0.43 to 1.51 m\(^3\). However, the volume of the gas exploder was approx. 1.25 m\(^3\). This means at least for the larger gas volumes, that the gas mixture had partly flown out of the gas exploder. This is possible because the pipe was not tight at the front. If the pipe would have been closed tightly, an overpressure in the pipe would have resulted possibly causing the pre-blast failure of the plastic cover. This overpressure would not have been representative for the conditions found with operational gas exploders.

The gases flow very rapidly into the gas exploder with a maximum speed of approx. 0.55 m\(^3\) s\(^{-1}\). This probably leads to turbulent flow behavior in the gas exploder. It is hence not clear and not measurable how the gases mix and where they flow. As the gases enter in the back half of the pipe, one may assume that mainly atmospheric air will be pushed out of the pipe. It might also be that always the same proportion of the gas flowed out of the pipe as the gas mixture is heavier than atmospheric air. There was no possibility to check the composition of the gas mixture within the gas exploder due to several reasons. Besides the issue of measuring gas mixtures within an exploder that is suspect to an explosion, the gas mixture will flow rapidly within the gas exploder making it almost impossible to interpret the information about the gas mixture that is changing with time. The influence of the fact that obviously part of the gas mixture is flowing out of the pipe is not considered while determining the gas scaling factor. As the fit is good, the effect of the outflowing gas seems to be of little importance.

The gas scaling factor was determined using the maximum air pressures and gas masses for the experiments, where exact gas measurements were possible. The masses of the experiments without gas measurements were fitted using the results of the experiments with gas measurements. There might be a shift in the distances for experiments above a moist snow surface due to different
behavior of the air pressure decay above the snowpack. However, Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) did not find significant differences for the air pressure propagation above a dry and a moist snowpack.

The best-fit scaling factor above snow was 0.65. The scaling factor was determined for the exploder axis; scaling factors for other directions might be different. The scaling factor was obtained using the maximum air pressures at all distances. As the maximum air pressure decayed with $b_{\text{airp}} = 1.67$ and the maximum air pressure derivative (increase per time) with $b_{\text{airp, t}} = 1.66$, it is irrelevant whether the maximum air pressure or the air pressure derivative is chosen to determine the scaling factor.

The obtained scaling factor was almost twice as large as the scaling factor used for solid explosive experiments (Binger and Miller, 2016; Bones et al., 2012; Cooper, 1996; Simioni et al., 2015; cf. Chap. 4) which is commonly assumed to be 1/3 for solid explosives with a spherical expansion. Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) showed that this assumption is valid for solid explosive experiments above a snowpack. The difference between the scaling factors may be due to the following effects: The gas exploder creates a directed explosion which is clearly different from a spherical expansion, but rather a mixture between plane and spherical expansion.

The best scaling factor for the experiments above bare ground was 0.4. The difference to the scaling factor above snow is related to the different properties of the underlying material. The other setup parameters (elevation, incline, gas mixture) were in the same range as for the experiments above a snowpack.

### 5.4.2 Air pressure

We measured a decay of the air pressure proportional to $x^{-1.67}$ in the exploder axis (Table 5-3). This is within the range of values reported by Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) for solid explosives ($x^{-1.1}$ to $x^{-2.1}$). The values were higher than what Gubler (1976) reported, slightly higher than what Ingram (1962) and Mellor (1973) observed, but in excellent agreement with the results from Albert and Hole (2001). The values between $b_{\text{airp}}^X = 1.0$ and $b_{\text{airp}}^X = 2$ show that the decay is stronger than for a spherical expansion ($b = 1$). As the decay of the air pressure is similar up to the investigated angle of approx. 35° from the exploder axis to the side, it can be said that the air pressure – at least within this aperture – is similar to that of an explosion caused by a solid explosive. The air pressure derivative decayed similarly to the maximum air pressure (Table 5-4). This means that the maximum air pressure decay can be used as an approximation for the decay of the maximum increase per time of the air pressure (air pressure derivative) or vice versa.

The calculated equivalent of the air pressure wave energy decayed proportional to approx. $x^{-2.9}$ (Table 5-5). As the energy is proportional to the pressure amplitude squared, this decrease with
distance is plausible. We are not aware of any previous studies our results on the energy equivalent could be compared to.

The air pressure above bare ground decreased less strongly \( (b_{airp}^{X, bare} = 1.1) \) with distance from the point of explosion than above snow \( (b_{airp}^{X} = 1.67) \) (Table 5-3). The decay above bare ground was close to the decrease of a spherical wave although the directed explosion is not causing spherical expansion at all. The lower exponent above bare ground is rather related to the effect of the different surface properties of snow vs. bare ground. The snowpack absorbs part of the air pressure wave because its impedance – would it be a continuum – is closer to that of air than the impedance of soil. In addition, the open pores of a snowpack decrease the reflectivity of the incoming wave further.

The maximum air pressures above bare ground at 89° from the exploder axis were smaller than in the exploder axis. For example, at 13 m kg\(^{-0.4}\), the maximum air pressure was 13.1 kPa on the X-axis and 6.8 kPa on the Y-axis. However, the decrease along the Y-axis was much less strong with \( b_{airp}^{Y, bare} = 0.66 \) compared to the decrease on the X-axis with \( b_{airp}^{X, bare} = 0.99 \). This means that at a distance of 93 m kg\(^{-0.4}\), the air pressure on the Y-axis is as large as on the X-axis. Due to the inclined tube the amplitude decay perpendicular to the pipe axis is closer to the decay of a cylindrical wave, whereas the decay along the pipe axis seems to reflect more spherical wave expansion. Whereas the absolute values close to the point of explosion are significantly higher on the X-axis, the values are equal at large distances. Isolines indicating the same pressure will be bulb-shaped close to the explosion but change to a circle at large distance.

The counterweights that almost had to be doubled inhibited experiments at other angles than up to 36° from the exploder axis and below approx. 85° from the axis. It would have been a possibility to build a fixed foundation in the soil. This would – however – have prevented experiments at different locations. Instrumenting the experiments to the back (180° from the gas exploder axis to the front) was not feasible due to the embankment of the road.

### 5.4.3 Accelerations

On average, the decay with depth within the snowpack at all three distances from the point of explosion was proportional to \( x^{-1.38} \) (Table 5-6). Our results are in good agreement with the results of Binger and Miller (2016) who measured at much closer distances and under conditions they called ‘hard slab snow’. However, scatter in our results was large and caused by the complexity to accurately position the sensors relatively to each other, by the difference between sensor and snow density which existed for layers that were off the average sensor density of 200 kg m\(^{-3}\) and the correct coupling of the sensor within the hole.
The maximum vertical accelerations behaved similarly with distance from the point of explosion within the aperture of up to 36° from the exploder axis, with $b_{acc} = 1.96$ in the gas exploder axis and $b_{acc} = 2.19$ on the Y-axis (Table 5-7). The maximum horizontal accelerations decreased stronger with distance than the vertical component ($b_{acc} = 2.68$ and $b_{acc} = 2.82$ for the X- and Y-axis, respectively). These values are in good agreement with the results for hard slab snow reported in Binger and Miller (2016). The average decrease was stronger than reported in Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4). However, as in Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) scatter was large. The maximum horizontal accelerations were smaller. The observed decay is in good agreement with the observations by Bones et al. (2012). Suriñach et al. (2011) did not provide a relation for the decay with distance but reported a decreasing tendency with distance from the point of explosion. They measured at distances larger than 130 m and observed ground accelerations that were in the range of 0.01 to $1 \times 10^{-5}$ m s$^{-2}$ which seem plausible compared to our observations.

### 5.4.4 Displacement velocities

Velocities within the snowpack showed a strong decay with depth for all pits, more distinct for the vertical than for the horizontal component (Table 5-6). However, scatter was large due to the same reasons as for the accelerations.

Snowpack velocities decayed stronger with distance from the point of explosion at a certain depth than reported by Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) (Table 5-7). Vertical velocities decayed less strongly than horizontal velocities but the decay or their values were similar. Velocities on the Y-axis, out to 36° from the X-axis, decayed less strongly than velocities on the exploder axis. The decay was stronger than what was reported by Gubler (1976).

### 5.4.5 Equivalent of the wave energy in the snowpack

The energy equivalent, calculated from the snowpack velocities, decreased stronger on the X-axis than on the Y-axis for each pit with increasing depth from the snow surface (Table 5-6). The vertical component decreased slightly stronger than the horizontal component.

The energy equivalent decreased strongly with distance from the point of explosion at a given depth (Table 5-7). We are not aware of any previous results to compare our results of energy equivalent to.

The values of the power law exponent obtained with the method using the fitting to the semi-log-plot ($b_{en} \approx 2$ to 3) were higher than those reported in Capelli et al. (2016) ($b_{en} \approx 0.35$ to 1.2). The reason is that Capelli et al. (2016) performed their experiments under lab-conditions with a single grain type, a well-known geometry and plane waves. In addition, Our results comprise the effects of an inhomogeneous multi-layered snowpack causing reflections and non-planar
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propagation. Furthermore, the wave does not hit the sensors perpendicular to the snow surface and hence a wave arriving at a sensor will not be the same wave that arrives at a lower sensor. The wave arriving at the lower sensor will be transmitted from the air to the snowpack at a shorter distance from the point of explosion. Attenuation measurements in snow seem to be extremely delicate to perform and hence previously reported values vary significantly, in the range of 0.05 to 3.5 dB cm\(^{-1}\) (Capelli et al., 2016).

5.4.6 Displacements

Maximum displacement ranged between \(10^{-3}\) m for measurements close to the surface and close to the point of explosion to \(10^{-6}\) m for larger distances and depths within the snowpack. This is in good agreement with the results of Gubler (1976) and Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4). No fit parameters for the power law are given for the gas exploder experiments: The absolute displacement values were too small to allow any conclusions based on a power law fit.

5.4.7 Frequency content

The main frequencies of the air pressure signals of the gas exploder experiments (30 to 40 Hz) are in good agreement with the solid explosive experiments (~40 Hz) performed by Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4). However, the main frequencies of the accelerations within the snowpack were much higher for the gas exploder experiments (~200 Hz) than for the solid explosive experiments (~40 Hz). As the air pressure frequencies for both types of experiments were similar, it is expected that under given snowpack conditions, the frequency content within the snowpack should be similar, too. The observed difference may be related to snow depth. The snow depth reported in Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) was more than double of the depth observed during our experiments. It seems that the frequency content reflects the vibration behavior of the entire snowpack. Low frequencies and long wave lengths combined with shallow snow depth would support this assumption. The decay of both the air pressure and the acceleration signals was frequency-dependent. The lower frequencies decayed less strongly with distance than the higher frequencies. In snow, this was expected due to non-elastic effects.

5.4.8 Influence of gas exploder incline and elevation

The strongest decrease of the air pressure with distance from the point of explosion was obtained with the lowest gas exploder incline (30°). This is counter-intuitive as one would expect that with a large incline and a directed explosion, pressures would be high close to the surface and decrease rapidly with distance. However, when looking at the absolute values with distance, the differences are small.
There was no influence of the gas exploder elevation observed. Compared to the size of the gas exploder and the distances of the performed measurements, an increase in elevation of approx. 50 cm does not result in significant differences.

5.4.9 Snow conditions
The snowpack during the two experimental periods was rather shallow with snow depths between 60 and 80 cm. Densities were rather high compared to snowpacks usually found when avalanches are triggered artificially and near surface layers often consist of new snow. Furthermore, all experiments were performed under dry, warm snow conditions with only occasionally moist surface layers (during winter 2014-2015). Therefore, considerable differences between experiments due to varying snow conditions could not be expected.

The decrease of the air pressure with distance from the point of explosion was similar independent of if the top layers were moist. A moist part of the snowpack – here the top layers – will change wave propagation above and transmission of waves to the snowpack. However, differences in the snowpack layers other than light wetness might affect the behavior more strongly. Albert and Hole (2001) stated that changes in snowpack conditions considerably influence wave propagation above snow, i.e. that also the transmission of the air pressure wave to the snowpack will vary strongly with differences in snowpack conditions. These changes can happen within a short period of time. If there is a crust or denser layer at the surface, this will have a larger influence on the measured quantities than if there was loose new snow observed due to differences in permeability that are influencing wave propagation in snow (Johnson, 1982). Hence differences that can change within a short period of time have a large influence on the measured air pressure and may explain some of the scatter observed for the air pressure and the derived parameters with distance from the point of explosion.

As for the air pressure, no large differences were observed for the quantities measured within the snowpack with different snowpack conditions. The observed differences did not show any clear tendency. Hence, one can assume that the layering and other properties of the snowpack had a stronger influence than the moist surface layer. Many different layers will cause stronger reflections and hence stronger attenuation measured between two sensors than a snowpack with fewer similar layers due to impedance differences caused by the first. Ice lenses and crusts in combination with other, less dense snow layers will reflect a large part of the energy due to large impedance differences.

An alternative explanation for the low difference in air pressure attenuation and related quantities is that the previously reported low impact under wet-snow conditions may be due to the fact explosions were triggered within the snow (e.g., Gubler, 1977; Johnson et al., 1993). Our results
suggest that for explosions above a snowpack, the impact might be similar – still, the snowpack’s response in terms of failure behavior might be different.

5.4.10 Approximation of snowpack loading with other parameters
Snowpack accelerations are difficult to measure and these measurements require a large effort. It is therefore desirable to perform easier measurements such as the one for air pressure and use them as approximation for other parameters. The maximum vertical accelerations decreased with distance at a depth of 0.3 m kg$^{-0.65}$ with $b_\text{acc vert}^X = 1.96$ and $b_\text{acc hor}^X = 2.68$ (larger scatter for the horizontal component) (Table 5-7). The vertical accelerations were usually larger and will therefore be considered here. The maximum air pressure decreased less strongly than the accelerations ($b_\text{airp}^X = 1.67$) (Table 5-3). The air pressure derivative decreased in the same way with distance as the maximum air pressure (Table 5-4). The energy equivalent of the air pressure decreased with $b_\text{airp,ener}^X = 2.54$ (Table 5-5); the decrease was higher than the decrease of the maximum accelerations. The parameters maximum air pressure and air pressure energy equivalent therefore provide lower and upper bounds, respectively, for the magnitude of the decrease of the accelerations.

The maximum vertical velocities decreased in the same way as the maximum vertical accelerations with distance from the point of explosion at a given depth within the snowpack. Again, the horizontal component decreased much stronger. This might be due to the shallow angle of incidence which might cause waves along the surface or surface waves that have a stronger horizontal component or waves that propagate almost parallel to the snow surface. The air pressure energy equivalent provided a lower bound for the decay of the maximum horizontal accelerations. The maximum air pressure and the air pressure energy equivalent yielded lower and upper bounds for the decrease of the maximum vertical velocities. None of the air pressure parameter decrease coefficients was close to the decrease of the energy equivalent of the snowpack velocities.

The displacements are not considered here due to extremely small values and hence no meaningful fitting parameters were obtained. There was no permanent settling observed.

5.4.11 Air pressure above snow and bare ground
Maximum air pressures, the air pressure derivatives and the air pressure energy equivalents above bare ground were significantly higher than above snow (Table 5-3, Table 5-4 and Table 5-5). Also, their decrease with distance was significantly stronger above a snowpack compared to bare ground. This is expected because the hard soil reflects a higher percentage of the incoming air pressure wave than a porous, compared to soil, soft snowpack does. Albert and Orcutt (1990) reported a similar
effect. Hence, it is essential to perform these types of experiments above snow despite the large operational effort required.

5.4.12 Lateral decrease of the air pressure

Whereas no lateral decrease was observed up to a forward cone of half angle of about 36°, the measurements along an axis perpendicular (89°) to the exploder axis showed that the air pressure and its derived parameters were significantly smaller than in parallel direction (Table 5-3, Table 5-4 and Table 5-5).

However, the decrease was less strong compared to the gas exploder axis. The absolute values of the air pressure above snow cannot be compared to those above bare ground as described above. The relative lateral decrease, compared to the decrease in the axis of the exploder, can be compared as the snowpack is fairly uniform – as is the ground – on the entire study site. With the results from the experiments above bare ground it is now clear why the decrease of the air pressure above the snowpack at up to 36° is slightly less strong than in the exploder axis: Due to effects of the gas exploder geometry, absolute values are smaller at an angle from the exploder axis, but the decay exponent $b$ decreases from the exploder axis outwards.

5.4.13 Air pressure wave speed

Air pressure wave speeds between the three measuring pits were in good agreement with the acoustic wave velocity in air and in good agreement with the results of Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) for larger ranges outside the shock zone. Even when considering the exact location of the spark plugs within the gas exploder, speeds between the gas exploder and the first pit were unrealistically low (below 300 m s$^{-1}$). The reason may be that the zero time determined by the trigger of the gas exploder was not correct. It might be that there was a delay between pushing the trigger button and the ignition of the spark plug. It is therefore not clear, whether the speed of sound was exceeded at shorter distances (up to 12 m from the point of explosion). During solid explosive experiments, shock speeds were observed and the shock limit was in the range of approx. 17 to 30 m from the point of explosion.

5.4.14 Reproducibility

We always performed at least two experiments with approximately the same gas mass. The resulting maximal air pressure varied within 5 to 10 %. Hence the results are well reproducible, even for different days with different snowpack conditions, different exploder setups and scaled gas masses.
5.4.15 Limitations

Our flat field experiments with a prototype gas exploder cannot directly be compared to operational gas exploders. First of all, the recoil of the system might be different since operational gas exploders damp the recoil using gravity and the mass of the pipe. The system we used was tensioned with guy wires that absorb the recoil. This means that the behavior is different. However, both systems are not rigid.

Moreover, the gas masses and the derived gas volumes used with the mobile gas exploder are not the same as usually given as the size of an operational gas exploder in m$^3$. It is unknown how much gas is used in operational gas exploders as they are calibrated individually via the flow time; moreover, gas amount depends on atmospheric conditions, in particular the elevation where the system is installed.

Still, our gas exploder experiments may be considered as first good approximation of the effect of an operational gas exploder as we reproduced the directed explosion, used a soft system and a similar gas mixture. These results have to be compared to operational gas exploders to assess whether they are transferrable, whether a scaling of the results is required or whether the results are not transferrable at all.

5.5 Conclusions

We performed experiments with a prototype gas exploder above different snowpacks and bare ground. We measured air pressure at different distances from the point of explosion and snowpack accelerations at different depths within the snowpack and distances from the point of explosion.

All measurements were performed in the gas exploder axis and along a second axis to account for the non-radially symmetric shape of the impact. The gas exploder was setup at different inclines and elevations above the ground. We measured the mass of the propane-oxygen gas mixture and determined a scaling factor – for maximum air pressures and gas masses. The scaling factor was 0.65 for experiments above snow and 0.4 for experiments above bare ground, which is higher than what is used with solid explosives (1/3).

The magnitude and decay of the maximum air pressure were similar along the gas exploder axis and the second axis up to angle of 36° from the gas exploder axis. The air pressure derivatives decayed similarly as the maximum air pressure. The energy equivalent decreased stronger with distance than the maximum air pressure or the air pressure derivative. The maximum air pressure values were in good agreement with the results of Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4).

Maximum vertical and horizontal accelerations, velocities and the energy equivalent decreased strongly with depth within the snowpack and distance from the point of explosion as previously shown for the case of solid explosives (e.g., Binger et al., 2006; Simioni et al., 2015; cf. Chap. 4).
For our limited range of snowpack conditions we did not find any significant effect of snowpack properties on the air pressure above snow nor the accelerations within the snowpack.

Air pressures decreased significantly faster with distance above a snowpack than above bare ground. The maximum air pressures and other parameters, measured along an axis about perpendicular to the gas exploder axis, were significantly lower at short distances, but decreased less strongly with distance than in the exploder axis. This was also to a very small extent observed for the aperture of up to 36° from the exploder axis above snow, i.e. the measurements above bare ground can be used to determine the proportion of the decay laterally and be used to explain effects above snow. This means, that the effect of the directed gas explosion is causing lower air pressures up to a distance of around 90 m from the explosion at 90° from the exploder axis.

The decay of the maximum air pressure or the air pressure derivative with distance gives a good lower bound for the effects within the snowpack at a certain depth; the decrease of the energy equivalent of the air pressure gives a good upper bound. Maximum displacements were very small and their fit did not lead to meaningful results due to settled snow.

Wave speeds were in the range of the speed of sound at distances larger than approx. 11 m from the point of explosion; the existence of a possible shock-wave close to the point of explosion could not be observed due to the lack of adequate instrumentation.

Due to different solid explosive masses ranging from 2.4 to 10 kg and gas masses ranging from 0.12 to 1.89 kg, experiments with solid explosives and gas mixtures are hard to compare. However, one can conclude that even if absolute air pressure and snowpack parameters would be different, the decay behavior with distance from the point of explosion and depth within the snowpack is similar. Stresses decrease with depth within the snowpack. Together with increasing strength with depth, this leads to a decreasing failure probability for weak layers within the snowpack.

Our study is the first of its kind that comprehensively examines the effect of a directed gas explosion, common to operational gas exploder system, with a measurement setup as previously used for solid explosives. The above findings hence represent an important step towards a better understanding of the effect of an explosion within a snowpack – and eventually of artificially triggering avalanches. However, it remains challenging to relate our measurements to the failure behavior of snow and assess consequences for avalanche release. In the future, we will perform side-by-side experiments allowing the direct comparison between gas explosions and solid explosives.
6 Snowpack response to explosions caused by an operational gas exploder
6.1 Introduction

Artificially triggering snow avalanches by explosions has become a key measure in avalanche mitigation during the past decades. Among the reasons are the economic operation, the charge placing flexibility and the low environmental impact (compared to engineering works). Hand charging can be performed under almost any given condition. Throwing charges from a helicopter allows quick access to many detonation points and in particular remote locations, but is limited to times with good visibility. This means that helicopter bombing cannot be performed during storms and is delayed so that the optimal time for triggering is often missed (McClung and Schäerer, 2006). Fixed avalanche control installations operating with solid explosives or gas mixtures overcome this disadvantage allowing to trigger avalanches at any given daytime and under the most adverse weather conditions – provided there are no other operational constraints. However, for most systems, their fixed location implies low flexibility with regard to the point of explosion. To optimize the application of fixed avalanche control installations it therefore seems crucial to better understand their effect on the snowpack.

Many studies were performed on the effect of explosions on a snowpack. Some of them focused on short distances, i.e. the shock range (less than about 10 to 20 m for small solid explosive masses from the point of explosion), to determine snowpack behavior (Frigo et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 1994; Johnson et al., 1993) and showed the strong compaction and attenuation of the waves within snow. Other studies investigated the effect of solid explosives used in avalanche release on snowpacks (Binger and Miller, 2016; Frigo et al., 2010; Tichota et al., 2010) and showed strong attenuation of the air pressure above and the accelerations within the snowpack with increasing distance and highlighted the advantage of elevating a charge above the ground, in accordance with the studies by Gubler (1977) and Ueland (1993).

Albert et al. (2008), Albert and Hole (2001) and Albert et al. (2013) investigated the effect of different ground conditions on air pressure wave propagation and showed the strong attenuation effect of a snow cover on the blast waves. Furthermore, they reported that ground vibration caused by the air pressure wave hitting the snowpack close to the point of measurement was always larger than the vibration caused by direct ground vibration waves which was also reported by Suriñach et al. (2011).

The effect of solid avalanche explosives was also investigated by Gubler (1977) but at distances more relevant for the effect of an explosion on avalanche release. He showed the strong decay of air pressure with distance from the point of explosion. Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) performed extensive flat field experiments using solid explosives and confirmed the strong attenuation of the air pressure and the snowpack accelerations with distance from the point of explosion but also showed
that the accelerations and all derived parameters decayed strongly with depth within the snowpack. They also reported the existence of two different weak layer failure types.

Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5) performed flat field experiments using a prototype gas exploder above snow and bare ground. They showed a similar behavior as observed by Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4). They reported that within a sector of approx. 70° around the exploder axis, loading was not significantly decreasing. However, their results above bare ground indicated that the absolute loading values at an angle of 90° from exploder axis are smaller at short distances but decay less rapidly.

Suriñach et al. (2011) performed ground acceleration measurements at approx. 90° from the axis of an operational gas exploder at large distances (>120 m). They observed small accelerations in the range of $10^{-3}$ to $10^{-2}$ m s$^{-2}$ with a larger contribution of the vibration caused by the air pressure wave compared to the direct ground wave. Using a simple stability criterion, they concluded that at these distances avalanche triggering was unlikely. Simioni et al. (2016b; cf. Chap. 7) performed similar experiments at shorter distances from the gas exploder and in the exploder axis. They concluded that under unstable conditions, the induced ground accelerations might be sufficient to trigger an avalanche. However, in situations when a snowpack was available above the ground, the main ground vibrations were produced by the air pressure wave being partly transferred to the snowpack and hence to the ground. This means that an avalanche would have been directly triggered by the wave in the snowpack and not by a wave being transferred from the ground.

So far almost all studies were performed with solid explosives, many of them at close range. The only exceptions are studies by Suriñach et al. (2011) and Simioni et al. (2016b; cf. Chap. 7) who both focused on the effect of ground accelerations caused by an operational gas exploder, and the one by Simioni et al. (2016a; cf. Appendix F); Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5); the latter studied the effect of a gas explosion on a snowpack. However, their experiments were performed on flat terrain with an experimental gas exploder.

We therefore performed experiments at an operational gas exploder to investigate the effect of the explosion on the snowpack measuring along different axes from the system. We compared our findings to previous results on the effect of ground accelerations and on the snowpack response obtained with flat field gas exploder experiments. Our results will help to better understand the effect of gas explosions on an alpine snowpack and to assess the usefulness of flat field experiments to investigate the effect of explosions.
6.2 Methods

6.2.1 Study site

The experiments were performed at an operational gas exploder at the Jakobshorn ski area in Davos, Switzerland. The gas exploder is located at an elevation of approx. 2480 m a.s.l. at the upper end of a southwest-facing slope above a ski run (46.779° N, 9.850° E). The slope below the gas exploder is between 30° and 40° steep. The gas exploder is installed on a small rock outcrop. The terrain is slightly gully-shaped below the gas exploder. To the side, i.e. 90° from the exploder axis, the terrain is slightly concave but still quite level.

The exploder is the first of four exploders seen from north to south (Fig. 6-1). This exploder was chosen since the terrain was mostly uniform, accessibility to the exploder and the slope was good and the slope was not extremely steep.

![Image](image.png)

Fig. 6-1: Overview of the slope with the gas exploder. The closest gas exploder was used for the present study. The X-axis was installed on the bottom right of the gas exploder behind the lower rocks. The Y-axis was installed in the front of the picture in the slightly concave terrain. The mini-ridge probably slightly influencing the air pressure wave propagation can be seen directly at the gas exploder.

6.2.2 Gas exploder

The installed avalanche control system is an operational 1.5 m³ Gazex® produced by TAS. The gas exploder consists of a steel pipe that is bent at the front end such that the opening is directed at an angle of 25 to 45° to the snow surface. The pipe is pivoted at its back end and suspended with a strut.
at the front end. The strut is not fixed to the ground, but the gas exploder can move upwards and the recoil is mainly absorbed by the weight of the exploder. The first gas exploder is triggered as a twin shot with the second gas exploder that is located approx. 160 m further south from the first gas exploder. However, the second exploder is not triggered exactly at the same time but shortly before the first exploder. The opening time of the gas valves is set to 10 s. The gas exploder works with a mixture of oxygen and propane.

6.2.3 Experimental setup

The gas exploder causes a directed explosion. This means that the effect on the snowpack is expected to be different in different directions. With solid explosives, the measurements are usually performed in one axis only as the wave propagation behavior is radially symmetric. The measurement setup needs to be adapted for directed explosions. Simioni et al. (2016a; cf. Appendix F); Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5) showed that the magnitude and decay of the air pressure were similar along the gas exploder axis and a second measuring axis as long as the angle from the main gas exploder axis was less than about 36°.

On two test days, the measuring systems were installed in the gas exploder axis only to measure the direct effect and to be able to compare the effect to the results reported by Simioni et al. (2016a; cf. Appendix F); Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5). On one other day, one of the systems was installed in the gas exploder axis and two systems at approx. 90° from the exploder axis (Fig. 6-2). At each measuring location, the air pressure was measured directly above the snowpack. If possible, accelerometers were installed within the snowpack to record the snowpack response.
Fig. 6-2: Aerial top view of the experiments on 19 Apr 2016. X1, Y1 and Y2 denote the measuring locations. X1 back denotes the measuring system used for the experiment to measure the influence at 180° from the exploder axis. The crossing ski slope is seen on the left of the picture. The strongest gradient of the slope is towards the left of the picture. On the other test days, all systems were installed in the axis Gas exploder – X1.

The exact locations of the gas exploder and the measuring system were measured using differential GPS. All distances were calculated using the x and y coordinates of the respective location and the elevation as the terrain-parallel distances are relevant for the wave propagation behavior.

### 6.2.4 Air pressure measurement

The exact same microphones as previously used by Binger and Miller (2016) and Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) with an upper pressure limit of 34.5 kPa were used to measure the air pressure at different distances from the point of explosion above the snowpack. The microphones were installed a few cm above the snow surface.

### 6.2.5 Acceleration measurement

Dual-axis accelerometers as developed by Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) and used by Simioni et al. (2016a; cf. Appendix F) and Simioni et al. (2016d; cf. Chap. 5) were used to measure snowpack accelerations, usually at one depth within the snowpack. The accelerometers were located in foam cylinders with a density of approx. 200 kg m⁻³ to roughly match snowpack density. It proved to be difficult to accurately install the accelerometers in steep terrain, in particular on the axis at 90° from the exploder axis due to the layout of the dual-axis sensors within the foam cylinder.
6.3 Experimental data

6.2.6 Data acquisition

Data were acquired using the same systems and setup as described in Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4). These consisted of National Instruments cDAQ systems in every snow pit, independently supplied with power using batteries. The systems were connected with a trigger cable to trigger the systems manually. Data were transferred over LAN cables.

6.2.7 Triggering

The gas exploder was triggered over the gas exploder operation software. As the exact time of triggering was not known and because an automatic triggering of the data acquisition was not possible, the data acquisition was triggered manually. This made it impossible determining the zero time at the explosion.

6.2.8 Data evaluation

Data were evaluated similarly to Simioni et al. (2016a; cf. Appendix F); Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5). The decay of the air pressure was calculated using the slope-parallel distance and the maximum air pressure. This led to power law functions:

\[ p_{\text{min, max}}^{X,Y} = 10^a \cdot x^{-b} \text{ (Pa)} \]  

(6.1)

where superscripts X or Y stand for the measuring axis, subscripts min,max for the minimum or maximum value of the measured air pressure, \( x \) the distance from the point of explosion (m) and \( a \) and \( b \) the power law coefficients.

In addition, the maximum increase of the air pressure per time and an equivalent of the air pressure wave energy were calculated according to Simioni et al. (2016a; cf. Appendix F); Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5) and Simioni et al. (2016e; cf. Chap. 8). The decay of these parameters with distance was calculated similarly to equation (1).

Accelerations were integrated once and twice with time to obtain displacement velocities and displacements in the snowpack respectively.

As there were no different gas masses used and the actual gas mass is not known due to the impossibility of measuring it accurately, all distances are given in meters and are not scaled.

6.2.9 Snowpack

The density of the snowpack was measured using a Denoth probe (Denoth, 1989). Manual profiles were not performed.
6.3 Experimental data

A total of 16 experiments were performed during three test days (24 March, 25 March and 19 April 2016). Because of the ski slope crossing below the gas exploder and the operation hours of the ski resort, the experiments had to be conducted during evening hours on the first day and early morning hours on the second day. The measuring equipment was not removed during the night. Only the microphones were taken down due to their sensitivity to moist and cold conditions. The experiments on the third day were performed after the end of the season and hence experiments were performed during the entire day.

Table 6-1: Number of experiments and test configuration for the three test days. #X and #Y give the number of systems along the respective axis. The * indicates the experiment where one system was installed at the back of the system, i.e. at 180° from the exploder axis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>#X</th>
<th>#Y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24 Feb 2016</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Feb 2016</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Feb 2016</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Feb 2016</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Feb 2016</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Apr 2016</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Apr 2016</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Apr 2016</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Apr 2016</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Apr 2016</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Apr 2016</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Apr 2016</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1*</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Seven experiments were performed with two measuring systems in the exploder axis downslope. For six experiments, one system was installed in the exploder axis downslope and two systems at an angle of 90° from the exploder axis in a northern direction at approx. the same elevation as the gas exploder, i.e. along a contour line (Fig. 6-1). One experiment was used to investigate the effect at the back of the system, i.e. 180° from the exploder axis.

Acceleration measurements within and air pressures measurements above the snowpack were performed for all experiments. However, the air pressure measurements in the axis of the exploder were problematic since the microphones were affected by snow sluffing caused by the explosions. Accordingly, during the first two test days, many experiments had to be rejected. Subsequently, we installed the microphones higher than the usual 3-5 cm above the snow surface. For the microphone
positioned at an angle from the exploder axis no significant problems occurred. On average, the microphones were installed 11 cm above the snowpack, with a range of 3 to 23 cm. On average, the acceleration sensors were installed 26 cm below the snow surface, ranging between 18 cm and 35 cm.

6.4 Results

6.4.1 Snowpack densities

Densities ranged between 120 and 410 kg m\(^{-3}\) with higher densities for the experiments on 19 April 2016.

6.4.2 Air pressure

The typical wave form showed a steep pressure increase at the beginning of the signal followed by a drop with a longer phase of negative pressure (underpressure, Fig. 6-3). The signal length was approx. 0.05 s. The frequency spectra showed main frequencies around 20 to 30 Hz (Fig. 6-4). All frequencies were attenuated strongly with slightly higher attenuation of higher frequencies.

Fig. 6-3: Example of the air pressure wave form at one measuring location on the X-axis (green) and two measuring locations on the Y-axis (red and blue). Data from 19 Apr 2016 test 4.
6.4 Results

Maximum air pressures reached 8.2 kPa at a distance of 14.9 m and 3.4 kPa at 29.9 m from the point of explosion in the exploder axis (Fig. 6-5). At an angle of 91° from the exploder axis, maximum air pressures ranged between 3.5 kPa at 15.8 m and 1.7 kPa at 24.5 m (Fig. 6-5). Scatter was small for both axes when values were discarded that were affected by microphone malfunctioning.

The decay of the maximum air pressures followed a power law for both axes. The decay exponent was larger for the Y-axis than for the X-axis (exploder axis) (Table 6-2: Power law coefficients of the maximum air pressure ($p_{\text{max}}$), the maximum air pressure derivative ($\left(\frac{dp}{dt}\right)_{\text{max}}$) and the energy equivalent of the air pressure wave ($p_{\text{ener}}$) with distance from the point of explosion.).

![Image of frequency content and maximum air pressures](image)

**Fig. 6-4:** Example of the air pressure frequency content at one measuring location on the X-axis (green) and two measuring locations on the Y-axis (red and blue). $|\text{FFT}|$ denotes the absolute value of the fast fourier transform. Data from 10 Apr 2016, test #4.

**Fig. 6-5:** Maximum air pressure (a) along the X-axis for all test days including the best fit ($b=1.27$) and (b) along the Y-axis for 19 April 2016 including the best fit ($b=1.57$).

![Image of maximum air pressures along X and Y axes](image)

**Table 6-2:** Power law coefficients of the maximum air pressure ($p_{\text{max}}$), the maximum air pressure derivative ($\left(\frac{dp}{dt}\right)_{\text{max}}$) and the energy equivalent of the air pressure wave ($p_{\text{ener}}$) with distance from the point of explosion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>5.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(\frac{dp}{dt})_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>10.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{\text{ener}}$</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>7.87</td>
<td>7.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The maximum derivative of the air pressure that was reached during the first steep increase of at the arrival of the air pressure wave of the sensor ranged between $6.6 \times 10^8$ Pa s$^{-1}$ at a distance of 14.9 m and $2.7 \times 10^8$ Pa s$^{-1}$ at 29.9 m from the explosion on the X-axis (Fig. 6-6). On the Y-axis, the values reached $2.8 \times 10^8$ Pa s$^{-1}$ at 15.8 m and $1.4 \times 10^8$ Pa s$^{-1}$ at 24.5 m from the exploder (Fig. 6-6).

The equivalent of the air pressure wave energy was between approx. $3.0 \times 10^5$ Pa$^2$ s at 14.9 m and $7.8 \times 10^4$ Pa$^2$ s at 29.9 m from the gas exploder on the X-axis (Fig. 6-7). On the Y-axis, values between $5.9 \times 10^4$ Pa$^2$ s at 15.8 m and $1.8 \times 10^4$ Pa$^2$ s at 24.9 m were measured (Fig. 6-7).

The frequency content of the air pressure signal had peak frequencies between 15 and 42 Hz. The signal did hardly contain any frequencies higher than 300 Hz.
The maximum air pressure at the microphone installed at the back of the gas exploder (180° from the gas exploder axis) reached 5’330 Pa at a distance of 10.2 m from the gas exploder opening.

### 6.4.3 Accelerations

The accelerations showed a sharp higher frequency peak followed by a lower frequency oscillation (Fig. 6-8). Only one waveform could be observed in each signal.

Not all accelerations were measured at the same depth in the snowpack. However, the difference between the depth of the sensor closest to the snow surface and the deepest sensor was rather small with 17 cm.

**Fig. 6-8:** Example of the snowpack accelerations in (a) vertical and (b) horizontal direction at the measuring location Y2. Data from 10 Apr 2016, test 4.

The maximum vertical accelerations were between 79.0 m s\(^{-2}\) at 16.1 m and 13.9 m s\(^{-2}\) at 29.9 m from the point of explosion on the X-axis (Fig. 6-9). On the Y-axis, the maximum vertical accelerations were between 123 m s\(^{-2}\) at 15.8 m and 25 m s\(^{-2}\) at 25.1 m with an outlier that was much higher (Fig. 6-9). The maximum horizontal accelerations reached 47.2 m s\(^{-2}\) at 16.1 m and 7.5 m s\(^{-2}\) at 29.9 m on the X-axis. On the Y-axis, the maximum accelerations reached 102 m s\(^{-2}\) at 15.8 m and 29.8 m s\(^{-2}\) at 24.5 m.
6.4 Results

Fig. 6-9: (a) Maximum vertical accelerations in the snowpack on the X-axis including the best fit \((b=1.9)\). The measurements of the 19 Apr 2016 were not included in the fit. (b) Maximum vertical accelerations in the snowpack on the Y-axis including the best fit \((b=3.83)\). The single outlier was not considered for the fit.

The maximum accelerations decayed following a power law on both axes with a much stronger decay on the Y-axis compared to the X-axis. The decay was similar for the horizontal and for the vertical acceleration component.

6.4.4 Displacement velocities

The maximum vertical displacement velocities were between \(1.7 \times 10^{-1} \text{ m s}^{-1}\) at 16.1 m and \(3.4 \times 10^{-2} \text{ m s}^{-1}\) at 29.9 m on the X-axis. However, the velocities of the closest sensor were significantly lower than those at the middle distance. The vertical velocities reached \(2.2 \times 10^{3} \text{ m s}^{-1}\) at 15.8 m and \(6.2 \times 10^{-2} \text{ m s}^{-1}\) at 24.5 m on the Y-axis with a higher outlier at 24.5 m. The horizontal component ranged between \(1.2 \times 10^{-1} \text{ m s}^{-1}\) at 16.1 m and \(3.0 \times 10^{-2} \text{ m s}^{-1}\) at 29.9 m on the X-axis. On the Y-axis, the horizontal component ranged between \(1.3 \times 10^{-1} \text{ m s}^{-1}\) at 16.1 m and \(2.4 \times 10^{-2} \text{ m s}^{-1}\) at 24.5 m with an outlier.

The maximum displacement velocities decayed following power laws for both directions and both components (vertical – horizontal) (Table 6-3). The decay was stronger on the Y- than on the X-axis. The vertical component decreased less strongly with distance than the horizontal component.

Table 6-3: Power law coefficients of the snowpack accelerations (acc), the displacement velocities (vel), the displacements (disp) and the energy equivalent (ener) with distance from the explosion along the X-axis (X) and the Y-axis (Y) for the vertical (vert) and horizontal (hor) component.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vert</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acc</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>3.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>4.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vel</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>2.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disp</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>4.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ener</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>6.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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6.4.5 Equivalent of the displacement velocity wave energy

The equivalent of the energy of the vertical component reached $8.1 \times 10^{-4}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ at 16.1 m from the point of explosion and $2.9 \times 10^{-5}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ at 29.9 m on the X-axis. The values for the closest distance were significantly smaller. On the Y-axis, the values reached $1.3 \times 10^{-4}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ at 15.8 m and $7.7 \times 10^{-5}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ at 24.5 m. However, for both distances, there was a very high outlier observed.

The horizontal component reached $2.8 \times 10^{-4}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ at 16.1 m and $2.0 \times 10^{-5}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ at 29.9 m on the X-axis. The values at the closest sensor were lower than those at the second distance. On the Y-axis, the values ranged between $1.2 \times 10^{-4}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ at 15.8 m and $5.4 \times 10^{-6}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ at 24.5 m. Again, there was an outlier at the second distance from the exploder.

The decay of the energy equivalent followed power laws for both axes and both components. The decay was stronger for the X- than for the Y-axis. The horizontal component decayed similarly to the vertical component on the X-axis. However, the decrease of the horizontal component was much stronger than the vertical component on the Y-axis.

6.4.6 Displacements

On the X-axis, the vertical displacements reached $1.1 \times 10^{-4}$ m at 16.1 m from the point of explosion and $2.0 \times 10^{-4}$ m at 29.9 m. The values at the first distance were lower than at the second distance and in the range of the values furthest from the point of explosion. The values reached $6.8 \times 10^{-4}$ m at 15.8 m and $2.8 \times 10^{-4}$ m at 24.5 m from the point of explosion on the Y-axis.

The horizontal component reached $1.3 \times 10^{-3}$ m at 16.1 m and $2.5 \times 10^{-4}$ m at 29.9 m on the X-axis. Values measured at a distance of 14.9 m were lower than those at 16.1 m. On the Y-axis, the displacements ranged between $1.2 \times 10^{-3}$ m at 15.8 m and $1.8 \times 10^{-4}$ m at 24.5 m. At this distance, a high outlier was observed.

The displacements followed power laws for all directions and components (Table 6-3). The decay was strongest for the horizontal component on the Y-axis. The vertical components decreased less strongly than the horizontal components. The vertical component along the Y-axis decreased less strongly than the vertical component on the X-axis. However, the horizontal component on the Y-axis decreased stronger than on the X-axis.

6.4.7 Air pressure wave speed

The speeds of the air pressure wave were determined along the X-axis for experiments, where two measuring systems were installed and the microphones worked without any malfunction. For four experiments speeds were evaluated; the average speed was 335 m s$^{-1}$ with a range between 332 to 336 m s$^{-1}$, hence very consistent.
On the Y-axis, speeds were determined for the experiments on 19 April 2016, where two measuring systems were installed at an angle of 180° from the exploder axis. The speeds were determined for five experiments between the two microphones. The speeds were very consistent with a mean of 338 m s\(^{-1}\) and ranged between 337 and 339 m s\(^{-1}\).

### 6.5 Discussion

#### 6.5.1 Comparison along different axes

The maximum air pressure and the derived parameters decreased stronger along the Y-axis than the X-axis with the absolute values being smaller on the Y-axis (Fig. 6-5). This was expected due to the shape of the pipe. The maximum air pressure was also smaller for the single experiment where the air pressure was measured behind the gas exploder (180° from the exploder axis) which was plausible. The ratio between the air pressure at the back and in the exploder axis was 40%. This means that the pressure to the back is the smallest compared to all other directions. However, it is only approx. 1’500 Pa smaller at 17.9 m than on the Y-axis at 90°.

The maximum accelerations, displacement velocities and displacements decreased much stronger on the Y-axis than on the X-axis (Fig. 6-9). The absolute values were higher on the X-axis up to distances of 15 to 20 m from the point of explosion. The energy equivalent of the vertical component decreased similarly on the X-axis and the Y-axis with similar absolute values. The horizontal component decreased much stronger for the Y-axis axis than for the X-axis with higher absolute values for the Y-axis for short distances of up to approx. 15 m. The accelerations and the derived parameters have to be assessed critically. Only one measurement was performed per measuring location at one depth within the snowpack. These depths were not exactly the same. With only one sensor, the vertical decay cannot be determined per pit and the values at a certain constant depth with distance from the point of explosion cannot be determined as done by Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5). In addition, the long axis of the sensor was oriented differently for the measurements along the axis at 90°. This was done to always measure the vertical and the radial component with the biaxial sensors. This might influence the results due to the limited accuracy of the sensor placement on the Y-axis. The acceleration measurements have to be considered as indicative only for a certain distance but due to the above-mentioned limitations.

#### 6.5.2 Comparison to flat field gas exploder experiments

The decay exponent of the air pressure along the X-axis is slightly lower for the experiments performed on the operational gas exploder than for the results reported by Simioni et al. (2016a; cf. Appendix F); Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5) with a prototype gas exploder on flat terrain. As an
example, we compared the largest explosion reported by Simioni et al. (2016a; cf. Appendix F); Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5) using 1.9 kg gas with our findings at different distances: At 14.6 m distance, the maximum air pressure of the flat field experiments was 10.3 kPa considering the charge mass whereas it was 8.3 kPa at the operational gas exploder. At a distance of 30 m, the pressure at the operational gas exploder was slightly higher with 3.1 kPa compared to 3.1 kPa for the largest shot with the mobile gas exploder in the flat field (Simioni et al., 2016c; cf. Chap. 5). Overall, there is a good agreement of the results. The largest explosions using the prototype exploder on flat terrain well represent the air pressure results in the axis at the operational gas exploder.

The decay of the maximum air pressure with distance on the Y-axis, at 90° from the exploder axis, was less strong than observed with the prototype gas exploder on flat terrain (Simioni et al., 2016c; cf. Chap. 5), at least up to a distance of approx. 22 m. At larger distances, the pressure on the Y-axis was higher than on the X-axis for the experiments performed with an angle of 90° above bare ground. For the experiments performed at the operational gas exploder, the ratio of the air pressure on the Y-axis and the X-axis was between 0.5 and 0.3 meaning that the pressure was lower on the Y-axis. There are different reasons that might explain this difference: The geometry of the gas exploders at the opening had a different radius and hence the directed explosion was different. The main reason is that the operational gas exploder was standing on a small ridge with concave terrain following along the Y-axis. The air pressure hit the ridge and was therefore probably slightly hindered to propagate freely along the slope to the side. As the experiments in Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5) were only performed at 90° from the exploder axis above bare ground, the absolute values cannot be compared with our findings. Although the ratio between the pressures along different axes should be the same for bare ground or snow, there might be an additional small difference caused by the bare ground. The results of Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5) who performed experiments above almost perfect level terrain or snow with good repeatability are not easily transferrable to the experiments on the operational gas exploder that represent one system at a location where the terrain is not perfectly uniform. The terrain has a large influence on the results. In addition, there are the above-mentioned measuring issues for on-site measurements. The maximum air pressure derivative and the energy equivalent showed the same behavior as the maximum air pressure.

The peak frequencies of the air pressure signal reported by Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5) were in good agreement with our results (15 to 42 Hz with the operational gas exploder compared to 30 to 40 Hz for the flat field experiments).

The maximum vertical accelerations decayed similarly along the X-axis as reported by Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5) at 0.3 m depth within the snowpack – also with regard to the absolute values. All acceleration components agreed well between flat field experiments and the experiments at the operational gas exploder. Displacement velocities and the energy equivalents were decreasing
much stronger for the experiments in the flat field and the absolute values were lower. This comparison can only be made for the X-axis, as the angle between the X- and the Y-axis in the flat field experiments (~35°) does not correspond to the angle between the axes used at the operational gas exploder (90°). Since the frequency contents of the air pressure signals are similar, it is not clear where this difference comes from.

The power law fits of our acceleration measurements allow predicting the accelerations at large distances (>120 m) where Suriñach et al. (2011) performed ground acceleration measurements. Our fit for the Y-axis suggests snowpack accelerations that are at the lower end of the range of observed ground vibrations by Suriñach et al. (2011). However, these values have to be compared carefully as the terrain was not perfectly level in both studies, in particular for the experiments performed by Suriñach et al. (2011). In the exploder axis, our extrapolated values are one order of magnitude higher than those observed by Suriñach et al. (2011) which is plausible as the effect we measured at 90° where they measured was also smaller during the present study. We conclude that at very far distances, the snowpack and ground accelerations are small and avalanche triggering is unlikely unless the snowpack would be extremely unstable.

### 6.5.3 Test repeatability

Consecutive tests were in good agreement with a few exceptions, mainly caused by microphone malfunction due to sluffing and snow drifting. Even on consecutive days, the results were in good agreement. However, the values of the accelerations obtained with the measurements performed two months after the first experiments, on 19 Apr 2016, were different although air pressure values were in good agreement (Fig. 6-9). The observed differences were likely due to different snowpack conditions.

### 6.5.4 Importance of flat field and on-site experiments

Our results show that both reproducible flat field experiments and on-site experiments at operational avalanche control systems are important, in particular for gas exploders or other explosions that do not propagate spherically from the point of explosion. Many parameters are in good agreement between the flat field and the experiments on operational systems. The decay at 90° from the exploder axis could not be sufficiently well reproduced with the flat field experiments. This discrepancy is probably due to the difference in terrain. Hardly any avalanche control installation is installed on a uniform slope. This means that the effect will vary the more uneven the actual affected terrain is. In these cases, the flat field measurements provide good first estimates of the expected effect, but the real effect for the given slope configuration can only be determined with direct measurements – as long as there is no suitable numerical model available.
However, there are some major shortcomings of experiments on operational systems. The installation of the measurement equipment within the slope is tedious and risky. Further, the microphones do often not work properly in the axis of the gas exploder due to sluffing and snow drifting.

Alternatively, a model developed on the basis of the flat field experiments could obviate these experiments. However, due to the extremely sophisticated wave propagation process in the porous material snow with different wave modes in the pore space and the ice skeleton (Johnson, 1982), such a model will likely not be available in the near future. Strongly simplifying the processes by employing a continuum approach and parametrizing the attenuation of wave propagation, based on experimental studies, may partly solve this issue.

6.6 Conclusions

We performed experiments on an operational gas exploder during three test days in the winter 2015-2016. We measured air pressures and snowpack accelerations along the gas exploder axis, at an angle of 90° from the exploder axis and at the back of the exploder (180°). The same measuring equipment as in the studies by Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) and Simioni et al. (2016a; cf. Appendix F); Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5) was used.

Air pressures decayed strongly with distance from the point of explosion and were in good agreement with results of experiments performed on flat terrain by Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5) in the exploder axis. At 90° from the exploder axis, the air pressure values were lower than in the exploder axis and decayed stronger which is in disagreement with the findings by (Simioni et al., 2016a; cf. Appendix F) and Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5), who found the absolute values to be lower for short distances but the decay to be less accentuated. The measured air pressure at the back of the system was the lowest of three measured directions. The waveforms and frequency contents agreed well with the results reported by Simioni et al. (2016d; cf. Chap. 5). The accelerations of the snowpack decreased strongly with distance from the point of explosion. As there was only one accelerometer per location installed at not exactly the same depths and accelerations decayed strongly with depth, the results have to be interpreted carefully. Still, the accelerations in the axis agreed well with the flat field experiments. Extrapolating the measurements to larger distances results in values corresponding to the range reported by Suriñach et al. (2011).

Our tests clearly show that flat field experiments are a good, low risk and less tedious way to obtain good estimates of the effect of operational systems, although there were some differences in particular at 90° from the exploder axis – which was measured above bare ground in the flat field experiments. However, the fact that the terrain at operational gas exploders is almost never uniform has to be considered when analyzing the results.
The measurements suggest that for an operational gas exploder, the lines of equal air pressure approximate the form of a bulb with the lowest pressure at the back, a higher pressure at 90° from the axis and by far the highest pressure in the exploder axis. This is in contrast to what we observed in the flat field where the pressure decayed less strongly with distance and hence the shape changes from a bulb to a circle at larger distances (Appendix A), probably due to the terrain characteristics.

Our tests provided insight into the effect of an operational gas exploder. They confirm that the flat field experiments are a good approximation as air pressures and snowpack accelerations agree well in the exploder axis and differences at the other axis were probably caused by the topography. Experiments in steep terrain are difficult, and in particular air pressure measurements are problematic under certain conditions. Tests at an operational gas exploder are only valid for that particular exploder except the terrain configuration at other exploders is very similar.
7 Ground accelerations caused by an operational gas exploder
7.1 Introduction

Preventive triggering of snow avalanches is an important method in avalanche mitigation. Compared to other avalanche mitigation methods such as engineering works, artificial triggering has the advantages of relatively minor economic costs and low visual impact. Avalanche control using explosives has proven to be very effective, especially under dry-snow conditions, as e.g. during the catastrophic avalanche cycle in 1999 in Switzerland. However, this extreme winter also showed that avalanches have to be triggered during storm conditions, at any time of day, to achieve the best effect and to trigger more but smaller avalanches. Avalanches can in fact be triggered most easily during or directly after a storm or snowfall event (Bair et al., 2012). The disadvantage of not being able to trigger avalanches under any conditions has been overcome by the development of fixed avalanche control installations. Nowadays, such installations are widely used. These systems also allow avalanches to be triggered at times of minor economic loss, e.g. at night, and avalanche control work can be performed with increased safety for the personnel. However, due to their fixed position, the advantage of flexible charge placement does no longer exist. It is hence important to better assess the effect of explosions affecting snowpack stability – via the snowpack and the ground.

The influence of ground vibrations on avalanche release has so far only been addressed by few studies. According to Suriñach et al. (2011), the effective radius ranges from 30 to 90 m for a gas exploder if a minimal overpressure of 2.5 kPa is assumed. Ground accelerations caused by a gas exploder are due to blast recoil which is transferred to the foundation and the surrounding rock or soil. For any given explosion above or in the snowpack, i.e. all artificial avalanche control methods, a second source of ground accelerations is the air pressure wave that is transmitted to the snowpack and from there to the ground. Suriñach et al. (2011) installed geophones and seismometers at distances of about 130 to 370 m from a gas exploder at a similar elevation as the exploder to investigate the effect of these vibrations on snow stability. They measured (1) a first complex wave that propagated through the ground at high speeds and (2) a second wave propagating through the air and being transmitted to the snowpack and the soil close to the sensor position. Suriñach et al. (2011) showed that peak ground accelerations were higher for type 2 waves than for type 1 waves. Horizontal components caused by the type 2 wave dominated in amplitude over the vertical components. Suriñach et al. (2011) compared the measured ground vibrations to values calculated with an equation used for critical accelerations for a stable slope and to boundary values obtained by Chernouss et al. (2006). They concluded that an avalanche release beyond the effective radius of a gas exploder was not likely under the conditions they encountered.

Chernouss et al. (2006) measured ground acceleration at different distances from an open pit mine. They calculated a static stability criterion as presented by Suriñach et al. (2011) and a dynamic stability criterion involving cumulative displacement; they showed an example of the effect of ground
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Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) provided a more detailed review on past research in the field of artificial avalanche control. However, the work by Chernouss et al. (2006) and Suriñach et al. (2011) were the only studies that focused on ground vibration due to an explosion in view of avalanche release. The studies by Suriñach et al. (2011) and Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5) are the only ones that dealt with the effect of a gas exploder which unlike solid explosives causes ground vibrations by the recoil of the system.

Comprehensive measurements of ground accelerations close to an avalanche control system and in particular to gas exploders are missing. Such experiments are required to close the gap to larger distances as investigated by Suriñach et al. (2011).

To investigate whether it is feasible to trigger an avalanche by ground accelerations induced by firing a gas exploder, we installed geophones as used for avalanche detection in an avalanche path at different distances from a gas exploder. We measured displacement velocities and derived ground accelerations with the geophones fixed to the soil and rock. Accelerations were then compared to field data reported by Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5) and Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) which included acceleration measurement and observations on weak layer failure.

7.2 Methods

7.2.1 Study site

A study site with fixed avalanche control installations was chosen to investigate the influence of ground accelerations on avalanche triggering. At the Jakobshorn ski resort above Davos, Switzerland, a ski run traversing a wide slope is controlled by 4 gas exploders (Gazex®, 1.5 m³). The path below the second gas exploder as counted from the north, or the right, when looking down the slope was chosen for the experiments (Fig. 7-1). The path is characterized by two small gullies that connect to an open slope. The gas exploder is located on a rock outcrop between the two gullies facing slightly into the right gully when looking from below. This gas exploder was chosen for different reasons: The first gas exploder is located on rather flat terrain and avalanches are not often triggered and hence this was not a feasible location for this study. However, the open character of the slope would have been ideal for such experiments. The third and the fourth gas exploder are installed above long narrow gullies and not very representative for the majority of fixed avalanche control installations. However, these devices have the shortest avalanche return periods and would be interesting for this reason. The second and selected gas exploder lies in between the two terrain characteristics and
avalanche frequencies. The slope angle ranges from approx. 45 to 35°. The ground mainly consists of rock and is partly covered with shallow soil.

![Image of slope with instrumented slope below the investigated gas exploder](image)

**Fig. 7-1: Overview of the slope with the instrumented slope below the investigated gas exploder No. 2.**

### 7.2.2 Avalanche activity and release effectivity

Avalanche control records were provided by the ski patrol in charge of avalanche safety in the ski resort. These records contain information on the number of blasts and resulting avalanches. In addition, pictures from a time lapse camera were used to identify avalanches. The avalanche activity could also be determined by analyzing the seismic signal recorded by the geophones installed in the slope below the gas exploder.

### 7.2.3 Seismic measurements and avalanche detection

Single axis geophones (SM-6, van Herwijnen and Schweizer (2011)) with a resonant frequency of 8 Hz were installed in the slope below the gas exploder at different distances. The geophones measured the vertical velocity. The geophones were connected to an AD converter and then to a small computer, placed directly besides the ski slope. Power was supplied by the installations for artificial snowmaking that are placed underneath the ski run. Data were continuously acquired at a sampling frequency of about 800 Hz and transferred to the network designed for controlling the snowmaking. Furthermore, a camera was installed to observe the slope of the gas exploder. Data were as well transferred to the snowmaking network.
In addition to measuring ground accelerations to characterize its influence on avalanche release, the seismic data can be used for avalanche detection (St.Lawrence and Williams, 1976) which the system had also been designed for (van Herwijnen et al., 2016c).

### 7.2.4 Data evaluation

The raw data was saved in 15 minutes segments. For each interval, a spectrogram was directly produced after recording the data (Fig. 7-2). To find explosions and avalanches, all spectrograms were manually evaluated. Evaluation is straightforward due to the distinct power spectrum of an explosion. This procedure allowed other sources to be excluded manually as it is not yet possible to perform this selection automatically. Other sources included explosions caused by hand and helicopter charging, and other fixed avalanche control installations. The remaining explosions were then compared to the gas exploder blasting logs which also list triggered avalanches and sometimes new snow depths and approximate wind speeds.

Wave arrival times to determine wave speeds were calculated using the AIC method (Kurz et al., 2005).

![Spectrogram for the three sensors 1 to 3 (from top to bottom) with increasing distance from the exploder.](image)

Fig. 7-2: Spectrogram for the three sensors 1 to 3 (from top to bottom) with increasing distance from the exploder. (a) The first high-energy pulse shows the explosion followed by (b) the explosion of the adjacent gas exploder a few seconds later. (c) The avalanche is the low-energy signal between approx. 5 and 14 s. Data from 22 February 2015.

### 7.2.5 Reference data

The seismic data recorded at the gas exploder were compared to acceleration measurements reported in Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) and Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5). They performed
experiments on a flat study site with elevated solid avalanche control explosives. Acceleration measurements were performed at different distances from the point of explosion and depths within the snowpack. Additionally, failure was recorded with cameras. The lowest acceleration values at the farthest distance where failure could still be observed were taken as a minimum value required for failure in the flat field experiments.

During the winter season 2015-2016, additional experiments were performed at an adjacent gas exploder (Simioni et al., 2016d). Air pressure was measured at different distances from the point of explosion and different angles from the exploder axis (0°, 90° and 180°). Simultaneously, snowpack accelerations within the snowpack were measured at one of the locations where air pressure was measured.

7.3 Data

7.3.1 Geophone installation

During the winter 2013-2014, the geophones were installed in the soil. For the winter 2014-2015, coupling of the sensor with the ground was improved by installing the sensors on rock using bolts glued into boreholes (Fig. 7-3). The change of the sensor locations resulted in slightly different distances between the gas exploder and the geophones. The distances for the winter 2013-2014 were 19, 39 and 63 m for sensors 1 to 3 from the gas exploder and for the winter 2014-2015 18, 29 and 61 m.

![Geophone mounted on rock as installed during the winter 2014-2015 seen from above.](image)

7.3.2 Experimental data winter 2013-2014

During the winter 2013-2014, the gas exploder was used during or shortly after almost any snowfall, resulting in 23 shots. In 87 % of the shots (20 shots), an avalanche was triggered with one shot where the outcome is unknown due to the lack of photos and no clear identification in the seismic signal.
Most of the avalanches were small in length and slab thickness (10 to 20 cm) with mainly new snow released, but many of the triggered avalanches reached the ski slope located 95 m from the gas exploder.

All avalanches were dry-snow slab or loose snow avalanches with one exception on 10 March 2014 when wet-snow avalanches were observed. New snow depth in the region was between 10 and 30 cm. Winds, often from the north, led to wind loading in the slopes below the gas exploder.

**7.3.3 Experimental data winter 2014-2015**

During the winter 2014-2015, the gas exploder was used during or shortly after almost any snowfall. This resulted in 24 shots. Avalanches were released in 88 % of the shots (21 shots). The avalanches for which their size was recorded were small in length (50-80 m), width (20-40 m) and slab thickness (20 to 30 cm), but many reached the ski slope.

**7.4 Results**

**7.4.1 Wave forms winter 2013-2014**

In general, typical acceleration wave forms at the first sensor comprised acceleration peaks with a first steep flank followed by a damped oscillation (Fig. 7-4). The wave forms at the further distances did not contain this high-frequency peak but were lower frequency oscillations, with the values at the second sensor often being lower than those at the third sensor. The sensors often registered a precursor wave with low amplitude. The displacement velocity wave forms did not show these sharp peaks with steep increases for either sensor (Fig. 7-5). Residual displacements were observed for sensors 2 and 3 (Fig. 7-6). The wave forms looked slightly differently for each explosion. Frequencies were observed up to approx. 400 Hz for the closest sensor and below 100 Hz for the remaining locations (Fig. 7-8). The timing of the waveforms is relative as the actual zero time could not be determined on an operational gas exploder.
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**Fig. 7-4:** Example of accelerations for sensors 1 to 3 with increasing distance (19.1, 38.6 and 63.0 m, respectively) from the exploder from top to bottom. Data from 24 March 2014.

**Fig. 7-5:** Example of displacement velocities for sensors 1 to 3 with increasing distance (19.1, 38.6 and 63.0 m, respectively) from exploder from top to bottom. Data from 24 March 2014.
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Fig. 7-6: Example of displacements for sensors 1 to 3 with increasing distance (19.1, 38.6 and 63.0 m, respectively) from exploder from top to bottom. Data from 24 March 2014.

Fig. 7-7: Example of the equivalent of the wave energy for sensors 1 to 3 with increasing distance (19.1, 38.6 and 63.0 m, respectively) from exploder from top to bottom. Data from 24 March 2014.
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Fig. 7-8: Example of a frequency spectrum for the sensors 1 to 3 (from top to bottom) with increasing distance (19.1, 38.6 and 63.0 m, respectively). Data from 24 March 2014.

7.4.2 Wave forms winter 2014-2015

Usually, the acceleration wave forms showed high frequency peaks with steep increases at the first sensor followed by a damped oscillation (Fig. 7-9). At the other sensors, the acceleration wave forms did not show steep increases or distinct peaks. A similar behavior was observed for the displacement velocities; however, the peaks at the first sensor were less distinct (Fig. 7-10). The displacements showed noticeable damped oscillations towards the end of the signal at the first sensor (Fig. 7-11). The energy equivalent increased steeply during the experiments (Fig. 7-12). The closest sensor showed frequencies of up to more than 400 Hz for the closest sensor and mainly frequencies below 100 Hz for the remaining sensors (Fig. 7-13).
Fig. 7-9: Example of accelerations for sensors 1 to 3 with increasing distance from exploder (16.8, 38.1 and 61.2 m, respectively) from top to bottom. Data from 22 February 2015.

Fig. 7-10: Example of displacement velocities for sensors 1 to 3 with increasing distance (16.8, 38.1 and 61.2 m, respectively) from exploder from top to bottom. Data from 22 February 2015.
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Fig. 7-11: Example of displacements for sensors 1 to 3 with increasing distance (16.8, 38.1 and 61.2 m, respectively) from exploder from top to bottom. Data from 22 February 2015.

Fig. 7-12: Example of the equivalent of the wave energy for sensors 1 to 3 with increasing distance (16.8, 38.1 and 61.2 m, respectively) from exploder from top to bottom. Data from 22 February 2015.
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Fig. 7-13: Example of a frequency spectrum for the sensors 1 to 3 with increasing distance (16.8, 38.1 and 61.2 m, respectively) from top to bottom. Data from 22 February 2015.

7.4.3 Acceleration measurements winter 2013-2014

During the winter 2013-2014, maximum accelerations reached 2.1 m s\(^{-2}\) at a distance of 19 m to 0.73 m s\(^{-2}\) at a distance of 63 m (Fig. 7-14). However, the lowest maximum acceleration values were not reached at the furthest distance, but at the second sensor. The scatter of the maximum acceleration amplitudes was large at the closest measuring location. For one explosion, accelerations were considerably higher for the closest distance (2.1 m s\(^{-2}\)) than for all other explosions (max. 1.2 m s\(^{-2}\)).

Fig. 7-14: Summary of all maximum accelerations measured during the winter 2013-2014. The different colors of the dots denote different explosions.
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7.4.4 Acceleration measurements winter 2014-2015

During the winter 2014-2015, maximum accelerations reached 4.7 m s\(^{-2}\) at the closest distance and 0.04 m s\(^{-2}\) at the largest distance (Fig. 7-15). Scatter was rather small and outliers were scarce and especially observed at shorter distances. The acceleration values decayed with distance following a power law, where \(b\) denotes the coefficient describing the decay of the amplitude (\(b=3.68\), Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4).

![Graph of acceleration vs distance with a power law fit](image)

*Fig. 7-15: Summary of all maximum accelerations measured during the winter 2014-2015 including best fit.*

7.4.5 Displacement velocity measurements winter 2013-2014

Maximum vertical velocities reached between \(7.3 \times 10^{-4}\) and \(4.5 \times 10^{-3}\) m s\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 7-16). However, maximum velocities were observed at the longest distance from the gas exploder. Scatter of the velocities was large, mainly for the closest distance. As for the acceleration, one measurement of the velocity was considerably larger at the closest distance than all others (\(3.2 \times 10^{-3}\) m s\(^{-1}\) compared to \(2.2 \times 10^{-3}\) m s\(^{-1}\)).

![Graph of velocity vs distance](image)

*Fig. 7-16: Summary of all maximum displacement velocities measured during the winter 2013-2014 including best fit.*
7.4.6 Displacement velocity measurements winter 2014-2015

Maximum vertical velocities reached $2.8 \times 10^{-3}$ m s$^{-1}$ at the shortest distance and $1.5 \times 10^{-4}$ m s$^{-1}$ at the largest distance from the point of explosion (Fig. 7-16). Scatter was small. The maximum displacement velocities followed a power law with distance from the point of explosion ($b=3.22$). This means that the displacement velocities decreased strongly with distance.

Fig. 7-17: Summary of all maximum displacement velocities measured during the winter 2014-2015 including best fit.

7.4.7 Displacement measurements winter 2013-2014

The maximum vertical displacements ranged between $2.7 \times 10^{-5}$ and $1.5 \times 10^{-5}$ m. Maximum displacements were again not reached at the closest distance, but at the furthest distance from the point of explosion. Scatter was large, especially at the middle and largest distances. In contrast to the velocities and accelerations, not outlier was observed at a distance of 19 m.

7.4.8 Displacement measurements winter 2014-2015

Maximum displacements ranged between $1.5 \times 10^{-5}$ m at the closest distance and $7.1 \times 10^{-7}$ m at the furthest distance from the explosion. Scatter was largest for the closest distance. The displacement decayed following a power law with distance from the point of explosion ($b=3.32$). The behavior was similar as for the displacement velocities.

7.4.9 Equivalent of the wave energy winter 2013-2014

The maximum equivalent of the wave energy reached between $1.8 \times 10^{-7}$ to $8.1 \times 10^{-7}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$. The largest values were not reached at the shortest distance from the point of explosion. Scatter was large, especially at the furthest sensor, were two clusters could be observed.
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7.4.10 Equivalent of the wave energy winter 2014-2015

The final value of the equivalent of the wave energy ranged from $2.0 \times 10^{-7}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ at the shortest distance to $3.3 \times 10^{-10}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ at the largest distance with scatter being largest at the shortest distance. The equivalent of the wave energy decayed strongly following a power law with distance ($b=6.16$).

7.4.11 Wave speeds winter 2013-2014

The wave speeds could not be determined for the winter 2013-2014. The signal amplitudes were low and hence the automatic picking of the wave arrival time at the sensors was not reliable.

7.4.12 Wave speeds winter 2014-2015

The automatic arrival time picking yielded accurate results for most experiments (Fig. 7-18). Some wave speeds had to be discarded. The remaining speeds ranged between 211 m s$^{-1}$ and 484 m s$^{-1}$ between the distances of the first and the second sensor. The speeds between the second and the third sensor ranged between 382 and 1298 m s$^{-1}$. The median between the first and the second sensor was 407 m s$^{-1}$ and between the second and the third sensor 866 m s$^{-1}$.

![Fig. 7-18: Example of the arrival times (green circles) for sensors 1 to 3 with increasing distance (16.8, 38.1 and 61.2 m, respectively). Data from 22 February 2015.](image_url)
7.5 Discussion

7.5.1 Influence of sensor placement

During the first winter, the sensors were buried in soil and covered with soil. In the second winter, the sensors were fixed to the rock with bolts. When placing the geophones in soil, the coupling to the ground is not as good as on rock. In addition, with every explosion there might be a small displacement of the soil and the sensor. The displacement of the sensor might be even larger due to the poor coupling. However, if one aims at investigating the effect of ground accelerations on the snowpack above a soil rather than directly above bare rock, the sensors should be installed in soil bearing in mind the above problems. The increased attenuation of waves in soil compared to rock leads to lower maximum accelerations and derived parameters. This was in particular observed for the closest sensor. The lower damping and the increased coupling observed with rock resulted in higher values. Further from the point of explosion, values for the sensors installed in soil were even higher for some experiments than for the geophones mounted on rock. However, the values for soil were in two groups and scatter was large compared to the sensors mounted on rock.

7.5.2 Wave speeds

During the winter 2014-2015, there was no second wave observed at the sensor in contrast to the first winter. Wave speeds could only be assessed for the second winter. The median wave speed between the first and the second sensor was slightly above the speed of sound in air. The rather low value shows that waves were mainly travelling in air and were transmitted to the snowpack and hence to the rock close to the sensor.

The median speed between the second and the third sensor was much higher (~900 m s⁻¹). This can only be explained by the wave being transmitted to the ground close to the point of explosion. For some explosions, the wave speeds were significantly different from other explosions. This may be explained by different depths of the snowpack that influenced the speed.

Close to the point of explosion, there was usually little snow because of the frequent avalanche triggering. At the last sensor the snowpack was usually deeper. This means that at the last sensor, the wave travelling through the air and hitting the snowpack close to the sensor was strongly attenuated over the snowpack depth. The only waves that could reach the sensor were the wave that was transmitted to the ground close to the point of explosion were the snow depth was low or were there even was no snow at all or the wave that was directly transferred over the foundation of the exploder.
7.5.3 Comparison to values within the snowpack

We compared the observed accelerations to the accelerations caused by the largest explosion performed with the mobile gas exploder on a flat study site as reported by Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5). Their lowest maximum snowpack accelerations in the snowpack for 1.9 kg gas at 19 m distance – i.e. the distance of the first geophone in our results – were between 5 and 10 m s\(^{-2}\). This is slightly above the maximum values we measured in the ground. However, maximum accelerations measured by Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5) were around 75 m s\(^{-2}\), i.e. around 18 times larger.

At the distance of the third and furthest geophone, 63 m from the gas exploder, maximum ground accelerations reached 0.73 m s\(^{-2}\) in loose soil and 0.04 m s\(^{-2}\) on rock. Due to the effects mentioned above, we focus on the measurements on rock. At the same distance, the lowest maximum accelerations in a snowpack reported by Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5) were around 1 m s\(^{-2}\), i.e. around 25 times higher. The lower values at the ground were expected due to the strong attenuation behavior of the snowpack, the wave propagates through before being transmitted to the ground.

7.5.4 Comparison to ground acceleration measurements

Suriñach et al. (2011) measured ground accelerations far from a gas exploder (distance from explosion >100 m). They observed maximum accelerations between 1.3 x 10\(^{-3}\) and 2.2 x 10\(^{-2}\) m s\(^{-2}\). These values are at least 10 times lower than the values we measured. Applying our power law fit for the maximum accelerations to the distance where they measured their peak values (∼ 220 m), our accelerations were approx. one third of the lowest accelerations they measured for the ground wave. The wave that travelled through the air and then through the snowpack to the sensor showed values more than one order of magnitude higher than our results. The higher values observed by Suriñach et al. (2011) might also be due to the fact that the shape of the terrain towards the sensor where they observed the highest value is slightly concave, resulting in a more favorable incident angle of the air pressure wave.

7.5.5 Decay with distance from the point of explosion

The results from the second winter were used to fit power laws of the acceleration and the derived parameters with distance from the point of explosion. The decay was proportional to about \(x^{-3.3}\). This is stronger than decay that was observed in Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5) at a certain depth within the snowpack. If the wave would travel through the subsoil only, one would expect that the attenuation would be lower. The combination of the explosion above a snowpack, the transfer through the snowpack and the following transfer to the ground leads to a strong attenuation. Each change of medium – air to snow and snow to ground – implies a difference in impedance. More
energy is reflected when the impedance difference is larger. Other reasons might be that the terrain is not totally level and not perfect.

### 7.5.6 Probability of avalanche release by ground accelerations

As has been shown, the wave forms observed in the ground – be it soil or rock – cannot be explained by the propagation of the wave through the ground directly from the gas exploder. The wave speeds found were too small. The wave presumably propagated through air and then through the snowpack to the ground. Closer to the point of explosion, no observations could be made. However, we cannot exclude that the indirect loading of the snowpack by ground accelerations caused by the recoil of the gas exploder or by the direct loading of the ground by the explosion at places where usually no snow is left might be sufficient at close range to trigger an avalanche.

Even if the ground accelerations observed would have been caused by the recoil of the system over the foundation or by the impact of the air pressure wave on ground directly at the exploder location, the values would still have been rather low compared to the accelerations in the snowpack. However, in the case of a weak layer near the base of the snowpack, we cannot exclude that these ground accelerations might be sufficient to release an avalanche. For deep snowpacks with a new snow instability, the effect is probably not sufficient.

The frequent triggering observed in our case may be representative for many systems. However, some systems that are installed above infrastructure (railway lines, roads, etc.) are less often used. Hence, a deeper snowpack will usually deposit and ground accelerations will be even smaller.

Suriñach et al. (2011) calculated required peak ground accelerations to cause a block to slide with typical values as reported by Schweizer (1999) and suggested values in the range of 5.82 m s\(^{-2}\) to 0.14 m s\(^{-2}\). However, it is not clear, how the snowpack below the sliding block was composed; in particular, how deep it was. The maximum values we observed are in this range. It is not clear though, whether the assumption of a sliding block is correct as the current understanding of avalanche release is different.

### 7.5.7 Limitations

The analyzed explosions caused by the operational gas exploder are not transferrable to all operational systems. The experiments were performed at a single exploder with a fixed size. In addition, the terrain was not level but a gully (see above). These results hold true for experiments with similar gas exploders and topographies.
7.6 Conclusions

We installed seismic sensors below an operational gas exploder at different distances to investigate the effect of ground accelerations.

Ground accelerations in soil were observed to be lower than on rock due to the strong attenuation of waves in soils. The attenuation of the wave was strong with distance from the point of explosion. In addition, the wave speeds were not sufficiently high. The arriving wave could therefore not be explained by ground accelerations induced close to the exploder or by the recoil of the exploder over the foundation. Instead, it seems that ground accelerations were mainly caused by the air pressure wave hitting the snowpack and being transferred to the ground though the snowpack.

Overall, accelerations observed in the ground were low compared to those measured in the snowpack by Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4). Still, because the snowpack in Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) was rather stable and hence failure did only occur close to the point of explosion and at small depths within the snowpack, it seems possible that avalanches may be triggered by the measured accelerations, in particular under conditions when a very fragile weak layer exists. This is also supported by the simple avalanche release model by Suriñach et al. (2011); their results at far distance are in good agreement with ours when scaled to these distances. As the wave is transferred mainly over the snowpack, avalanches will rather be triggered due to the effect within the snowpack than by the ground accelerations. The gas exploder is mounted articulated to the foundation at the back and the front is not stiffly connected to the foundation. The main energy is taken up using the inertia of the gas exploder and hence the transmission of vibrations to the ground by recoil is limited.
8 Small scale field experiments in snow to determine wave propagation principles and mechanical properties
8.1 Introduction

Snow avalanches threaten people and infrastructure in mountainous regions. The hazard can be reduced by various mitigation measures. However, wide-spread engineering works such as defense structures or snow sheds are costly and do often reduce the value of the environment in touristic regions due to their permanent visibility. The deliberate release of snow avalanches has therefore gained significance during the past decades. Whereas in the beginning mainly hand charging was used, the use of helicopter charging and other delivery methods has become increasingly important. Many of these methods cannot be used or only at high risk during bad weather or nighttime – times when artificial triggering might give the best results. The development of fixed avalanche release installations using solid explosives or gas explosives has therefore gained popularity. In contrast to traditional delivery methods, most of these modern systems are bound to a single or just a few points of detonation. It is therefore important to assess the effect of explosions on snowpacks in general. To this end, understanding the propagation characteristics of waves within the snowpack is paramount. In particular, the attenuation of waves above and within snowpacks is crucial.

Many studies, laboratory and field, exist describing the attenuation effect of a snowpack. Johnson et al. (1994) reported high attenuation rates within a snowpack using sheet explosives. However, his experiments were performed in the range of the explosive shock and permanent compaction. Johnson et al. (1993) determined the shock behavior of snow using gas guns and revealed strong attenuation and strain hardening. Binger and Miller (2016) investigated the effect of explosions on a snowpack at short ranges and also showed a strong decrease of the impact with distance from the point of explosion and depth within the snowpack. Many other studies investigated the effect of solid explosive loading on snowpacks (Frigo et al., 2012; Frigo et al., 2010; Gubler, 1977; Tichota et al., 2010). However, most of them did not explicitly focus on wave attenuation within a snowpack.

At a certain distance from the point of explosion, beyond the shock wave range, the wave becomes elastic and hence results from studies on linear acoustic wave propagation in snow can be considered. Different studies used different methods: Reiweger et al. (2015), Ishida (1965) and others determined the attenuation from the transmission loss of snow layers of different thicknesses. Other studies measured the impedance of snow and deduced the attenuation coefficient (Marco et al., 1998). Capelli et al. (2016) performed propagation experiments with small scale samples in the lab, determined the attenuation and compared their findings to data from previous studies. The signal was produced using piezo elements or pencil lead fractures (PLF) and the attenuation was measured using different column lengths. They reported that their results, in the range of 0.35 and 1.2 dB cm$^{-1}$, were in good agreement with findings from previous studies ranging from 0.05 to 3.5 dB cm$^{-1}$. However, the comparison between different datasets is difficult due to
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different measuring methods, as pointed out by Capelli et al. (2016). With some methods, the attenuation within the pores is measured and with other methods the attenuation in the ice frame. The lower the snow density, the lower the attenuation will be for the waves propagating through the pore space. Mayer (2011) experimented with the localization of pulses via acoustic emissions in small snow samples. He observed the opposite: With lower densities, the localization was difficult due to the strong attenuation whereas the localization quality increased with increasing density. This would mean that he measured the wave within the ice frame rather than the pore space. Hence, in general, studying the attenuation is very complex due to the different wave types observed in porous media (Biot, 1956a) where two longitudinal waves travel in the ice frame and the pore space and an additional shear wave propagates through the ice skeleton. All the three wave types are attenuated differently according to model results (Johnson, 1982).

Various studies were performed to determine the propagation speed of elastic waves in snow. Different speeds were obtained for different measuring methods. Sensors that measured in direct contact with the ice frame resulted in values higher than the speed of sound in air showing increasing speeds with increasing densities (Capelli et al., 2016; Reiwerger et al., 2015). Measuring wave speeds not in direct contact with the ice frame resulted in lower values than the speed of sound in air and speeds were decreasing with increasing density (Gudra and Najwer, 2011; Lee and Rogers, 1985). Capelli et al. (2016) reviewed previous research on these wave speeds and showed the dependency of the different speeds on wave type and density. A clear distinction can be made between the waves travelling through the ice frame and the wave within the pore space.

When a weak layer locally fails, an initial crack forms that may spontaneously propagate, depending on weak layer and slab properties, and lead to catastrophic failure. Assessing crack propagation speed is important to e.g. model the dynamic phase of crack propagation and possibly to predict avalanche size. van Herwijnen and Jamieson (2005) and van Herwijnen and Birkeland (2014) developed a method to obtain crack speeds from saw propagation tests using particle tracking velocimetry. Their speeds ranged between 10 and 45 m s$^{-1}$. Johnson et al. (2004) measured the speed of a whumpf, i.e. a propagating crack, with geophones positioned on the snow surface and reported a value of 20 m s$^{-1}$. Hamre et al. (2014) determined crack propagation speeds from video stills of the artificial triggering of avalanches with results in the range of 50 to 125 m s$^{-1}$. However, this might be a mixture between the wave propagation speed in or above the snowpack and the actual crack propagation speed.

None of the above-mentioned studies investigated the attenuation in the elastic range for a natural snowpack in situ, hence in the field with a suitable measuring system. Furthermore, speeds were also mainly measured under laboratory conditions. Only the PTV method has proven to be suitable for extensive field measurements of propagation speeds (van Herwijnen et al., 2016a).
However, the PTV-derived propagation speeds are based on the collapse wave and it is not clear, whether the collapse speed is identical to the preceding crack speed.

Our objectives were therefore to measure the attenuation and speed of waves not only within homogeneous snow but entire snowpacks, but for simple geometries, blocks of snow (~1-8 m³). These in situ experiments should improve our understanding of wave propagation within snow that are otherwise difficult to assess. In addition, we wanted to explore whether the determination of crack propagation speeds in a snowpack is possible by other means than PTV and assess whether our measuring equipment can be used to measure crack propagation speeds over large distances.

8.2 Methods

8.2.1 Study site

The small scale experiments were performed at three different study sites in the region of Davos, Switzerland.

The study site on the Flüelapass above Davos is located directly besides the road and only accessible during a short period. During the rest of the winter season, the mountain pass is seasonally closed. The study site lies at 2'375 m a.s.l. on flat, almost level terrain. Small scale features are leveled out by frequent snow drifting. The study site is well-suited for experiments including explosions as it is difficult to access and usually rarely travelled during the experimental season. The site is well suited for experiments with solid explosives and larger measuring equipment due to its accessibility.

The second study site is situated around a weather station in the Steintälli at 2442 m a.s.l. (Reuter et al., 2015b). The site was used for experiments where only little measuring equipment was required since it is only accessible on touring skis. The experiments were performed during experiments investigating the temporal evolution of snowpack instability using propagation saw tests (PSTs) (Schweizer et al., 2016b).

The last study site was situated at the Versuchsfeld Weissfluhjoch at 2540 m a.s.l. (Marty and Meister, 2012). The study site is well-accessible on skis as it is situated in a ski area. Every other week, a manual profile including other tests is done to investigate the evolution of the snowpack. During these experiments which included PSTs, the experiments were performed.

8.2.2 Source

Different sources were used to produce the required impulse triggering the waves propagating within the snowpack. For some experiments, solid explosives were used to create the load. This was done to get a better understanding of the wave propagation caused by an explosion which could not
be determined with the large scale experiments performed by Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) who triggered a charge above the snowpack that caused a complex wave field. Small amounts of solid explosives commonly used in artificial avalanche release (approx. 100 g) were detonated. This resulted in a spherical wave that hit the snowpack and was then partly transmitted to the snow. Explosives’ regulations, permissions and accessibility of the study site limited this source to experiments at the Flüelapass site.

In addition, hammers were used to create the impulse. A steel plate was hit by different hammer sizes which then caused an approximate plane wave within the snowpack. The experiments with hammers were easy to perform as the hammer and the steel plate were the only equipment required for the source. This source was mainly used for the experiments at Steintälli and Weissfluhjoch study sites. Different hammer sizes were tested. Hammers with 0.5, 0.8 and 4.5 kg were used for most hammer experiments.

As concurrently PSTs were performed on the test days at Weissfluhjoch and Steintälli, this test geometry was used to also determine crack propagation speeds. For these experiments, the source was the self-propagating crack within the weak layer initiated by cutting along the weak layer with a saw.

8.2.3 Experimental setup

Two different approaches were used for the experimental setup. The first setup included a large block of snow; several meters in length (3-4 m), a few meters in width (2 m) and approx. the top meter of the snowpack. This block was cut from the surrounding snowpack on three sides, the front, the back, and on one side. (Fig. 8-1). The other side was connected to the snowpack. This kind of blocks was mainly used for the experiments with solid explosives. A solid explosive charge was placed at approx. 0.5 to 1 m from the front wall at half the block height. The sensors were placed at different distances from the front of the block and at approx. half the width of the snow block.
Fig. 8-1: Typical snow block for experiments performed with solid explosives. The solid explosive was placed at the front of the block (red star) at the height of the middle sensor. The sensors were inserted in direction of the arrow from the holes (red dots) on the side. In this case, 3 systems (X1 to X3) and 9 sensors were used at different depths. Picture from 4 February 2015.

The second setup consisted of blocks used for PSTs (Gauthier and Jamieson, 2006) (Fig. 8-3). These blocks were approx. 2 m long and 30 cm wide. Their height depended on snow stratigraphy and corresponded to the height between the relevant weak layer – usually close to the ground – and the snow surface. The steel plate was placed at the front of the block and repeatedly hit with a hammer. The plate was placed at different heights depending on the block height and the apparent layering of the snowpack. This setup was also used to determine crack propagation speeds. For some experiments, the source was placed on or above the snow surface and the accelerometers were installed at different depths within the snowpack below the source.
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Fig. 8-2: Propagation saw test (PST): (a) Photo of an isolated PST beam with black markers for particle tracking velocimetry. (b) Schematic drawing of the test procedure. (van Herwijnen et al., 2010).

Fig. 8-3: Typical snow block for experiments performed with the hammer. The plate is installed at the front of the block and hit by the hammer. The sensors (red dots) are installed at different distances at the same elevation as the source. The sensors (dashed dots) and the plate are placed at larger depths for subsequent experiments. The black dots are markers for the particle tracking velocimetry and not important for the acoustic experiments.

8.2.4 Acceleration measurements

Accelerations were measured at different locations within the snow blocks. The accelerometers developed by Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) were used. They are placed within a foam cylinder matching an expected average snowpack density of 200 kg m\(^{-3}\). Three to nine accelerometers were used. When using three accelerometers, the sensors were placed at the same depth within the
snowpack at different distances from the front of the block. With nine accelerometers, three accelerometers were installed at three distances and at different depths. The sensors were placed a few centimeters below the weak layer for the experiments where the crack speed in a PST was determined.

### 8.2.5 Snowpack characterization

Manual profiles were performed to characterize snowpack properties on each test day. In addition, density measurements at every 2 to 5 cm from the snow surface were performed using a Denoth probe (Denoth, 1989). The dielectric constant measured with the Denoth probe depends on liquid water content and density. If liquid water content needs to be determined, the density has to be measured manually with a density cutter which was done on days where the snowpack was expected to be moist or wet.

### 8.2.6 Data acquisition and triggering

National Instruments cDAQ systems were used to record the data (Simioni et al., 2015; cf. Chap. 4). Depending on the number of accelerometers, one to three systems were used. The data acquisition systems were triggered manually. The solid explosives were triggered from a safe distance after triggering the data acquisition manually. This means, that the exact time of the explosion or the hammer blow could not be determined.

### 8.2.7 Data evaluation

The acceleration measurements were used for two different purposes. The accelerations were integrated to determine the displacement velocity at each sensor. These velocities were then squared and integrated to receive an equivalent of the energy of the propagating wave. The attenuation coefficient was calculated using the difference of the logarithm of the energy equivalent and the difference of the distances between the sensors. Their ratio corresponds to the attenuation coefficient.

\[
\int_{t_0}^{t_1} a_s \, dt = v \text{ (m s}^{-1}) \tag{8.1}
\]

\[
\int_{t_0}^{t_1} v^2 \, dt = E' \text{ (m}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}) \tag{8.2}
\]

\[
\alpha_{en} = \frac{\Delta \log E'}{\Delta x} \text{ (dB cm}^{-1}) \tag{8.3}
\]

where \(a_s\) is the acceleration in m s\(^2\), \(v\) the displacement velocity in m s\(^{-1}\), \(E'\) the equivalent energy, \(\alpha_{en}\) the damping coefficient and \(x\) the position of the sensors.

Two different types of the attenuation coefficient were determined. The first coefficient was determined from experiments where the source was placed at the front of the block. This was done
to perform measurements within a single snow layer or a few similar layers. These measurements were used to determine density-dependent attenuation coefficients. The experiments with the source applied at the top of the snowpack were performed to get an approximation of the attenuation that occurs vertically through a snowpack.

In addition, the attenuation coefficients were determined separately for dry snowpacks, moist snowpacks, experiments using hammers and experiments using solid explosives.

For the experiments where the source was placed at the front of the block and waves were propagating horizontally, i.e. along the layering, through the snowpack, the horizontal attenuation is the attenuation in the main direction of wave propagation and is called the parallel attenuation. The vertical attenuation gives the attenuation of the component perpendicular to the main wave propagation and is hence called the perpendicular attenuation. For the experiments with the source above the snowpack, the vertical component gives the attenuation in the main direction of wave propagation (parallel) and the horizontal component the value perpendicular to the main wave propagation direction.

The arrival times of the waves at the accelerometers were determined using AIC picking (Kurz et al., 2005); further details are given in Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5). With the distances between the first, the second and the third sensors and the arrival times, the wave propagation speed was calculated.

\[ c = \frac{\Delta x}{\Delta t} \text{ (m s}^{-1}\text{)} \]  

(8.4)

where \( \Delta t \) is the arrival time at the sensors.

The constrained modulus—assuming a longitudinal plane wave in a beam—is given by

\[ M = c^2 \rho \text{ (Pa)} \]  

(8.5)

The results of the constrained modulus were fitted with an exponential relation vs. density:

\[ M_\text{fit} = a_M \cdot e^{b_M \rho} \text{ (Pa)} \]  

(8.6)

8.3 Results

8.3.1 Experimental data

During the winters of 2014-2015 and 2015-2016, a total of 263 experiments were performed to measure wave propagation speeds and attenuation within the snowpack (Table 8-1). 37 experiments could not be used for the calculation of the attenuation, mainly because of sensors that had a too small range or a too low sensitivity or due to a too weak impulse, i.e. using a too small hammer. 22 experiments were performed under moist snowpack conditions using a hammer. Moist conditions
are defined as wetness index 2 (Fierz et al., 2009). 25 experiments under dry conditions were performed vertically through the snowpack.

In addition, 10 experiments were performed to determine the crack propagation speed using PSTs, where the self-propagating crack originating from a saw cut caused a signal at the sensors. 5 of these experiments resulted in values that were plausible.

For almost all experiments between 4 February 2016 and 4 April 2016 where hammer blows were used, a series of three datasets including three experiments (hammer blows) each were performed with the same setup.

The experiments on the Flüelapass with solid explosives and under dry conditions were performed using three measuring systems with the exception of 2 experiments. This means that the speed and the attenuation were determined at three different depths within the snowpack using the same explosion.

For all other experiments, one measuring system with three sensors was used and the speed and the attenuation were determined at one depth within the snowpack (Table 8-1). This was done for different depths within the snowpack, i.e. the sensors were placed at a different depth for the different experiments.

The experiments under moist snowpack conditions were performed with a hammer.

8.3.2 Snowpack conditions
Densities ranged between 150 and 400 kg m\(^{-3}\) for dry conditions and between 370 and 440 kg m\(^{-3}\) for moist snowpack conditions. The liquid water content on the only day with moist snowpack conditions, i.e. 29 April 2015, was between 0 and 4 % per volume. The snowpack layering varied strongly with test day and study site. However, two weak layers existed, deeply buried and consisting of faceted crystals, for most of the experiments performed during the winter 2015-2016. These layers were tested with the PST yielding critical crack length between 24 and 90 cm with increasing cut lengths for later test days. Hence, in all tests cracks propagated to the end of the column so that crack speed could be measured.

8.3.3 Solid explosive charges and hammer sizes
The solid explosive charge sizes under dry snowpack conditions were between 0.083 and 0.275 kg. They were located at the depth of the middle sensor where more than one system was used. The distance between the front of the block and the charge size was between 0.32 and 2.25 m.

A hammer with a weight of 0.8 kg and for some experiments of 0.5 kg was used for the experiments at Steintälli and Weissfluhjoch where the tests were performed on PST blocks.
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Table 8-1: Summary of all experiments. The study sites are Flüelapass (FLUE), Steintäli (STEI) and Weissfluhjoch (WEIS). The main wave direction shows whether the source was placed above the snow block (vertical) or at the front of the block (horizontal). The block types shows on which days the experiments were performed on blocks for propagation saw tests (PST, s. block size with *). No. of PSTs shows how many propagation saw tests were performed on the respective day. For the tests without PST experiments, one block per day was used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Study site</th>
<th>No. of experiments</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Main wave direction</th>
<th>Block size l x w x h (m)</th>
<th>Nr. of PSTs</th>
<th>No. of systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03 Feb 2015</td>
<td>FLUE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Explosive</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>4 x 1.8 x 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04 Feb 2015</td>
<td>FLUE</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Explosive</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>4 x 1.8 x 1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Feb 2015</td>
<td>FLUE</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Explosive</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>4 x 1.8 x 1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 Apr 2015</td>
<td>FLUE</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Hammer</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>0.5 x 0.5 x 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 Apr 2015</td>
<td>FLUE</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Explosive</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>0.5 x 0.5 x 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04 Feb 2016</td>
<td>STEI</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Hammer</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>2 x 0.3 x 1.3*</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04 Feb 2016</td>
<td>STEI</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Hammer</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>2 x 0.3 x 1.3*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Feb 2016</td>
<td>WEIS</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Hammer</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>2 x 0.3 x 1.5*</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Feb 2016</td>
<td>WEIS</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Hammer</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>2 x 0.3 x 1.5*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Feb 2016</td>
<td>WEIS</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Hammer</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>2 x 0.3 x 1.6*</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Feb 2016</td>
<td>WEIS</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hammer</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>2 x 0.3 x 1.6*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04 Apr 2016</td>
<td>WEIS</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Hammer</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>2 x 0.3 x 1.6*</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04 Apr 2016</td>
<td>WEIS</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hammer</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>2 x 0.3 x 1.6*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.3.4 Waves

During the experiments, one principal wave was visible. There were no faster waves as precursors observed. Later waves were observed in some experiments behind the main wave. The measured waves had a vertical and a horizontal component (Fig. 8-4 and Fig. 8-6). The main frequency content was in the range of 300 Hz for the solid explosive experiments with almost no energy above 1000 Hz (Fig. 8-5). The hammer experiments showed main frequencies between approx. 200 and 500 Hz with a much wider frequency spectrum (Fig. 8-7).
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Fig. 8-4: Snowpack accelerations as recorded during a spherical experiment. The vertical (left) and the horizontal (right) component are shown for increasing distances $x$ (from top to bottom) from the source in the block. The strong attenuation of the signal is clearly visible. Data from 04 Feb 2015 test 3_1, solid explosive experiment.

Fig. 8-5: Frequency content of the acceleration signal of an spherical explosive experiment for the vertical (left) and horizontal (right) component for different distances $x$ (top to bottom) from the source. Data from 04 Feb 2015, test 3_1, solid explosive experiment.
Fig. 8-6: Snowpack accelerations as recorded during a hammer experiment. The vertical (left) and the horizontal (right) component are shown for increasing distances (from top to bottom) from the source in the block. The strong attenuation of the signal is clearly visible. Data from 23 Feb 2016, test 3_1, hammer experiment.

Fig. 8-7: Frequency content of the acceleration signal for the vertical (left) and horizontal (right) component for different distances (top to bottom) from the source. Data from 23 Feb 2016, test 3_1, hammer experiment.
8.3.5 Energy equivalent

The energy, derived from the displacement velocity signal, could not be calculated for all experiments: Depending on the source and the distance from the source, the sensors were saturated for some experiments or the signal had already been attenuated too strongly and hence the sensor was not sufficiently sensitive.

The energies decreased with distance from the source for almost all experiments (Fig. 8-8 and Fig. 8-9). Although the acceleration signals showed similar amplitudes for the horizontal and vertical components, the energies of the two components differed due to differences in the displacement velocities: The component of the energy equivalent of the wave in direction of the main wave propagation was usually larger than the component perpendicular to the propagation direction. Absolute values are not given here as for the damping characteristics of the snowpack, the relation between the energies at different distances is of importance and not the absolute value, which is not an actual energy, but an equivalent.

![Fig. 8-8: Equivalent of the summed up wave energy for the vertical (left) and horizontal (right) component for different distances $x$ (top to bottom) from the source for a spherical explosive experiment. Data from 04 Feb 2015, test 3_1, solid explosive experiment.](image-url)
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Fig. 8-9: Equivalent of the summed up wave energy for the vertical (left) and horizontal (right) component for different distances (top to bottom) from the source. Data from 23 Feb 2016, test 3_1, hammer experiment.

8.3.6 Attenuation coefficients solid explosive experiments

For the experiments involving solid explosives, the attenuation was measured horizontally through the snowpack within similar layers. The attenuation coefficients ranged between 0.10 and 1.56 dB cm\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 8-10). For consecutive tests using the same setup, the coefficients varied. The average of the attenuation of the horizontal component was between 0.27 and 1.04 dB cm\(^{-1}\). There was no density-dependency observed for the attenuation coefficient. The vertical component ranged between 5.3 \(\times\) 10\(^{-2}\) and 1.3 dB cm\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 8-11). The average values were between 0.51 and 0.91 dB cm\(^{-1}\).

Fig. 8-10: Attenuation coefficient of the horizontal (parallel) component for all experiments performed from the front of a block. All experiments where the wave travelled through different snowpack layers were excluded.
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Fig. 8-11: Attenuation coefficient of the vertical (perpendicular) component for all experiments performed from the front of a block. All experiments where the wave travelled through different snowpack layers were excluded.

8.3.7 Attenuation coefficients from horizontal hammer experiments

The horizontal experiments were those where the source was used at the front of the block and the damping was measured within the same layer. The attenuation coefficients ranged from $6 \times 10^{-2}$ to 1.08 dB cm$^{-1}$ for the horizontal component (Fig. 8-10). Consecutive testing at the exact same location led to different coefficients. The average attenuation coefficients for different densities ranged from 0.29 to 0.62 dB cm$^{-1}$. There was no dependence of the attenuation coefficient on density observed. However, the values for the lowest densities were low compared to the averages at higher densities.

Although the pulse was generated horizontally, there were vertical accelerations observed. Their attenuation coefficients ranged between $7 \times 10^{-2}$ and 1.16 dB cm$^{-1}$ (Fig. 8-11). The attenuation coefficients of the vertical component showed a larger scatter than those for the horizontal component for the single locations. Average values of the coefficients were between 0.11 and 0.97 dB cm$^{-1}$. No dependence on density was observed.

8.3.8 Attenuation coefficients from vertical hammer experiments

The experiments were the source was placed above or on the snow surface resulted in attenuation coefficients for waves propagating perpendicular to the snowpack layering. The attenuation coefficients were in the range of $2 \times 10^{-2}$ and 1.14 dB cm$^{-1}$ with a median of 0.42 dB cm$^{-1}$ for the horizontal, i.e. perpendicular component, not considering outliers (Fig. 8-12). For the vertical, i.e. parallel component, the values ranged from 0.04 to 0.56 dB cm$^{-1}$ with a median of 0.38 dB cm$^{-1}$. For consecutive experiments, the values scattered for the same setup. As waves propagated through different snowpack layers, the dependence on density could not be evaluated.
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Fig. 8-12: Box plot of the attenuation coefficients of the horizontal (perpendicular, left) and vertical (parallel, right) component for the vertical experiments through different snowpack layers.

### 8.3.9 Attenuation coefficients for moist snowpack conditions

The attenuation coefficients for moist snowpack conditions ranged between \(2.6 \times 10^{-2}\) and \(0.14\) dB cm\(^{-1}\) for the component parallel to the wave propagation (Fig. 8-10). The average attenuation coefficient was between \(4.9 \times 10^{-2}\) and \(9.9 \times 10^{-2}\) dB cm\(^{-1}\). The vertical component, perpendicular to the wave propagation, was between \(0.38\) and \(0.13\) dB cm\(^{-1}\) with the average being between \(0.55\) and \(1.2\) dB cm\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 8-11).

### 8.3.10 Wave speeds under dry-snow conditions

For the wave speeds, only the experiments where the wave propagated parallel to the snowpack layering were considered, i.e. the source was located at the front of the block. The average wave speeds of the horizontal component ranged between 327 and 1479 m s\(^{-1}\), with rather large variation for some of the consecutive tests under identical conditions (Fig. 8-13). The average wave speeds determined from the vertical component were between about 314 and 1466 m s\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 8-14). The speed slightly increased with increasing density.

Fig. 8-13: Wave speeds determined from the wave arrival times of the horizontal (parallel) component and distances between the sensors for the experiments with the source at the front of the block. Green dots depict single experiments and the red dots the average of the experiments for a certain density.
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Fig. 8-14: Wave speeds determined from the wave arrival times of the vertical (perpendicular) component and distances between the sensors for the experiments with the source at the front of the block. Green dots depict single experiments and the red dots the average of the experiments for a certain density.

8.3.11 Constrained modulus

The constrained modulus was derived from the wave speeds. The modulus was between 10 MPa for low densities and 500 MPa for densities of approx. 400 kg m$^{-3}$ (Fig. 8-15). The constrained modulus increased with density following an exponential law (eq. 8.7)

$$M = a_M \rho^{b_M} \text{ (MPa)} \quad (8.7)$$

with the coefficients

$$a_M = 1.88 \times 10^7 \quad (8.8)$$

$$b_M = 7.1 \times 10^{-3} \quad (8.9)$$

Fig. 8-15: Average Young’s modulus (blue crosses) from the field experiments with the best fit with (blue solid line). For comparison, the data from Scapozza et al. (2004) (green dot-dashed line), the fit from Sidler (2015) on data presented by Mellor (1975) (red dashed line) and from Gerling (2016) (cyan dotted line) are given.
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8.3.12 Crack propagation speed

For five out of ten experiments, the crack propagation speeds were between 19.0 and 56.8 m s\(^{-1}\). The speeds determined with the arrival time derived from the horizontal and vertical acceleration components were in good agreement for four of the five experiments, all performed on 4 February 2016 (Fig. 8-16). The speeds determined from the horizontal component were always slightly higher (12 to 25%). For some other PSTs, the waveforms looked as if different waves were superimposed with one sharper higher-frequency wave and an additional lower-frequency wave. Due to the superimposition, the signals could not be differentiated and also in the spectrogram no major difference was observed. However, the high-frequency signal led to speeds of several hundred meters per second for those cases where it could be analyzed at the front of the lower-frequency signal.

Fig. 8-16: Acceleration measurements during a propagation saw test indicating the arrival time of the wave (green circle) and the AIC function used to pick the arrival time for the vertical (left) and horizontal (right) component. The red curve is the AIC function used to select the start. Data from 4 February 2016, test #1.

Under moist snowpack conditions and for one experiment under dry-snow conditions, the speeds were not consistent between the values determined from the horizontal and vertical component and the speeds were high (several hundred m s\(^{-1}\)).
8.4 Discussion

8.4.1 Waves

The waveforms resembled those presented by Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) for the solid explosive experiments (Fig. 8-4 and Fig. 8-6). Frequencies were higher, probably due to the shorter distance of the sensors from the explosion leading to lower dispersion (Fig. 8-5 and Fig. 8-7).

8.4.2 Energy equivalent

Snowpack accelerations were lower for the component perpendicular to the expected main propagation direction of the generated wave. The energy equivalent derived from the displacement velocities, i.e. the integrated accelerations, were lower for the perpendicular component (Fig. 8-8 and Fig. 8-9). In particular for the experiments performed with a hammer, the goal was to create a plane wave propagating in the direction of the greatest extension of the snow block. The non-negligible perpendicular component showed that the waves produced with the plate and the hammer were not perfectly plane. In addition, there were reflections at the layer boundaries which caused perpendicular components. These reflections did not only occur at obvious layer boundaries, but also at subtle changes within a layer otherwise described as uniform having similar density and properties.

8.4.3 Attenuation coefficients

The attenuation coefficients did not show any dependence on density in the investigated range of densities (Fig. 8-10 and Fig. 8-11). The results are in good agreement with the findings by Capelli et al. (2016), who measured wave attenuation at high frequencies of around 10 to 35 kHz. The results agree well with values reported by e.g. Gudra and Najwer (2011) and Buser (1986). Other studies reported increasing attenuation with increasing density (Marco et al., 1998). This finding probably was due to the method that was used to measure the attenuation in snow. Capelli et al. (2016) reported that the magnitude of the observed attenuation was in the range of the attenuation of Biot’s slow wave (Biot, 1956a). The attenuation of the other wave modes was much lower. This means that also the main waves we observed with much lower frequencies in the range of 1 to 500 Hz probably corresponded to the slow wave propagating through the pore space.

The attenuation of the component perpendicular to the wave propagation was usually stronger (Fig. 8-10 and Fig. 8-11). This is plausible as the perpendicular component was mainly observed due to an imperfectly created plane wave and by various reflections within the snowpack at layer boundaries. The created $P$-wave was propagating directly between the sensors whereas the perpendicular component was probably caused by reflected wave modes. It is not clear, which wave modes these waves can be attributed to.
Although the vertical experiments with the source above the snowpack did not allow evaluating attenuation coefficients for specific densities, they provided overall attenuation coefficients (Fig. 8-12). The coefficient for the vertical experiments was varying strongly between the different test days but was similar during single test days. This means that the layering which was different for the different test days had a strong influence on the attenuation. The vertical component was attenuated similarly to the perpendicular component with the exception of one test day, when the perpendicular component was attenuated less strongly. Overall, the attenuation coefficients for the vertical experiments were in the same range as for the horizontal experiments. This is rather surprising as one would expect higher attenuation coefficients for the vertical experiments. The wave propagates through many different layers including ice layers with significant impedance differences that would reflect a portion of the wave energy and lead to strong attenuation. As the snowpack was rather uniform in the horizontal direction, this cannot be the explanation for the similar attenuation coefficients. It might be that the anisotropic snow behavior led to the difference to some degree. The non-perfect planar wave during the horizontal experiments leading to a vertical wave component might be another reason.

The attenuation of the parallel (horizontal) component during the horizontal experiments with moist snowpack conditions was at the lower end of the overall attenuation coefficients (Fig. 8-10). Until now, it was assumed that attenuation under moist or wet-snow conditions would be stronger due to the observations during artificial triggering where many more detonation points are required to control a slope during wet compared to dry snowpack conditions. It seems that this observation is not related to the attenuation of the impact. In any case, if the charge penetrates the snowpack and is triggered within the snowpack, the attenuation is extremely strong. This means that the minor effect during wet-snow conditions is rather due to different crack propagation and avalanche release propensity, i.e. snowpack stability conditions, than due to the stronger decay of the effect of the charge. It makes sense that the decay during moist or wet-snow conditions is not stronger than during dry conditions: During wet-snow conditions, the pores are (partly) filled with water. The difference between water as a pore fluid compared to air and the ice skeleton is lower regarding wave propagation and hence the attenuation should not be stronger.

### 8.4.4 Wave speeds

The average wave speeds were between approx. 400 and 1100 m s\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 8-13 and Fig. 8-14). The obtained results are in good agreement with the longitudinal waves within the ice skeleton measured and reviewed by Capelli et al. (2016). The speeds cannot be those of the transversal wave because they were too high. They also cannot correspond to the longitudinal wave within the pore space due
to two reasons: The values were too high and did not decrease with density as is expected for this wave mode due to the increasing tortuosity with increasing density as reported by Ishida (1965).

8.4.5 Wave modes
The typical signal length measured with the hammer experiments was approx. 0.05 to 0.1 s (Fig. 8-6). Distances between the sensors were between 0.5 and maximum 1.5 m. Taking typical speed values for the different wave modes, it is not possible to distinguish between the different wave modes as arrival time differences are small, on the order of a few milliseconds. Hence the different signals are superimposed. Different wave modes are probably superimposed. Measuring at larger distances would help to distinguish between the different modes. However, the strong attenuation limits measurements at larger distance. The wave amplitude and the sensitivity of the sensor would be too low. We conclude that the speeds we measured are those of the fast wave through the ice skeleton which shows low attenuation. Biot’s model and earlier studies (Capelli et al., 2016) indicate that our speeds correspond to this waves or are even above whereas the other waves are much slower. The attenuation we measured on the other hand seems to be the attenuation corresponding to the slow longitudinal wave within the pore space. Applying Biot’s model to snow and earlier experiments (Capelli et al., 2016) show that the other wave modes have much lower attenuation coefficients and that our attenuation data are in good agreement with these earlier findings.

8.4.6 Constrained modulus
Our results showed high constrained moduli derived from the wave speeds compared to earlier studies performed under laboratory conditions (Gerling, 2016; Scapozza, 2004; Sidler, 2015; Sigrist, 2006). This was in particular observed at lower densities, whereas the agreement was good for higher densities compared to laboratory experiments performed with acoustic emissions or at higher frequencies, i.e. also with a wave pulse (Gerling, 2016). Scatter in our data was rather large as snow with the same density may have different physical properties depending on the grain type. These differences were not considered for this study. Earlier studies performed experiments in the laboratory where snow of the same type can be produced under controlled conditions. We, on the other side, used natural snowpacks. The results were hence of good quality considering these limitations.

8.4.7 Crack propagation speed
The crack speeds were always higher than those derived from the deformation recorded by a high speed camera for the same experiments that were between 31 and 45 m s\(^{-1}\) with one higher value of 77 m s\(^{-1}\). However, the error of the speeds determined using particle tracking velocimetry is approx.
± 5 m s\(^{-1}\). If we assume that our error is in the same range or slightly higher, the higher values reported in our studies are plausible.

The measured crack propagation speeds were in good agreement with the results reported by van Herwijnen and Jamieson (2005) and van Herwijnen and Birkeland (2014) who measured the speeds using high-speed photography, i.e. particle tracking velocimetry, for extended column tests (ECT) and PSTs. The results agree well with the speeds determined by van Herwijnen and Schweizer (2011) who determined the speed from seismic signals and the known size of an avalanche and reported 40 m s\(^{-1}\). The agreement is also good with the findings by Johnson et al. (2004) who were able to measure the speed of a whumpf with seismic instruments on the snow surface. Our speeds are at the low end of those reported by Hamre et al. (2014). However, they measured the values from video frames and it is not entirely clear whether these speeds are a mix of wave propagation speeds through the air and the snowpack and crack propagation speeds.

For those cases where it was possible to analyze the high-frequency signal, much higher speeds were measured. It is assumed that these are the actual crack propagation speeds and that the other wave is the collapse wave which is slower due to the inertia of the slab.

### 8.4.8 Source and sample geometry

In principal, all sources were suited for the performed experiments. The solid explosives were mainly used to better understand the propagation characteristics of waves caused by an explosion for simple geometries as opposed to the complex wave propagation on real-scale experiments as performed by Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4). The solid explosives have one disadvantage also at the small scale: The wave spreads spherically from the point of explosion and hits the snowpack. This means that there is no plane wave propagation within the snow block and the measured attenuation is a mixture of material damping and geometrical spreading. However, the differences between two- and three-dimensional expansion are small at the distances from the point of explosion we investigated.

Using the hammer and a steel plate, the produced waves were assumed to be plane. However, due to the layering and imperfections described above, the waves did not propagate perfectly plane. The geometry that was used for the hammer experiments was a block, about 2 m long. Hence, the sample height or the height of the investigated snowpack layer was smaller than the wave lengths (>0.5 m) at the observed frequencies (approx. 1 to 1500 Hz). In addition, the block was higher than the steel plate and the experiments were performed at three depths on the block. This certainly had an influence on the wave propagation as well. However, we are not interested in the propagation and attenuation behavior of a perfectly homogeneous snow sample, but in the overall behavior of a snowpack. Given the rather large scatter observed in laboratory experiments (Capelli et al., 2016)
and the fact that the attenuation coefficients we observed were in the same range as their results, we conclude that our sources and sample geometries were well-suited. The geometry of the sample and the source, and imperfections associated with those, seem to have a minor effect on the attenuation coefficients and propagation speeds we observed. However, there are reflections that lead to additional signals or superimpose the main wave signal.

8.4.9 Test repeatability
Consecutive tests with the same setup often showed variable results. In particular for the hammer experiments, this could not be explained by non-elastic effects. Plastic deformation was certainly happening directly at the plate to a small extent. However, this should not influence the attenuation coefficients between two sensors located some tens of centimeters from the frontal block wall. We conclude that already small differences in the source lead to large differences in the attenuation behavior. Even for laboratory experiments on small samples, the scatter was large for much more consistent sources like piezo-elements or PLFs.

After each explosion, a few centimeters of the front wall were removed due to visible plastic deformation. For these experiments, the charge size, the charge location and the block length were not consistent for consecutive experiments. The attenuation within the block is material dependent and a function of the wave type. Although the differences in the source location were small, this seems to have been sufficient to cause part of the scatter of the attenuation coefficients.

8.4.10 Measuring setup
The same measuring setup was used as in Simioni et al. (2015). One or three systems were used with three or nine accelerometers. The system worked reliably. It was well-suited to use at study sites with good accessibility. However, the measuring system was not ideal for experiments at remote study sites due to the large and heavy casing of the systems especially manufactured for solid explosive testing. The system itself including the hardware filters has small dimensions and would easily fit into a small casing portable in a backpack.

The accelerometers were well-suited for all types of experiments described here. The main difficulty was the choice of the best-fitting sensor regarding maximum range and sensitivity. To only determine the wave speeds, the maximum range is unimportant but a sufficiently high sensitivity is desirable. To determine the attenuation coefficient, a sufficiently large peak range is important. A limiting factor in the measurement setup is the distance, up to which reasonable measurements are possible. The strong attenuation prevents measurements at larger distances. This was already observed in the lab for small samples and low energy sources (Mayer, 2011).
8.5 Conclusions

During two winters we performed in situ wave speed and attenuation experiments on snow blocks of different geometries, cut out of the natural snowpack.

Experiments were performed using small solid explosive charges and hammers with a steel plate as source. We measured acceleration wave forms, amplitudes and wave arrival times at different distances from the source and different depths within the snowpack. From the signals we derived an energy equivalent which was then used to determine the attenuation of the wave energy parallel and perpendicular to the propagating main wave. Furthermore, we calculated the wave propagation speed through the snowpack from the arrival times.

The measured attenuation did not depend on snow density regardless of the direction of the measurement compared to the main propagation direction or the source. Within the investigated range of snow densities, the attenuation we measured corresponded to the attenuation of the slow wave within the ice pores which is in good agreement with earlier findings. However, increasing attenuation with increasing density was not observed. The attenuation does not correspond to the fast wave within the ice skeleton that is much less attenuated than our results suggest.

The attenuation using solid explosives was slightly stronger on average than for the experiments with a hammer. We assume that this result is mainly due to the effect of the spherical expansion caused by the solid explosive. However, the wave was not perfectly plane for the hammer experiments mainly due to the strong layering of the snowpack. This finding is supported by the fact that there was a wave component perpendicular to the main wave propagation direction caused by reflections. The attenuation measured under moist snow conditions was similar to the one under dry-snow conditions. Scatter was large, mainly for the experiments involving solid explosives. This was probably due to plastic effects caused by the strong solid explosive wave. Overall attenuations were in the range of 5 x 10^{-2} to 0.7 dB cm^{-1}. These values are in good agreement with previous studies which was almost exclusively performed under laboratory conditions. However, comparison with other studies is difficult due to different measuring techniques used resulting in the attenuation of different wave types. Independent of the measuring method, in all previous studies scatter was as well rather large. Our field experiments on the attenuation of waves within similar snowpack layers and through different layers are a good alternative to sophisticated laboratory experiments.
Although the measurements provided attenuation coefficients for entire (or parts of) snowpacks, the findings agreed well with laboratory experiments. The combination of laboratory experiments on homogeneous small scale samples and field experiments is a good way to understand the processes within a snowpack caused by wave propagation.

The densities in our experiments were in the range of earlier studies. The results suggest that we measured the speed of the fast wave through the ice skeleton. The wave propagation speeds were linearly dependent on snow density with increasing speeds for increasing snow densities. The values of constrained modulus derived from density and wave speed were in good agreement with earlier results also obtained with dynamic measuring methods. The modulus was on the order of 100 MPa for a snow density of about 250 kg m$^3$.

Our results suggest that the decay of the slow wave and the speed of the fast wave were measured. Although we only observed one major wave, this is not unreasonable. The arrival time difference at short distances is small, such that the different wave types are superimposed. Unfortunately, they cannot be distinguished with experiments using longer blocks as the waves are attenuated too strongly to be detected at far measuring locations.

The measured crack propagation speeds were in the range of earlier findings derived with different methods. The results show that crack propagation speeds can be measured with simple field methods. However, for snow blocks of the size of propagation saw tests, the PTV method is probably more accurate due to the more precise determination of the bending of the slab. Still, our method has potential, in particular to determine crack speeds at larger ranges, where the PTV method is not feasible. Some of the results indicate that the speed of the collapse wave as observed in the PST experiments with the PTV method might not be identical to the real crack propagation speed.

Our experimental results support previous findings that the effect of an explosion strongly decreases with depth within the snowpack and distance from the explosion as observed by Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4). The results pave the way for modeling wave propagation in snow which has shown to be difficult for large scale explosions.
9 Conclusions and outlook
9.1 Summary of conclusions

The aim of this study was to assess the effect of various artificial avalanche triggering methods by developing a measuring system, measuring wave propagation in snowpacks caused by explosions, and recording and evaluating failure due to explosions.

During three winter seasons we were able to collect and analyze a large dataset to address our objectives. In the following we summarize the findings first with regard to the three main objectives and then report other significant results.

(a) Develop measuring equipment and layout to assess the effect of explosions

We developed a modular data acquisition system for one to nine measuring locations with simultaneous data recording. The systems were robust but still handy enough to use one system at a time at remote field sites. Each system was built such that several acceleration sensors, microphones and other sensors could be used. Triggering was either performed manually or automatically. LEDs were used to indicate the trigger time to the cameras that monitored failure. Batteries were used to provide the systems with power and to reduce the number of cables. Data transmission was performed wirelessly or over network cables. Depending on the data transmission, only one or two different cables were required between the systems. Data was acquired using a simple laptop.

Depending on the needs, we used a different number of systems ranging from one for small scale experiments investigating crack propagation and attenuation to six plus three for days when we performed gas exploder and solid explosive experiments.

Biaxial sensors in foam cylinders were developed to measure snowpack accelerations in the snowpack. Air overpressure was measured using low-cost microphones. For the solid explosive experiments, the ignition signal was taken from the blast machine as zero time. The developed measuring layout proofed successful for the comparison of different types of explosions under repeatable and directly comparable conditions.

(b) Quantify wave propagation above and in a snowpack caused by explosions

In principal, we performed two types of experiments. First, we report on the small scale experiments to study wave propagation characteristics. Second, we describe our findings on the large scale experiments where we assessed the effect of explosions on a snowpack in view of artificial triggering of avalanches.

For the small scale experiments we adapted the above-described measuring equipment and layout. We conducted experiments at different test sites using solid explosives and hammers as sources to develop a measuring procedure. We measured accelerations and snowpack densities and performed experiments within layers of similar
snowpack characteristics and perpendicular to the snowpack layering. Using automatic picking, we determined the start of the signals and determined wave velocities depending on density. This method employing elastic waves is believed to be the only measurement yielding the true constrained modulus without any plastic deformation. Average wave speeds ranged between approx. 500 and 1000 m s\(^{-1}\) which corresponds to the speed of the longitudinal wave in the ice skeleton. We used the acceleration signals to derive wave attenuation within the snowpack for the first time in field experiments. We showed that we measured the amplitude of the slow wave in the pore space due to the strong attenuation but the speed of the fast wave in the ice skeleton. Attenuations were in the range of 0.1 to 1 dB cm\(^{-1}\) with no density dependency which is in good agreement with earlier studies. Due to the strong attenuation, measurements could not be performed at larger distances and hence the amplitude and shape of the fast wave could not be distinguished from the slow wave. The small scale measurements also yielded an exponential law to describe the constrained modulus with density. The values were high for low densities and in agreement with other measurements at higher densities in the range of a few hundred MPa also using pulse propagation. The small scale field experiments were a good supplement to complex lab experiments and bridge the gap between the lab and large scales.

Some of the small scale experiments were performed concurrently with experiments on the crack propagation propensity of the snowpack. We used our measuring equipment to measure the wave caused by crack propagation with accelerometers and picking of the start of the arriving wave. Crack propagation speeds slightly exceeded the speeds determined using particle tracking velocimetry with values in the range of 20 to 60 m s\(^{-1}\). For some tests the crack propagation speed was significantly higher than what had been reported so far in the range of a few hundred m s\(^{-1}\). The analysis of the signals showed that there were different waves measured. They were mainly superimposed but for some experiments a wave with a steep first flank was observed at the beginning of the signal. Based on these preliminary data, we suggest the signal included different processes: A wave corresponding to the advance of the crack in the weak layer and a second wave corresponding to the settling of the slab due to weak layer failure (collapse wave).

During three winter seasons we performed large scale experiments – at the scale of several tens of meters – using solid explosives and a mobile gas exploder at Hinterrhein. The results show the strong decay of the air pressure above a snowpack compared to other underlying materials. The accelerations and the derived parameters decayed strongly with distance from the point of explosion and depth within the snowpack with
values between $x^{-1}$ and $x^{-2}$ with stronger decays for the energies, where $x$ is the distance or the depth. Air pressure speeds exceeded the speed of sound in the vicinity of the explosion, i.e. up to around 20 m indicating a shock wave. Accelerations in the snowpack were in the region of a few hundred m s$^{-2}$ at close distances and depths down to approx. 1 to 2 m s$^{-2}$ at larger distances and depths. We performed the first experiments with a mobile prototype gas exploder running on oxygen and propane. This gas exploder caused a directed explosion similar to some types of operational avalanche control systems. The influence of the gas exploder incline on the air pressure above the snowpack was small. Within an angle of approx. 36° from the exploder axis, air pressures and snowpack accelerations did not decrease significantly with the angle from the exploder axis. At 90° from the exploder axis, air pressure values were smaller at shorter distances compared to the exploder axis but equaled those values at larger distances due to a less distinct decay. The analysis of these air pressure data revealed that the isolines of equal air pressure were elliptically-shaped close to the point of explosion and became circular-shaped at large distances (Appendix B). Air pressures and all derived parameters were similar for the different explosions comparing the maximum gas mass used to common solid explosive charge sizes. Accelerations and derived parameters were similar for the directed gas and spherical explosions. We developed scaling factors for the influence of charge and gas masses.

Furthermore, we recorded weak layer failure in snowpacks caused by explosive loading. We used high-speed cameras that had been applied for crack propagation measurements within the snow pits where we installed our acceleration sensors. Because of different snowpack conditions during two seasons we were able to observe two different kinds of snowpack failure. Due to the time delay between the arrival of the air pressure wave at the surface and the failure of the weak layer at the point of observation we concluded that one type of failure was caused by weak layer failure closer to the point of explosion and subsequent crack propagation. For the experiments where the failure was almost immediate after the arrival of the air pressure wave, it was clear that the failure had been caused directly by the air pressure wave hitting the snowpack close to the point of observation. The latter failure was mainly observed for stable snowpack conditions where the snowpack was not prone to crack propagation and up to a maximum distance of 20 m. The second scenario might be representative of the case when the absolute effect of an explosion is important to trigger a possible weak layer that is not present close to the point of explosion. The detection of failure was difficult due to the blowing snow and the strong air pressure caused by the explosion that slightly moved the cameras.
(c) Measure the effect of an explosion caused by operational avalanche control systems on snowpacks and ground

We performed measurements near an operational gas exploder to measure the air pressure and snowpack accelerations. The results agreed well with the flat field experiments in the exploder axis with similar air pressures in the range of several kPa. However, at 90° from the gas exploder axis, the decay was much stronger than in the field. The differences at the second axis were attributed to the fact that the terrain at the operational gas exploder was not uniform which influenced the air pressure wave propagation. The results obtained with this gas exploder are only representative for cases of similar topography. We therefore concluded that flat field experiments are the best solution to assess the general effect of artificial avalanche release avoiding the influence of the terrain. In addition, experiments on operational systems are very cumbersome and are not recommended further except to perform additional verification on uniform slopes.

Geophones installed in the ground at different distances from an operational gas exploder were used to assess whether an avalanche can be triggered by ground accelerations. Ground accelerations and the derived parameters were small compared to accelerations within the snowpack measured during the flat field experiments. Maximum ground accelerations were in the range of 10 to 0.01 m s⁻². The decay with distance of the ground accelerations was stronger than observed for the accelerations within snow as measured in flat field experiments. Scatter was large depending on the depth of the snowpack which has a strong influence on attenuation. The main ground acceleration amplitudes were caused by the wave travelling through the air and the snowpack rather than through the foundation and directly through the ground. We concluded that at distances where avalanches may be triggered by the air pressure wave transferred onto the snowpack, the ground accelerations were insufficient to be relevant for avalanche triggering – unless the stability of the snowpack is so poor that any given additional load may trigger an avalanche. The installation of the sensors on rock and soil showed the strong attenuation behavior of soil and hence the lower probability of failure within a snowpack above soil rather than rock due to ground accelerations.
In addition to the main objectives, other interesting findings can be reported:

(a) **Comparison of solid explosives (Appendix A)**

Due to the change of the solid explosive type used in fixed avalanche control installations from Alpinit to Riomon T1 during this project, we had to perform comparison tests between the solid explosives to ensure that the results of our main experimental series were applicable to new solid explosives. Although the solid explosives’ specifications differed slightly, the results obtained with the different solid explosives were in very good agreement. This could even be confirmed for experiments performed during different winters with different snowpack conditions. In summary, no significant difference was found between the effects of the two types of solid explosives.

(b) **Modeling of wave propagation (Appendix E)**

We compared the results of our experiments to a complex model where we provided the data and part of the discussion. The complex model performed fair. Still there were some issues mainly due to the snowpack properties used for the model: Whereas the wave forms measured agreed well with the modeled waveform of the slow wave in the pore space, the amplitudes of the accelerations were significantly overestimated by the model. The reason probably is the parameterization, based on density only, of the mechanical properties of snow needed to solve the Biot’s equations.
9.2 Outlook

Whereas the thesis presents new and important findings on the effect of explosions and wave propagation within snowpacks, we suggest the following points to be considered for future research:

1) Improving the measurement equipment
   - The wireless connection only worked flawlessly during the first main experimental series at the field site of Hinterrhein. During later experiments the network often malfunctioned probably due to interference with local networks. This was the reason for changing to network cables. To simplify the experiments and the need for cables, it would be desirable to set up a fast and stable wireless connection between the data acquisition systems.
   - For the solid explosive experiments we were able to determine the start point of the explosion using the trigger impulse. This did not work for the gas exploder experiments as the ignition of the spark plug was delayed and as it was not clear whether the gas mixture was triggered with the first ignition.
   - In addition, we planned to investigate the accuracy of the measuring system using a shaker table. Unfortunately, no suitable shaker table could be organized for this study. It would be of interest to assess the simultaneity of the system and the performance of the microphones and the accelerometers.
   - The data acquisition system should be built smaller and handier for small scale field experiments at remote locations for which the systems were not initially designed.
   - The cameras used were chosen to record high frame rates at low costs with the possibility of triggering the cameras wirelessly. As the wireless connection did not work over the required distance as opposed to the camera specifications, cameras are needed that have a high frame rate and can be triggered over the data acquisition system.

2) Additional experiments
   - Additional large scale experiments under unstable snowpack conditions and less dense snowpacks would be of interest to assess weak layer failure and the influence of low-density snow on wave propagation in more detail.
   - It would be ideal to have measurements at the back of the gas exploder and at angles where experiments were obstructed due to the counterweights. However, this would require a different anchoring of the gas exploder and a different suspension to have an undisturbed snowpack at the back of the exploder.
   - The gas mass measurement and calculation should be assessed in more detail as we observed gas volumes that were exceeding the actual pipe size. More detailed
measurements or calculations are required. Sensors as flow meters were not an option due to the required extremely fast response time and the resulting high costs.

- Small scale experiments should be performed under snowpack conditions where large parts of the snowpack are uniform including similar densities and grain types.
- Additional small scale experiments are desirable with many acceleration sensors and possibly load sensors as a basis for understanding stresses and stability in more detail.
- To investigate the different wave types we observed in crack propagation experiments, it would be advantageous to perform additional experiments also on longer snow beams to investigate whether these two wave types can be detected for all experiments and whether the wave with the steep flank is travelling faster and can be measured at the wave front at larger distances.

3) Modeling

- Now that experimental data are available, the next big and most important step is to assess the effect of the explosions on snowpack stability. This has to be done using numerical models, as wave propagation in snow is fairly complex. Many FE models did not work due to the following reasons: All models lacked the probability of modeling wave propagation in porous media unless the differential equations are integrated by the user. The models using continua were lacking good possibilities to implement wave dependent damping and were only able to predict one wave type. However, the longitudinal wave of the second kind might be the most important for stability considerations which would again justify the use of a continuum. A special FE code for explosions encountered issues with modeling a low density and low strength material such as snow. The porous model described before works with some limitations as the implementation of more complex geometries is difficult and the model is not ideal to model an explosion. It is clear that a suitable model requires simplifications of the problem. Yet it is not known which approach is the best. An ordinary FE code would be preferred as this would also give the opportunity to engineering consultants to perform calculations before installing expensive fixed avalanche control installations.

- The additional small scale experiments mentioned above should be used to investigate stability and snowpack stresses more accurately.
Appendix A  Comparison of solid explosives
A.1 Introduction

During the flat field experiments at the study site of Hinterrhein, we tested solid solid explosives as commonly used in fixed avalanche control installations and for conventional charges. During the winter season 2013-2014, when the main experiments using solid explosives were performed with different charge sizes and elevations, the solid explosive Alpinit was the only solid explosive used in fixed avalanche control installations. Alpinit is a slurry explosive. For different reasons, the solid explosive type was changed for the winter season of 2014-2015. Since then, Riomon T1, a powder explosive is used in remote avalanche control systems. It was therefore required to compare the effect of the different solid explosives to evaluate whether the tests from the first and the following winters could be analyzed jointly.

A.2 Specifications of solid explosives

Riomon T1 and Alpinit are two different solid explosives regarding their chemical properties: Whereas Alpinit is a slurry with some moistness, Riomon T1 is a powder explosive that is dry. The two solid explosives differ slightly in their explosives’ properties (Table A-1). Alpinit has a slightly higher density, a higher detonation speed and a higher explosive heat per kg. This should result in a higher energy release per time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explosive name</th>
<th>Riomon T1</th>
<th>Alpinit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explosive type</td>
<td>Powder</td>
<td>Slurry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explosive density (kg m$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>1’100</td>
<td>1’200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explosive heat (kJ kg$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>4’082</td>
<td>5’610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detonation speed (m s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>4’600</td>
<td>4’900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A.3 Test procedure

During the experiments where the effect of solid explosives on the snowpack was tested (Simioni et al., 2015; cf. Chap. 4), the two different solid explosives were compared. This was done during the period when the old solid explosive (Alpinit) was still on stock and the new solid explosive (Riomon T1) was already available. The two solid explosives were not delivered in exactly same charge sizes. Resizing the charges to equal masses was not feasible. The geometries of the charges were very similar, both capsule-shaped with similar lengths. The lengths ranged between 420 and 460 mm and the diameter between 75 and 110 mm. We used similar charge sizes of different explosives for consecutive shots to be able to compare the explosives under similar conditions. The results were
scaled with the cube root of the charge size according to Cooper (1996) and Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4). For consecutive shots, the charges were placed at the same elevation.

### A.4 Data and results

We performed more than 30 experiments with the different solid explosives on the same days. From these experiments, we obtained 9 acceptable air pressure measurements at different distances from the point of explosion with the explosive Alpinit and 19 with the explosive Riomon T1. From the air pressure signal, we calculated the frequency content, the steepest increase of the air pressure per time and an equivalent of the energy of the air pressure wave according to Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4), Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5) and Simioni et al. (2016e; cf. Chap. 8). The results were used to fit power law relations for the different measures with the scaled distance from the point of explosion as in e.g. Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4).

In addition, we compared the results of the different solid explosives over two different seasons with different snowpacks. We used the results from the first main experimental season 2013-2014 Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) and the results were we compared the solid explosive effect to the effect of a gas exploder on flat terrain during the winter 2015-2016.

The maximum air pressure showed similar signals for the two different explosives for two consecutive tests (Fig. A–1). The frequency content of the air pressure signal was very similar for two consecutive tests (Fig. A–2).

![Fig. A–1: Example of the air pressure signal for two consecutive tests using (a) Alpinit and (b) Riomon T1. Data from 17 Feb 2015, tests #3 and #4.](image)
A.4 Data and results

The decay of the different measures with distance from the point of explosion was similar for the test series dedicated to the comparison of the different solid explosives (Table A-2, Fig. A–3, Fig. A–4 and Fig. A–5). Whereas the maximum air pressure and the equivalent of the wave energy showed small scatter, there was larger scatter observed in the data of the maximum increase per time $(dP/dt)_{\text{max}}$.

Table A-2: Power law coefficients for the different solid explosives determined from specific test series to compare different solid explosives during the winter 2014-2015 for the maximum air pressure $(p_{\text{max}})$, the steepest increase of the air pressure per time $(dP/dt)_{\text{max}}$ and the energy equivalent of the air pressure wave.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Riomon T1</th>
<th>Alpinit</th>
<th>Riomon T1</th>
<th>Alpinit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(dP/dt)_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>8.44</td>
<td>9.15</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>2.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>energy</td>
<td>7.91</td>
<td>7.85</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>2.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. A–2: Example of the air pressure frequency content for two consecutive tests using (a) Alpinit and (b) Riomon T1. Data from 17 Feb 2015, tests #3 and #4.

Fig. A–3: Comparison of the decay of the maximum air pressure for (a) Alpinit and (b) Riomon T1 for the test days in winter season 2014-2015.
A.4 Data and results

The results compared between the two different seasons showed larger differences than for the dedicated measuring series, but are still in good agreement (Table A-3).

Table A-3: Power law coefficients for the different solid explosives determined from the main experimental series during the winter 2013-2014 (Alpinit) and 2015-2016 (Riomon) for the maximum air pressure ($p_{\text{max}}$), the steepest increase of the air pressure per time ($p_{\text{diff}}$) and the energy equivalent of the air pressure wave.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Alpinit</th>
<th>Riomon T1</th>
<th>Alpinit</th>
<th>Riomon T1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>5.61</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{\text{diff}}$</td>
<td>8.57</td>
<td>9.30</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>energy</td>
<td>8.05</td>
<td>8.12</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>2.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results showed that although there are differences between the two solid explosives’ properties, the differences in the recorded air pressure are very small, i.e. the agreement between the different solid explosives is extremely good. For the dedicated test series, the power law coefficients are almost equal. For the other comparison, the power law coefficients were very similar. The strong effect of the snowpack on the pressure wave propagation seemed to mask the effect of the different solid explosive types and even the differences in charge elevation. Differences
in the snowpack as observed between the winters of 2013-2014 and 2015-2016 did only result in small differences in the recorded air pressure response. The only differences – within the same type of solid explosives – were observed for the maximum increase of the air pressure per time. The reason for this is unclear.

A.5 Conclusion

We performed comparison tests with different solid explosives since the type of solid explosives used in fixed avalanche control installations changed in the course of our study. The results showed that there was no significant difference between the different solid explosives used although their specifications slightly differ. The fitted power law relations showed that the decay of the maximum air pressure, the steepest increase of the air pressure per time and the equivalent of the air pressure energy were very similar for consecutive tests performed on the same day and still similar for experiments performed on different test days. The reason is probably that the influence of the snowpack properties on the attenuation of the air pressure wave above snow is so large that the small differences between the two types of solid explosives become unimportant.
Appendix B  Air pressure isolines
B.1 Introduction

In Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) and Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5) we investigated the effect of an unconfined explosion using solid explosives and a direct gas explosion. The aim was to derive the air pressure and the effect within the snowpack at different distances from the point of explosion and different depths within the snowpack. We reported that experimentally the effect of a directed gas exploder did not change within a forward cone with an aperture of approx. 70°. This angle was limited by the counterweights of the gas exploder. To overcome this problem we performed experiments above bare ground in the gas exploder axis and along an axis at 89° from the exploder axis which was not feasible under conditions with a snowpack. We used these results to derive isolines of equal pressure above the snowpack to compare the affected area of different types of explosions.

B.2 Methods

For the solid explosive, the method was straight-forward: We used the power law relation describing the decay of the maximum air pressure with distance from the point of explosion. The plot of this relation at any given angle resulted in isolines around the explosion.

For the gas exploder results, the method was more complex: We calculated the relation between the air pressure above bare ground with distance along the gas exploder axis and the second axis at 89°. Although the decay of the air pressure is significantly different between conditions with snow and bare ground, the relation between the air pressures at different angles from the exploder axis is assumed to be identical, as the snowpack properties should not be anisotropic in the two different horizontal directions. The relation derived above bare ground was then used to calculate the air pressure above snow at 89° from the air pressure above snow along the exploder axis. Together with the maximum angle at which we measured above snow, we derived air pressure data in a horizontal plane with the decaying air pressures with distance from the point of explosion. We used an interpolation of simple complexity (function ‘griddata’ implemented in Matlab 2013b). Using a less complex interpolation method resulted in unrealistic isolines, functions of higher complexity did not show satisfying results because of the few data points available.

B.3 Data and results

The fits of the maximum air pressure for the gas explosion from Simioni et al. (2016c; cf. Chap. 5) were used to describe the decay of the air pressure with distance from the point of explosion (Table B-1: Power law coefficients a and b of the maximum air pressure above snow derived from the experiments using the mobile gas exploder along the exploder axis (0°) and the largest angle from the exploder axis investigated (36°). and Table B-2). We used 1.9 kg gas, the maximum mass, and
4.8 kg solid explosives for the comparison as this gas mass correspond best with a 4.8 kg charge that is often employed in fixed avalanche control systems. The smaller parameter $a$ along the axis at $89^\circ$ led to lower air pressures close to the point of explosion. However, also the parameter $b$ was smaller along this axis which then led to a circular isoline at some distance. This means that close to the point of explosion, the isolines were oval-shaped (Fig. B–1) assuming a lower effect at the back of the exploder as observed during the experiments on the operational gas exploder Simioni et al. (2016d; cf. Chap. 6). At larger distances, the isolines were almost circular-shaped and corresponded to the shape of an unconfined explosion (Fig. B–2). Far from the point of explosion, there was a dent in the isoline at $36^\circ$ from the exploder axis. This is due to the fact that the values at $89^\circ$ were derived from the relation above bare ground.

Table B-1: Power law coefficients $a$ and $b$ of the maximum air pressure above snow derived from the experiments using the mobile gas exploder along the exploder axis (0°) and the largest angle from the exploder axis investigated (36°).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$a$</th>
<th>$b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0°</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36°</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B-2: Power law coefficients $a$ and $b$ of the maximum air pressure above bare ground derived from the experiments using the mobile gas exploder along the exploder axis (0°) and the largest angle from the exploder axis investigated (89°). The last row (89°/0°) gives the power law for the relation between the two axes. Note the negative sign of $b$ in the last row due to the definition of the power law ($p = 10^a \cdot x^{-b}$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$a$</th>
<th>$b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0°</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89°</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89°/0°</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B.4 Conclusion

Based on the results of the gas exploder and the solid explosive experiments we determined the area affected with at least a certain air pressure. We showed that for the gas exploder, the isolines of maximum air pressure were oval-shaped up to a certain distance (about 80 m) and then circular-shaped as experienced with unconfined solid explosives. As the accelerations and other parameters may well be approximated with the decay of the maximum air pressure (Simioni et al., 2016c; cf. Chap. 5), these results also give an idea on the impact of the air pressure wave within the snowpack.

It is crucial to know that the absolute maximum air pressure value at a certain distance from the point of explosion is in most avalanche situations not the most critical parameter. To release an avalanche, weak layer failure and subsequent crack propagation are required (cf. Chap. 1). It is therefore sufficient in many situations to fail a weak layer at a shorter distance from the point of

---

Fig. B–1: Topview of the isolines indicating the maximum air pressure from the experiments with a gas exploder scaled for a gas mass of 1.9 kg (largest shot). The X-axis (unscaled) is oriented in the direction of the gas exploder axis and is the symmetry axis. The gas exploder is located in the bottom left of the figure. Values to the back are not given as no measurements could be performed at the back of the gas exploder.

Fig. B–2: Topview of the isolines indicating the maximum air pressure from the experiments with solid explosives scaled for a solid explosive charge of 4.8 kg Riomon T1. The isolines are circular-shaped. The charge is located in the bottom left of the figure. X- and Y-axes (unscaled) are symmetry axes.
explosion. In some situations the snowpack may not be prone to crack propagation at short but at larger distances or a remote snowpack may be detached from the snowpack around the explosion due to rocks or other terrain features. In these cases, the absolute values of the maximum air pressure or one of its derivatives at a large distance may be decisive. However, the impact beyond 100 m is rather small (surface air pressure < 400 Pa) and likely not sufficient to trigger an avalanche except under very unstable conditions – when typically the spatial variations in stability at the slope scale are not particularly large. Hence, additional points of explosion may be required.
Appendix C  Assessing weak layer failure and changes in snowpack properties due to avalanche control by explosives
C.1 Introduction

Abstract

Avalanche control by explosives is among the key temporary preventive measures and today fixed avalanche control installations are widely used. Hitherto, little is known about the effect of a blast onto the snow cover. In order to optimize charge location and type it is important to know what the processes caused by an applied load from an air blast wave onto the snow cover are and whether a weak layer is likely to fracture. In the winter 2012-2013 we performed first field experiments on a flat site with a rather uniform snow cover. Cameras located in snow pits capturing the pit wall allowed for recording the blast wave and detecting possible weak layer failure. Accelerometers were used to record the waves penetrating and propagating through the snowpack. Accelerations were strongly attenuated with depth within short distances in the wet snow cover. Consecutive tests did not influence acceleration amplitudes. The video images suggest that the crack initiated near the detonation point and propagated from there to the location of observation (snow pit). The weak layer did not appear to fracture due to the direct impact of the air pressure wave penetrating the snowpack at the snow pit location.

C.1 Introduction

Avalanche control by explosives is among the key temporary preventive measures. An explosion may trigger an avalanche due to the air pressure wave penetrating the snowpack or by ground accelerations. A weak layer can fail due to one of these mechanisms. Past experiments show that blasts above the snow surface are most effective in triggering avalanches (Gubler, 1977). With a charge position above the snow cover, accelerations within the snowpack increase significantly with increasing height of the detonation point as reported by Bones et al. (2012) for short distances from the blast. An air pressure wave reaching the snow surface is partly transferred into the snowpack. Biot’s theory indicates that there exist different types of waves within the snow cover and that impedance of a snow cover and the adjacent atmosphere have similar values for low density snow (Johnson, 1982). Air pressure waves penetrate a dry snow cover almost unchanged whereas amplitudes are strongly attenuated under wet snow conditions (Gubler, 1977). Recent numerical modelling confirms past experimental findings such as blast height influence and provide insight into probable snowpack response and failure mechanism (Miller et al., 2011).

The effectiveness of avalanche control depends on the stresses and strain rates caused by the penetrating waves and on snow stability, i.e. the slab and weak layer properties at the time of applying the control method.

van Herwijnen et al. (2008) showed that particle tracking velocimetry allows to record and characterise fracture behaviour of a weak layer.
The aim of this study was to characterise weak layer failure and wave propagation within the snowpack caused by detonation of an explosive charge and to improve our understanding of the processes that cause fracture. We installed video cameras, if available with high speed recording, within snow pits at different distances from an explosion in a plane in order to record possible weak layer failure by avalanche control during two test days in February and April with dry and wet snow conditions, respectively. In addition, we used accelerometers to characterise the waves penetrating the snowpack.

C.2 Methods

C.2.1 Study site

The avalanche control experiments were performed at the military firing range in Hinterrhein (Switzerland) at an elevation of 1680 m a.s.l. (Fig. C–1). The plane, level field was chosen to allow repeated measurements under similar snow conditions. The study site is suitable for performing experiments with different avalanche control methods in parallel with short time delay.

Inclined slopes would not allow for such tests because of the avalanche danger when entering the site to install measuring equipment and because of the potential loss of measuring equipment in the case of triggering an avalanche.

During winter 2012-2013, snow depth at the nearby observation station Splügen usually was below average and reached 70 cm on the test days at the firing range. Manual profiles including density measurements were taken on the days of the experiments, as well as SMP profiles.
C.2 Methods

C.2.2 Explosive charges, detonator and triggering

A widely employed explosive in avalanche control in Switzerland and in particular in fixed avalanche control installations was used for this tests (Table C–1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table C-1: Explosive characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explosive name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explosive type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explosive mass (kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explosion heat (kJ/kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detonation velocity (m s(^{-1}))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Electric detonators were used for these experiments for safety reasons instead of pyrotechnic detonators that are otherwise commonly used.

Charges were mounted on a pole approximately 1.5 m above the snow surface which is below the height of best effectiveness for explosions above the snow surface (Gubler, 1977; Johnson et al., 1994).

C.2.3 Measuring equipment

Snow pits were dug at different distances from the detonation point, slightly offset in order to not disturb wave propagation caused by the preceding snow pit.

Commercially available SLR and compact cameras with acquisition rates between 24 and 250 frames per second were installed in snow pits aiming at the pit wall parallel to the direction of the propagating pressure wave (Fig. C–2). The cameras were triggered manually.
C.3 Results and Discussion

Fig. C–2: Snow pit showing measuring equipment, direction of air pressure wave with velocity c and a stability test to assess crack propagation propensity.

Acceleration sensors or geophones were buried at different distances from the detonation point at different depths within the snow cover to measure snow accelerations or snow displacement velocities, respectively. A microphone was used for one series of experiments to measure air pressure at the snow surface. Data acquisition was performed with National Instruments cDAQ systems (Fig. C–2).

Snow micro-penetrometer (SMP) measurements (Schneebeli and Johnson, 1998) were performed before and after the experiments along a line starting from the detonation point in a certain interval. However, due to malfunctioning of the instrument and possibly effects of small scale spatial variability, no results can be reported here.

C.2.4 Processing of the data

The movies allowed to qualitatively assess weak layer fracture and its cause.

Displacements, displacement velocities, accelerations and frequency contents were determined from the accelerometer and geophone data.

C.3 Results and Discussion

During winter 2012-2013, a total of six tests were performed, mainly to evaluate the measuring layout and equipment.

Three tests were performed under dry snow conditions using geophones for all tests and video acquisition with one camera for one test. Geophones were placed at 50 m and a camera at 25 m from the explosion for one test.

Three tests on one day were performed under wet snow conditions using accelerometers, a microphone and three cameras placed in snow pits at distances ranging from 26 to 50 m from the blast. These tests were performed consecutively at the same position.

C.3.1 Snow accelerations

Accelerations from the tests under wet snow conditions showed decay of the amplitude with depth within the snow cover following a power law and were strongly attenuated which is in agreement with results reported by Gubler (1977). Amplitudes were attenuated by as much as 88% within a distance of 0.3 m (Fig. C–3).
Consecutive testing at the same detonation point did not have a significant influence on the measured accelerations within the snow cover at distances between 26 and 50 m in agreement with Gubler (personal communication). A blast 1.5 m above the snow surface only produced a small crater of a few centimetres in depth close to the detonation point. There was no visible plastic deformation at the distances of the snow pits and accelerometers. The snowpack at these distances did not experience plastic deformation that could influence the signal of consecutive blasts. There was large plastic deformation in case of a weak layer fracture, but this could not be seen in the signal.

C.3.2 Weak layer failure

The acquired video for dry snow conditions at a distance of 26 m from the blast revealed that the weak layer did not fracture due to the direct impact of the air pressure wave on the snow surface which caused the loose snow on the surface to be blown away. The weak layer fractured with a time delay after the arrival of this wave. We assume that the stress wave penetrating the snowpack near the detonation point caused the fracture of the weak layer which then propagated along the weak layer. In other words, we assume that the fracture observed in the snow pit was not caused by direct impact of the stress wave penetrating the snowpack at the location of the snow pit but by crack propagation through the weak layer. Typical crack propagation velocities in snow are 20 to 40 m s\(^{-1}\) (Birkeland and van Herwijnen, 2012) whereas the air pressure wave travels at supersonic speed close to the detonation point and as an elastic wave at sonic speed at distances at which our measuring equipment was installed.

For the tests under wet snow conditions three cameras were installed at distances ranging from 15 to 50 m from the detonation point (Fig. C–2). The effect of fracture time delay after the
arrival of the air pressure wave could not be shown for these experiments since the arrival of the air pressure wave did not cause any visible snow transport (due to the wet snow conditions) and the microphone that was installed in one of the snow pits was not synchronised in time with the camera. The videos only allow for a qualitative interpretation whether the weak layer had fractured at this distance or not.

The first explosion caused a slab fracture at 25 m and no fracture at further distances. The second explosion caused a fracture (resulting in the collapse of the weak layer) at 15 m and no fracture at larger distances. No camera was installed at 15 m for the first test. The weak layer did either not fracture during the first test, the slab changed within the delay of one hour from first to second test due to wetting, the weak layer did not collapse totally during the first test or the missing support of the slab at the side of the snow pit for the second test had an influence on fracturing.

Particle tracking velocimetry could not be applied possibly due to movement of the camera and distortion of the picture, and due to snow particles blown into the visual field of the camera.

C.4 Summary

We installed accelerometers, geophones and cameras within snow pits in order to characterise wave propagation and weak layer failure within the snow cover on a flat study plot.

Accelerations were strongly attenuated with depth within short distances in the wet snow cover. Consecutive tests did not influence acceleration amplitudes.

The video images suggest that the crack initiated near the detonation point and propagated from there to the location of observation (snow pit). The weak layer did not appear to fracture due to the direct impact of the air pressure wave penetrating the snowpack at the snow pit location.

In the future, we plan to monitor changes in snowpack properties, in particular in density and snow layer thickness before and after an explosion.
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Appendix D  Field experiments on weak layer failure and crack propagation due to explosions

Abstract

Avalanche control by explosives is among the key temporary preventive measures and fixed avalanche control installations are frequently installed today. Hitherto, little is known about weak layer failure and crack propagation due to an explosion. In the winter 2013-2014 we performed field experiments on a flat study site. We triggered slurry explosive charges ranging from 4.25 to 5 kg as used in avalanche control at different heights above the snow surface. At three different distances from the point of explosion we measured surface air pressure and accelerations within the snowpack at various depths. Cameras were placed in the snow pits for recording weak layer failure and crack propagation and to monitor the snowpack deformation by particle tracking velocimetry. We assessed whether weak layer failure occurred and if so whether it was caused by crack propagation or the direct impact of the air pressure wave above the point of observation (pit). We compared these results to the data recorded by the accelerometers and microphones to obtain magnitudes required to cause weak layer failure in a given snowpack. First results show loading conditions using explosives required to fail a weak layer given a certain snowpack.

D.1 Introduction

Avalanche control by explosives is among the key temporary measures and fixed avalanche control installations are frequently installed and successfully used today. Pressure waves originating at the point of detonation propagate through the air and are partly transferred into the snowpack. The latter propagate through the ice lattice and the pore space and are supposed to cause weak layers to fail so that an avalanche releases.

In order to assess whether an explosion had an effect on snowpack stability, one has to know whether a possible weak layer has failed. As weak layer failure is associated with collapse (e.g. van Herwijnen et al., 2010), failure can be determined by evaluating vertical snowpack displacement. Snowpack deformation caused by explosions can either be measured by sensors buried in the snowpack (Bones et al., 2012; Gubler, 1977; Simioni and Schweizer, 2013; cf. Appendix C) or by particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) using video cameras (van Herwijnen et al., 2010). These methods usually require a snow pit for device installation but allow for high frequency real-time measurement of the dynamic deformation. A penetration profile acquired with a high resolution snow micro-penetrometer (SMP) would allow for semi non-destructive measurements (Schneebeli and Johnson, 1998) but only just before and after the explosion. Assuming a linear-elastic constitutive behavior of the snowpack, compressional stresses can easily be calculated (Kolsky, 1953) as previously shown by Gubler (1977).

Displacement can either be caused by weak layer failure leading to collapse or snow compaction due to the impact of the explosion. Acceleration sensors and particle tracking...
velocimetry are restricted to certain points within the snowpack or at the pit wall, respectively. However, whether weak layer failure occurred or not, can simply be determined by visual inspection of the PTV camera images.

The aim of this study was to compare accelerometer data and PTV images during explosions. Furthermore, it was intended to qualitatively assess weak layer failure. From these results loading conditions required to fail a weak layer given a certain snowpack when using explosives were estimated.

D.2 Methods

D.2.1 Study site
The military firing range in Hinterrhein (Switzerland) was used for the experiments. It is characterized by various plane level study sites at an elevation of 1680 m a.s.l. with a rather uniform snowpack.

Snow depth at the nearby snow observation station of Splügen was above average for the period of the experiments in winter 2013-2014. Snow depth at the study plot reached 180 cm on the test day investigated.

D.2.2 Explosive charges, triggering
An explosive charge usually used in fixed avalanche control installations in Switzerland was employed for these experiments. The slurry explosive charges, ranging from 4.25 to 5 kg were put directly on the snow surface or fixed to a pole elevated between 1 and 3 m above the snow surface to achieve best effectiveness (Gubler, 1976; Johnson et al., 1994). The charges were triggered by electronic detonators.

D.2.3 Measuring equipment
In order to install the measuring equipment, snow pits (usually 3) were dug at different distances from the point of explosion.

Accelerometers were installed by introducing them from the pit wall at different distances from ground zero and at different depths into the snowpack. Microphones were placed at the snow surface to measure the air pressure resulting from the explosion. Data acquisition was automatically triggered at the time of the explosion.

Cameras manufactured by GoPro were placed inside the snow pits and used in high speed mode to record the pit wall which was equipped with markers. This allowed for recording the displacement within the snowpack.

A manual profile was taken in one of the snow pits. Density was measured in each snow pit using a capacitive sensor (Denoth, 1989).
D.2.4 Failure initiation
One can discriminate between weak layer failure due to crack propagation and due to the direct impact of the air pressure wave at the location of observation due to different wave propagation velocities and a resulting time delay. Crack propagation happens at much lower speed than propagation of the air pressure wave through the atmosphere with subsequent propagation through the snowpack to the weak layer (Birkeland and van Herwijnen, 2012; Gubler, 1977; Simioni and Schweizer, 2013).

D.2.5 Failure mechanism and identification
The air pressure resulting from an explosion hits the snowpack with a positive and a negative pulse which lead to corresponding loading of the snowpack. During the positive compressive pulse, a weak layer will fail if the compressive strength or rather the shear strength are exceeded (Simioni et al., 2014b). The negative peak stresses will be lower than the positive maximum stresses and in most cases not cause failure.

Assessing the video stills of an experiment allowed to identify whether there had happened weak layer failure or not.

D.2.6 Deformation and loading
Accelerations were directly measured by the installed accelerometers. Displacement velocities and displacements were derived by integration. Air pressure was measured with the installed microphones at the snow surface.

Stresses were calculated assuming a linear elastic material behavior. This is a strong simplification of the complex wave propagation behavior in snow which would be described most accurately by Biot’s theory (Johnson, 1982). We measured density $\rho$ at different depths within the snowpack. We derived the wave propagation velocity $c_p$ inside the snowpack based on the wave arrival times at two vertically separated sensors in a pit. The elastic modulus $E$ can then be obtained:

$$E = c_p^2 \rho.$$  

Normal stresses were calculated using the relation

$$\sigma = \frac{v_{\text{disp}}}{c_p} E$$

where $v_{\text{disp}}$ is the displacement velocity (Kolsky, 1953).

D.3 Results and discussion
We performed 37 experiments during the winter 2013-2014. In the following, we mainly present the exemplary results of one experiment (25 February 2014). However, the qualitative observations we report have been observed in several experiments.
D.3 Results and discussion

D.3.1 Weak layer failure

Snow depth in the study area was considerably above average and contributed to good snowpack stability without persistent weak layers (Schweizer and Wiesinger, 2001). Nevertheless, weak layer failure could be recorded at distances close to the explosion and in near-surface layers, especially with new snow conditions.

During the negative impulse of the wave, weak layers and the above snowpack were lifted if failure happened in layers close to the surface and at observation points close to the explosion, e.g. below the new snow. This allowed for clear identification of failure. If failure happened in deeper snowpack layers, the failure could usually still be identified due to the sudden displacement of the snowpack above the weak layer.

![Fig. D–1: Snow pit wall with a) markers, b) holes for accelerometers, c) weak layer (failure). The snowpack above the weak layer c) was lifted due to the negative pressure impulse.](image)

Although loading was higher due to larger charges and measuring closer to the point of explosion compared to the preceding season (Simioni and Schweizer, 2013; cf. Appendix C), no crack propagation through the weak layer triggered close to the detonation point could be observed during the experiments. Crack propagation was likely not observed since the snowpack was stable and no prominent weak layer was present. Failure mainly happened below the uppermost layer consisting of new snow or decomposed and fragmented precipitation particles.

In order to release an avalanche, slab and weak layer must be prone to crack propagation (Reuter et al., 2013). Crack initiation is expected to occur close to the detonation point where the impact is largest. If near the detonation point no suitable slab and weak layer combination exists so that crack propagation cannot occur, a running crack may still be initiated further from the detonation point where the snowpack is more prone to propagation. In that case it is important to know whether the impact of the air pressure wave at the point of observation is still large enough to cause weak layer failure and subsequent crack propagation.
D.3.2 Air pressure

Air pressure at the investigated pit showed the distinct shape of a blast wave, with a positive peak pressure of 17.5 kPa and a negative peak of -5.34 kPa at a distance of 12 m from the point of explosion.

D.3.3 Accelerations

The accelerations reached 135 m s\(^{-2}\) at the uppermost accelerometer. These values decreased significantly with depth down to 28 m s\(^{-2}\) for the lowest sensor around 80 cm below the snow surface. The vertical acceleration at the depth of the failed weak layer was derived by extrapolation of the lower sensors and reached 270 m s\(^{-2}\).

D.3.4 Stresses

The elastic modulus, calculated with measured densities and propagation velocities, was in the range of 60 to 90 MPa, i.e. high – as expected for an estimate derived from a highly dynamic loading experiment.

Fig. D–2: Density and corresponding elastic modulus vs snow depth. The green line indicates linear fit to density.

In our experiment, the weak layer failure occurred approximately 12 cm below the snow surface. The uppermost accelerometer was buried 19 cm below the surface. The peak normal stress at 19 cm was 8.8 kPa. This value is rather low compared to typical values of compressive strength but above tensile strength of snow (Shapiro et al., 1997). Slightly higher, at the depth of the weak layer, the compressive stresses were probably larger. However, as shear stresses could not be determined, it is not possible to say whether the respective strength was exceeded. Deeper in the snowpack, layers generally have higher density and higher strength, if there are no persistent weak layers, and the stresses calculated in these layers were low and hence likely insufficient to cause failure.
However, other experiments with larger charges, in closer distance to the point of explosion and/or different elevation of the charge did cause failure of layers deeper in the snowpack.

So far we could not calculate the shear stresses since we were unable to determine the shear waves and their amplitudes in the accelerometer signal as the measurements were performed very close to the detonation point and the shear wave was not delayed sufficiently so that the different wave modes could be separated.

D.4 Summary

We performed experiments to assess the impact of an explosion on the snowpack. We measured air pressure, accelerations and monitored the snow pit wall with cameras to detect failure and derive loads required to fail a weak layer.

We detected failure below a layer of recently fallen snow by evaluating the camera stills. For the single experiment analysed here, we observed that the surface layer was lifted up – indicating failure between the surface layer and the underlying snowpack. Normal compressive stress was about 9 kPa, i.e. within the order of magnitude of compressive strength. Close to the surface, the compressive stresses were in the order of magnitude of the surface air pressures.

In the next winter, we will perform experiments again if possible under more unstable snowpack conditions, and plan to compare the effect of different kinds of explosions.
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Appendix E  Field measurements and modeling of wave induced weak layer failure due to an explosion

Abstract

Little is known about the mechanisms involved when triggering avalanches artificially by explosions. Here we test the hypothesis that weak layer failure is mainly initiated by wave induced stresses exceeding the strength of the specific layer. We therefore performed experiments with explosives on a flat study site in winter 2013-2014 in wet and dry snowpacks. At three different distances from the point of explosion we measured surface air pressure and accelerations within the snowpack at various depths. We evaluated snow density and dielectric properties with conventional methods in snow profiles and used this information together with empirical relationships to build a Biot-type porous model of the snowpack. Acoustic wave propagation was simulated by solving Biot’s equations numerically with a pseudo-spectral approach. Failure in the snowpack was modelled if compressional and shear stresses exceeded the strength limits for the corresponding snow density. Modelled failure locations were compared to the actual appearance of fractures in the field measurements. The results are a promising step towards models including more complex geometries which will help to improve planning of fixed avalanche control installations.

E.1 Introduction

Fixed avalanche control installations have gained popularity during the past years primarily to protect infrastructure. For an informed decision on where to locate installations in the release zone to have adequate coverage and hence to reduce the residual risk to a target level, it is desirable to know how far away from an explosion a weak layer is still likely to fail.

Since the pioneering work by Gubler (1977), flat field experiments on avalanche control have been performed by Ueland (1993) who focused on far distances, and Bones et al. (2012) who studied the effect of an explosion on the snowpack near the point of detonation. Gubler (1976), Johnson et al. (1994) and Mellor (1973) found that best effectiveness was obtained for an explosion a certain height above the snowpack. Small scale experiments were performed by Johnson et al. (1992) and revealed the principle behavior of snow under dynamic loading. Johnson (1990) developed a simple model to predict shock wave attenuation in snow, focusing on short distances from the explosion. Biot’s theory, which describes wave propagation in porous media, had previously been applied on snow by Johnson (1982). A finite element model for rapid loading was developed by Haehnel and Shoop (2004). Miller et al. (2011) developed a numerical model to study the response of snow to explosions. Recently, a pseudo-spectral model for porous materials solving Biot’s equations with a pseudo-spectral approach was developed (Sidler et al., 2010).

The aim of this study was to explore whether weak layer failure initiated by wave induced stresses can be adequately modeled. We compared results of field experiments to numerical simulations based on a Biot-type porous model of the snowpack. The stress field of the simulation
was evaluated based on the failure criterion to obtain the locations where snowpack failure had occurred; those were then compared to the failure locations found in the field experiments.

E.2 Methods

E.2.1 Field experiments

The field experiments were performed on a plane, level study site at an elevation of 1680 m a.s.l. (Simioni and Schweizer, 2013; cf. Appendix C). The experiments during the preceding winter showed a very uniform snowpack (Simioni and Schweizer, 2013; cf. Appendix C).

During winter 2013-2014, snow depth at a nearby observation station was well above the average. Snow depth at the study site reached 180 cm during this season. A manual profile including snow density measurements with a capacitance probe (Denoth, 1989) was observed on the day of the experiments and indicated good stability (Schweizer and Wiesinger, 2001).

For the explosive source we chose Alpinit, a slurry explosive widely employed in avalanche control installations in Switzerland (Simioni and Schweizer, 2013; cf. Appendix C).

Charges ranging from 4.25 to 5 kg were fixed to a pole at elevations of 2 and 3 m above the snow surface. The charges were triggered with electric detonators.

Measuring equipment was placed in three snow pits at different distances from the detonation point. Acceleration sensors were buried in two of the snow pits at different depths. Microphones were installed above all three snow pits to measure the resulting pressure in the air above the snowpack. All measurement installations were automatically triggered at the exact time of explosion. Cameras manufactured by GoPro were installed in all snow pits to visually identify the failure of weak layers.

E.2.2 Numerical modeling of wave propagation

A poroelastic model of wave propagation is much better suited to describe wave propagation in snow than the conventional elastic or viscoelastic models commonly applied in seismology (Johnson, 1982). To this end we solved Biot’s (1962) equations of motion with a pseudo-spectral approach which is known to be accurate and efficient (Sidler et al., 2010). We also consider the wave propagation in the air above the snowpack and in the ground below the snow.

Compressive and shear strength were parameterized depending on snow density (Jamieson and Johnston, 2001; Shapiro et al., 1997). Failure occurs if the modeled stresses exceed the strength at a given point within the snowpack.

A Friedlander wavelet was used to model the pressure source with parameters based on the field measurements of air pressure (Fig. E–1).
E.3 Results

E.3.1 Acceleration

The accelerations of the snowpack showed a clear attenuation with depth and distance from the blast. Acceleration for three different depths at a distance of 27 m from the source can be seen in Fig. E–2.

Fig. E–1: Waveform and frequency content of the Friedlander wavelet used as pressure source in the simulation. The source is located in the acoustic layer above the poroelastic snow layer.

Fig. E–2: Vertical accelerations for sensors at a distance of 27 m from the point of explosion and three different depths (21, 50 and 78 cm below the snow surface).
The typical waveform consists of a first dominant sharp pressure wave followed and superposed by pressure and shear waves with smaller amplitudes arriving at the sensor. This corresponds well with a Friedlander source waveform that is often associated with explosive sources in air. The corresponding waveform and frequency content are shown in Fig. E–1.

E.3.2 Air pressure
As the air pressure wave propagates from the point of detonation it is subject to geometrical spreading and interference with reflected and transmitted wave modes. The measured air pressure for the modeled experiment decreased exponentially from approx. 17 kPa at a distance of 12 m from the blast to 4 kPa at 22 m. The attenuation of the air pressure wave amplitude in the field experiments varied between $x^{-1.5}$ and $x^{-2.5}$, where $x$ is the distance from the point of explosion.

E.3.3 Weak layer failure
The stills from the videos recorded in the snow pits during explosion revealed that weak layer failure mainly occurred below the top layer consisting of new snow and partly decomposed and fragmented precipitation particles. We attribute the absence of failure in deeper layers to the stable structure of the snowpack; persistent weak layers were not present.

E.3.4 Model
We simulated the propagation of an acoustic wave by 2D wave propagation on a 1D snowpack model based on the density profile observed in the snow pit. We simulated the air above the snowpack as a purely acoustic medium supporting only one pressure wave mode and used the appropriate open pore boundary conditions at the air-snow interface. For the ground underlying the snowpack we used the properties of unconsolidated, water-saturated sand with considerably higher wave velocities. The model for porosity is shown in Fig. E–3.

![Image](Fig. E–3: Porosity model for the numerical modeling. The snowpack is a one-dimensional model based on measured density and is displayed in different shades of red. Gray indicates air and a water saturated sandy subsurface below the snowpack is shown in blue color. The model is 19 m long and snow depth is 175 cm.)
E.3.5 Simulation
During the time of the simulation snapshots of the stress fields are written out in short time intervals and evaluated for maximal stress conditions that the snowpack can withstand. We therefore distinguished between deviatoric (shear) and axial (bulk) stress fields. The corresponding stress fields 2.7 milliseconds after the start of the simulation are shown in Fig. E–4 and Fig. E–5, respectively. The model suggests that the snowpack mainly failed in shear near the uppermost layers of the snowpack. Due to the considerably higher wave velocities of the sand underlying the snowpack the waves were strongly transmitted into the ground and the sand layer behaved almost like an absorbing boundary.

Fig. E–4: Snapshot after 2.7 ms showing the pressure in the air above the snowpack, the deviatoric (shear) stress in the subsurface (blue for positive stresses) and the locations where the maximum shear stress exceeded the strength (in red) during the time of the simulation.

Fig. E–5: Same as Fig. E–4 but uniaxial (bulk) stress (ruby for negative stresses) is shown instead of deviatoric stress and locations where strength is exceeded (luminous red).

E.4 Summary
We performed field experiments with explosives and recorded air pressure, snowpack acceleration, stratigraphy and density. We used density and air pressure measurements as input for a Biot-type porous representation of the snowpack. We then solved Biot’s equations with a pseudo-spectral approach and compared the locations of the stress field exceeding the maximum strength of the snowpack to the locations where snowpack failure was identified in the field experiments.

The modeled air pressure was in good agreement with the values measured in the field experiments, considering the error of a 2D model compared to the spherical expansion of the wave in the experiment. Defining the correct shape and values of the input wavelet including amplitude
and frequency content based on the air pressure measurements is crucial to obtain a modeled snowpack response similar to the measured response. Although using smaller charges, the air pressures modeled by Miller et al. (2011) were higher than those modeled here but nevertheless in the same order of magnitude. A shear stress concentration was observed above the weak layer as detected in the explicit model used by Miller et al. (2011).

The model suggests that weak layer failure occurs mainly due to shear loading in the uppermost part of the snowpack as observed from the camera stills.

In the future, we will refine the model with data from more field experiments and compare the results to those that can be obtained with the explicit model developed by Miller et al. (2011).
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Appendix F  Artificial avalanche release: flat field experiments using a gas exploder

Abstract

Fixed avalanche control installations are frequently used today due to their various advantages to artificially trigger avalanches. Gas mixtures or explosives are ignited to create the required overpressure on the snowpack which is then transferred to the snowpack and may cause weak layer failure. Hitherto, extensive research has been conducted on explosives. However, comprehensive gas exploder experiments have so far been lacking and the detailed effect of gas explosions on a snowpack is poorly known – although it is no question that gas exploders are successfully operated throughout the world. We performed experiments with a mobile prototype gas exploder on a flat level study site. In total, 35 experiments with different gas quantities consisting of propane and oxygen were conducted. Similar to previous experiments, we measured surface air pressure with microphones at different distances from the point of explosion and snowpack accelerations at different depths within the snowpack and different distances from the explosion. Measurements were performed along two different axes to consider the effect of a directed explosion. As it is the case with explosives, air pressure and accelerations within the snowpack decay strongly with distance from the point of explosion and depth within the snowpack. The test procedure is well suited as a standard procedure to compare different avalanche release methods. Our findings will help to better understand the effect of different fixed avalanche control installations.

F.1 Introduction

The artificial release of avalanches is a key active control measure in avalanche mitigation. Hundreds of fixed avalanche control installations have been installed during the last decade – and are successfully operated. Still, a number of questions on the effectiveness remain unanswered.

To release avalanches artificially, an explosion is either caused by explosives or a gas mixture. In the snowpack, the explosion leads to peak stress and strain within a fraction of a second and might cause the failure of a weak layer. A subsequent avalanche release is probable if the snowpack is prone to crack propagation. Within the scope of this research, we focus on gas explosions.

Different studies were performed on the effect of explosions on snowpacks, many of them investigated the effect close to the point of explosion, i.e. within the shock region, and showed the strong attenuation of waves within a snowpack (e.g., Frigo et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 1993). Tichota et al. (2010) and Binger and Miller (2016) developed a measurement setup to record air overpressures above and accelerations within the snowpack at short distances from the explosion and showed a strong decrease of the measured parameters with distance from the point of explosion and depth within the snowpack.

At larger distances, more relevant for the effectiveness of artificial release, Gubler (1977) performed an extensive study with explosives used for artificial avalanche release. He showed,
among other findings, the influence of charge placement and the increased effect of a charge elevated above the snowpack. Other studies observed the effect of a snowpack on the propagation of acoustic wave above the snow surface (e.g., Albert and Hole, 2001). Simioni et al. (2014a) recorded a weak layer failure caused by an explosion. Also using explosives, Simioni et al. (2015; cf. Chap. 4) performed extensive field studies to study the impact on a snowpack and reported that air pressures decayed strongly, proportional to $x^{-1.6}$, where $x$ is the distance from the explosion. Snowpack accelerations decreased significantly with depth within the snowpack and distance from the explosion.

Liebermann et al. (2002) described the principle of a fixed avalanche control system working with gas. Berthet-Rambaud (2009) performed first investigations on this kind of release systems. The effect of ground accelerations induced by a gas exploder at far distances was investigated by Suriñach et al. (2011). They concluded that ground accelerations caused by a gas exploder was not sufficient to trigger avalanches at distances greater than 120 m.

Many of the studies on the impact of explosions were performed at short ranges and with explosives only. Only one study was particularly dedicated to gas exploders, however at large distances (>120 m) (Suriñach et al., 2011). We are not aware of any published studies investigating the effect of gas explosions on a snowpack.

The aim of this work was to assess the impact of a directed gas explosion on the snowpack. We used a mobile prototype gas exploder and measured air pressures above and accelerations within the snowpack.

F.2 Methods

F.2.1 Study site
We performed the experiments at the military firing range in Hinterrhein (Switzerland) (Simioni et al., 2015; cf. Chap. 4). Snow depth at the level study site was between 70 and 80 cm; the snowpack was predominately dry and spatially rather uniform.

F.2.2 Measuring equipment
The measurement setup was similar to the one used by Binger and Miller (2016). Microphones were installed above the snow surface to measure the air pressure and accelerometers within the snowpack to measure snowpack accelerations (Simioni et al., 2015; cf. Chap. 4). The instruments were installed at different distances ranging from 11.6 to 49.2 m from the point of explosion. Measurements were performed along different axes from the point of explosion to account for the fact that the effect of the directed gas explosion is not radially symmetric.
F.2 Methods

F.2.3 Mobile gas exploder

A mobile prototype gas exploder, provided by TAS, the manufacturer of the Gazex® system, was used to perform the experiments. The gas exploder consists of a steel tube open on one side (length: 2.5 m, inner diameter: 80 cm); it is suspended from a crane and anchored to the ground with steel wires to absorb the recoil. The two gases (oxygen and propane) are stored in tanks at a pressure of 6.5 and 1.4 bar, respectively. The gas then flows for a certain period of time from the tanks into the gas exploder where it is mixed. A plastic lid prevents the gas from flowing out of the tube before the explosion. This is required since the oxygen-propane mixture is heavier than the ambient air. The gas mixture is ignited using spark plugs.

The gas exploder was installed at different elevations from the snow surface and angles between the snow surface and the exploder.

![Gas exploder during explosion.](image)

**Fig. F–1: Gas exploder during explosion.**

F.2.4 Gas quantities and scaling

The released gas quantity $m_G$ (in kg) is calculated using the ideal gas law:

$$m_G = \frac{\Delta p_G \cdot V_{\text{tank}}}{R_s \cdot T}$$

where $\Delta p_G$ is the pressure difference between before and after releasing the gas from the tank (Pa), $V_{\text{tank}}$ is the volume of the pressure reduction tank ($m^3$), $R_s$ is the specific gas constant of the respective gas ($J \, kg^{-1} \, K^{-1}$) and $T$ is the gas temperature ($K$).

The gas volume is calculated from the gas mass using air temperature and the ambient air pressure.

For explosives, the influence of the charge mass is usually considered by scaling the distances from the point of explosion with the cube root of the charge size (Cooper, 1996). For a directed gas
explosion, this relation might not hold true. Therefore, the scaling factor was determined from the air pressure results. The scaling factor was varied within a certain range and the best fit of the air pressure vs. the scaled distance was chosen.

\[ x' = x m_G^{-cG} \]  

where \( c \) is the scaling factor and the subscript \( G \) stands for gas.

The acceleration data were integrated with time to obtain displacement velocities and displacements. In addition, an energy equivalent was calculated by integrating the square of the displacement velocities with time, similar to the air pressure energy equivalent.

Air pressure data were fitted against scaled distance with a power law relation, e.g.:

\[ p_{\text{max}} = 10^a x'^{-b} \]

where \( a \) and \( b \) are the coefficients of the power law. The coefficient \( b \) describes the magnitude of the decay of a certain parameter with distance or depth.

Accelerations and derived parameters were first fitted with depth within the snowpack. This fit was used to calculate the decay with distance at a certain depth within the snowpack – again with a power law.

**F.3 Results and discussion**

We performed 35 gas exploder experiments above dry and partly moist snowpacks during the winters 2014-2015 and 2015-2016.

The angles between the axis of the gas exploder tube and the second measuring axis ranged between 23 and 37° above snow and 89° above bare ground. The elevation of the tube bottom edge and the snow/ground surface was between 1.4 and 1.8 m.

The quantities of the gas mixture were between 0.4 and 1.45 kg. Exact gas quantity measurements were only performed during the winter 2015-2016. The quantities of the first season were determined using the air pressure measurements and the scaling factor from the second season.

**F.3.1 Scaling factor**

The best scaling factor \( c_G \) was 0.65 for experiments above snow and 0.4 for experiments above bare ground. This shows the influence of two different surfaces on air pressure propagation.

**F.3.2 Air pressure**

The maximum air pressure decayed on average with \( x'^{-1.67} \). This is in good agreement with or slightly higher than reported by earlier studies that, however, all used explosives (Albert and Hole, 2001; Gubler, 1977; Ingram, 1962; Mellor, 1973). Up to the maximum angle of 37° from the exploder axis, no lateral decrease was observed. The maximum derivative of the air pressure decreased.
similarly as the maximum air pressure. The energy equivalent decreased stronger than the air pressure with distance. This is plausible, since the energy of a wave decays following the square of the amplitude decay.

![Surface air pressure (Pa) over time](image)

*Fig. F–2: Example of the air pressure signal at the three measuring locations on the x-axis, data from 18 Feb 2016, experiment 5. Distances for X1, X2 and X3 are 16.0, 25.6 and 34.9 m, respectively.*

### F.3.3 Acceleration, displacement velocity and displacement

The accelerations decreased strongly with depth proportional to $z^{-0.9}$ to $z^{-1.4}$. This is in the same range as observed in other studies using explosives (Binger et al., 2006). Displacements were small ranging from $10^{-3}$ m to $10^{-6}$ m and were in good agreement with previous results by, e.g., Gubler (1977).

The incline and the elevation of the gas exploder did not have a significant effect on the measured quantities. Compared to the distances at which we measured, the slight change of elevation and the change of incline within a range of only $10^\circ$ are expected to have a minor influence. The incline was not changed to more extreme values as the tested inclines were similar to those for operational gas exploders.

The strength of the air pressure decay was similar to the decay of the maximum vertical accelerations. This finding means, that the behavior of the air pressure can be used as an approximation for the behavior within the snowpack. The propagation speed of the air pressure wave never exceeded the speed of sound in air for locations larger than approx. 11 m. At shorter distances, no measurement was possible to prove the existence of a shock wave with higher speeds.
F.4 Summary and Outlook

We performed the first extensive measuring campaign with a mobile gas exploder to investigate the effect of gas explosions on a snowpack.

We observed an air pressure of 1 kPa at approx. 57 m with 1.8 kg of gas which is similar to what we observed with a 4.5 kg explosive charge. This shows that the impact of a gas exploder is comparable to the impact obtained with solid explosives.

Within an opening angle of approx. 70° no lateral decay of the impact was observed. However, it is expected that the decay will be different at larger angles due to character of the directed explosion. Slight changes of incline and elevation of the gas exploder had no influence on air pressures above and accelerations within a snowpack. The snowpack accelerations decreased similarly as the maximum air pressure or the air pressure derivative with distance from the point of explosion. The decay of the latter parameters might therefore be useful as approximations to assess the behaviour within the snowpack.

All the relevant quantities are clearly sufficient to trigger an avalanche – as far as our understanding goes. In particular at close distances the impact is extremely high. The size of the resulting avalanche might rather be related to crack propagation propensity than a high impact at large distances.

These results help to understand the effect of a directed gas explosion on snowpacks. The findings might be used to assess differences in the effect of different explosions.
F.5 Limitations

Our results obtained with a prototype gas exploder cannot directly be compared to an operational Gazex\textsuperscript{®}. The gas masses and volumes measured during the experiments do not correspond to the size of an operational gas exploder given in m\textsuperscript{3}.
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Appendix G  Publications and planned publications
Some of the chapters of this thesis were published, are submitted or planned to be published with some adaptations.

- Chapter 4 was published with adaptions as
  \[ \text{Simioni, S., Sidler, R., Dual, J. and Schweizer, J., 2015. Field measurements of snowpack response to explosive loading. Cold Regions Science and Technology, 120: 179-190.} \]

- The content of chapter 5 is in preparation to be submitted as
  \[ \text{Simioni, S., Dual, J. and Schweizer, J., 2016. Snowpack response to directed gas explosions on level ground. in preparation.} \]

- The content of chapter 6 is in preparation to be submitted as
  \[ \text{Simioni, S., Dual, J. and Schweizer, J., 2016. Small scale field experiments in snow to determine wave propagation principles and mechanical properties} \]

- The remaining chapters are planned to be published individually, in combination or in combination with other studies on the same topic.

- Appendix C was published as

- Appendix D was published as

- Appendix E was published as

- Appendix F was published as
## List of symbols and abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>area</td>
<td>m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_r$, $A_s$, $A_t$</td>
<td>Amplitudes of reflected P-, transmitted S- and transmitted P-wave</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>elastic constant, Biot theory</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>Young’s modulus</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_3$</td>
<td>second moment of inertia</td>
<td>m⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>shear modulus solid, Biot theory</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E'$</td>
<td>Energy equivalent</td>
<td>m² s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>constrained modulus</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q$</td>
<td>coupling of volume change, Biot theory</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>pressure on fluid, Biot theory</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_g$</td>
<td>Specific gas constant</td>
<td>J kg⁻¹ K⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>gas temperature</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{atm}$</td>
<td>ambient air temperature</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U$</td>
<td>displacement vector fluid</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{GAS}$</td>
<td>gas volume</td>
<td>m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{tank}$</td>
<td>gas tank volume</td>
<td>m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X$</td>
<td>first axis (from point of explosion)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y$</td>
<td>second axis (from point of explosion)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_s$</td>
<td>snowpack acceleration</td>
<td>m s$^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>power law coefficient</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_G$</td>
<td>scaling factor gas</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_K$</td>
<td>power law coefficient constrained modulus</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>power law coefficient</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_K$</td>
<td>power law coefficient constrained modulus</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_1$</td>
<td>longitudinal wave speed</td>
<td>m s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_f$</td>
<td>longitudinal wave speed fluid</td>
<td>m s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_2$</td>
<td>transversal wave speed</td>
<td>m s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_0$</td>
<td>longitudinal wave speed structures/plane wave</td>
<td>m s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_b$</td>
<td>flexural wave speed</td>
<td>m s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>wave number</td>
<td>m$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{\text{GAS}}$</td>
<td>gas mass</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>air pressure</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{\text{energy}}$</td>
<td>air pressure energy equivalent</td>
<td>Pa$^2$s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{\text{GAS}}$</td>
<td>gas tank pressure</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{\text{t,max}}$</td>
<td>maximum air pressure derivative</td>
<td>Pa s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>time</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{u}$</td>
<td>displacement vector (solid)</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{v}$</td>
<td>displacement velocity</td>
<td>m s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{\text{energy}}$</td>
<td>energy equivalent from displacement velocity</td>
<td>m$^2$s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>distance</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x'$</td>
<td>scaled distance</td>
<td>m kg$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>depth</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{en}$</td>
<td>attenuation coefficient</td>
<td>dB cm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_{ij}$</td>
<td>strain</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_{ijk}$</td>
<td>permutation symbol</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>Nondimensional frequency parameter, Biot theory</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Theta$</td>
<td>angle of wave propagation</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>Lamé parameter</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_f$</td>
<td>Lamé parameter fluid</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>Lamé parameter</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>density</td>
<td>kg m$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_f$</td>
<td>fluid density</td>
<td>kg m$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_{11}, \rho_{12}, \rho_{22}$</td>
<td>coefficient of inertial effects of moving fluid, Biot theory</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{ij}$</td>
<td>stress</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varphi$</td>
<td>scalar potential</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi$</td>
<td>vector potential</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>angular frequency</td>
<td>s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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